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To compile a completely comprehensive bibliography is a task as 
futile as it is seemingly vain. No matter how hard one tries to gather 
in all the pertinent information, let him but look at one more book 
and without fail there he will find another indispensable entry for his 
already "completed" list. More than once the bibliographer is sorely 
tempted to doubt the efficacy of his protracted labors and to end them 
all with a slight touch of sulfur. But here as elsewhere "conscience 
doth make cowards of us all," and we carry on towards our goal, as 
arbitrary as it may seem to be. 
From such scholarly pangs of conscience I too have suffered more 
than once, knowing that I couldn't possibly do justice to my under-
taking and yet fearing that were I not at least to try, the project might 
never be attempted. Which would be worse - to make an effort and 
fall short of the desired goal or make no effort at all, waiting for the 
day when someone more competent should have the time and desire 
to do that which I could but hope to accomplish in part? It is to be 
hoped that my choice of the former alternative may nevertheless prove 
beneficial to those interested in the works of Stefan Zweig for their 
own sake or those engaged in future Zweig scholarship. 
Admitting without reserve the incompleteness of the following 
bibliography and taking upon myself the onus of any factual as well as 
all typographical errors, I nevertheless take great pleasure in ac-
knowledging my sincere debt of gratitude to the many people without 
whose efforts I would most assuredly have been able to accomplish 
little: in sequence of time I must first mention Dr. F. X. Braun of the 
University of Michigan under whose guidance I wrote my doctoral 
dissertation on Stefan Zweig and to whom I owe the idea of as-
sembling the present bibliography; to Mrs. Friderike M. Zweig 
my thanks must surely prove inadequate to the amount of encourage-
ment and friendship that she has shown me; for much material 
that I would never have otherwise seen and for his ever ready as-
sistance in so many instances I wish to thank Dr. Harry Zohn of 
Brandeis University; for permission to compare my efforts with his 
unpublished American Zweig Bibliography I likewise thank Dr. 
Thomas L. Broadbent of the University of Utah; for information on 
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recent articles about Zweig appearing in foreign periodicals as well as 
for copies of her own lectures my appreciation is extended to Mrs. 
Mimi Grossberg of New York City; to the many friends of Stefan 
Zweig in Germany, Austria, France, Italy, Holland, Japan and India 
who so willingly gave of their time to correspond with me concerning 
problems that arose with respect to articles and translations of Zweig's 
works in these respective languages my gratitude is without limit; 
for many enjoyable hours spent together searching library stacks I tip 
my hat to my friends Michael C. Downs and Ralph Kent, students at 
the University of Notre Dame, who likewise shared the joys and 
sorrows of the several proofreadings of the typescript, a dubious honor 
shared by many other friends and most of my family; for the financial 
support at every step of the way as well as the unflagging moral and 
morale support I take special pleasure in paying herewith in some 
small manner the enormous debt I owe to my parents; for the many 
long hours spent behind her relentless typewriter with an equally 
relentless script of undecipherable languages before her I thank Mrs. 
M. Webber, the most perfect secretary any language department could 
ever hope to acquire; and to my wife I also owe more than I can here 
express, not only for her willingness to shoulder all the domestic 
responsibilities while I wiled away the fruitful hours among the 
weeds and flowers of literary scholarship but perhaps even more am I 
indebted to her sense of practicality and self-discipline, both of which 
effectively made me realize that the business at hand was a task to be 
accomplished and not a life-long dedication. It would also indeed be 
remiss on my part were I to fail to mention the many services rendered 
to me by the library staffs of the Universities of Notre Dame, Michigan, 
and Chicago without whose ready assistance the information needed 
from far and near would never have been made available. Lastly I 
might erect a type of prefatory altar to the forgotten god upon which 
is to be placed anyone whom I have inadvertently forgotten to 
mention or whom perhaps I have never met, but to whom nevertheless 
my debt of gratitude is rendered with the utmost sincerity. 
University of Notre Dame Randolph]. Klawiter 
Notre Dame, Indiana June, 1964. 
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I932 (Or later eds. as indicated). 
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Stockholm: Bermann-Fischer, I945 (Or later eds. as indicated)). 
Erinnerungen an Emile Verhaeren. Wien: Christoph Reissers Sohne, 
I917 (Or later eds. as indicated). 
Paul Verlaine. Eine Monographic. Berlin - Leipzig: Schuster and 
Loeffler, I904. 
Die Welt von Gestern. Erinnerungen eines Europiiers. Stockholm: 
Bermann-Fischer, I944 (Or later eds. as indicated). 
Zeit und Welt. Gesammelte Aufsiitze und Vortriige I904-I940. Stock-
holm: Bermann-Fischer, I943 (Pagination quoted from the I946 
ed.). 
Anthologie des Lyriques allemands contemporains depuis Nietzsche. Ed. 
Henri Guilbeaux. Paris: E. Figuiere and Cie, I9I3. 
Gustav Settler. Vom Antlitz Junger Menschen. Acht Radierungen. 
Grenchen(die Schweiz): Verlag Gute Graphik, I956. 
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Buch des Dankes fiir Hans Carossa. Ed. Albrecht Schaeffer. 
Emanuel Bin Gorion. Ceterum Recenso. Kritische Aufsiitze und Reden. 
Tiibingen: Alexander Fischer, 1929. 
Contemporary German Poetry. Tr. and ed. Jethro Bithell. London-
New York: Walter Scott, 1909. 
M. Burrell. Crumbs are also Bread. Toronto: Macmillan, 1934· 
Current Biography. Who's News and W/ijl. 1942. New York: H. W. 
Wilson, 1942. 
Dichter der Gegenwart. Vol. IV. Ed. Toni Meder. Bamberg-Wies-
baden: Bayerische Verlagsanstalt, 195 5· 
Der ewige Brunnen. Bin Volksbuch deutscher Dichtung. 2. ed. Miinchen: 
Beck, 1959. 
Diktate aus dem deutschen Schrifttum. Ed. Willi Hopff, Hans Thiel 
and Wilhelm Reininghaus. 8. ed. Frankfurt am Main -Berlin -
Bonn: Mantz Diesterweg, n.d. 
Dichter unserer Zeit. Vol. II. Ed. Hans Gi:ittling. Bamberg: Buch-
ners, 1954. 
Brziihlungen deutscher Dichter. Vol. III. Ed. Wilhelm Helmich and 
Paul Nentwig. n.l.: Georg Westermann, 1958. 
Der grosse Buropiier Stefan Zweig. Ed. Hanns Arens. Miinchen: 
Kindler, I 95 6. 
R. H. France. Festschrift zu seinem fiinfzigsten Geburtstag. Heilbronn: 
Seifert, 1924. 
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Obertragung. Sel. and Intro. Otto Heuschele. Biihl in Baden: 
Roland, 1948. 
Franziisische Lyrik aus acht Jahrhunderten. Ed. Franz von Rexroth. 
Saarbriicken: Saar Verlag, 1946. 
Die Frau von Morgen, wie wir sie wiinschen (Von Max Brod, Arnolt 
Bronnen, Axel Eggebrecht, Stefan Zweig et al.). Ed. Friedrich 
M. Huebner. Leipzig: Seemann, 1929. 
Deutsches Geistesleben der Gegenwart. Ed. Otto Koischwitz. New 
York: Knopf, 1928 (Schooled.). 
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Franz Kobler. Ziirich: n.p., 1928. 
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Theodor Herzl. A Memorial. Ed. Meyer W. Weisgal. New York: 
The New Palestine, 1929. 
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Cambridge (Mass.): n.p., 1941. 
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Editions duMont Blanc, r 94 5. 
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Urbanek. Bamberg: Buchners, 1962. 
Navigare necesse est. Festschrift fiir Anton Kippenberg. Ed. P. Jessen. 
Leipzig: Insel, 1924. 
Rundfrage iiber Karl Kraus. Ed. L. von Ficker. Innsbruck: n.p., 1917. 

























OJ, By and For Librarians. Further Contributions to Library Literature 
Ed. J.D. Marshall. New York: Shoe String Press, 1960. 
Stefan Zweig. A Tribute to His Life and Work. Ed. Hanns Arens. 
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Moissi. Der Mensch und Kilnstler in Worten und Bildern. Ed. Hans 
Bohm. Berlin: Eigenbrodler, 192.7. 
Negen Vuurmakers voor het Kampvuur. Utrecht: Vrijzinnig Christe-
lijke Jeugd Centrale, 1946. 
M. Robertazzi. Poesia e Realta. Modena: Guandi, 1934. 
Hommage a Ramuz. zum sechzigsten Geburtstag. Lausanne: Porchet 
and Cie, 1938. 
Chor um WilhelmS. Schmidtbonn. Zum 50sten Geburtstag, 6. Feb. 192.7. 
Ed. Herbert Saekel. Stuttgart- Berlin- Leipzig: Deutsche Ver-
lagsanstalt, 1926. 
Oskar A. H. Schmitz zumfiinfzigsten Geburtstage. Miinchen: Georg 
Miiller, 1923. 
Henri Delarue and Paul F. Geisendorf. Calvin, Stefan Zweig et M. 
Jean Schorer. Geneve: Librairie de l'Universite - Georg and Cie, 
1949· 
Albert Schweitzer, Genie der Menschlichkeit. Frankfurt am Main-
Hamburg: Fischer, 1955 (Fischer Biicherei, No. 83). 
Spectrum. Modern German Thought in Science, Literature, Philosophy 
and Art. Ed. W. P. Lehmann, Helmut Rehder and Hans Beyer. 
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964. 
Stefan Zweig. Spiegelungen einer schopferischen Personlichkeit. Ed. Erich 
Fitzbauer. Wien: Bergland, 1959 (Erste Sonderpublikation der 
Stefan Zweig Gesellschaft). 
Friderike Maria Zweig. Stefan Zweig, wie ich ibn erlebte. Stockholm -
New York: Neuer Verlag, 1947. 
Paul Zech. Stefan Zweig. Eine Gedenkschrift. Buenos Aires: Quadri-
ga, 1943. 
Der Tag bricht an (Neue Gedichte von Waldemar Bonsels, Felix 
Braun, Hermann Hesse, Stefan Zweig et. al.). Ed. Carl Seelig. 
Dortmund: Der Garten Eden, 1921. 
Das Wedekindbuch. Ed. Joachim Friedenthal. Miinchen- Leipzig: 
n.p., 1914. 
Lyrische Weltdichtung in deutscher Obertragung aus sieben Jahrhunderten. 
Ed. Julius Petersen and Erich Trunz. Berlin: Juncker and Diinn-
haupt, 1933· 
Zeichen der Zeit. Bin deutsches Lesebuch in vier Biinden. Vol. IV. Ed. 
Walther Killy. Frankfurt am Main - Hamburg: Fischer, 1961 
(This work also appeared as one volume in Fischer, 1962). 
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Almanach der Psychoanalyse (Wien) 
Almanach des deutschen Volkstheaters (Leipzig - Wien - Zurich) 
Alles fiir die Welt (Baden-Baden) 
The American Hebrew (New York) 
American Historical Review (New York) 
Adam. International Review (London) 
American Journal of Public Health (Boston) 
Art Libre (Bruxelles) 
Atlantic Monthly (Boston) 
Acta Mozartiana. Mitteilungen der deutschen Mozart Gesellschaft 
(Kassel-Wilhelmshohe) 
Athenaeum (London) 
Les Annales Politiques et Litteraires (Paris) 
Augsburger Postzeitung (Augsburg) 
American Review (New York) 
Autographen Rundschau 
Asia (Concord, N.H.) 
Atenea (Concepcion de Chile) 
Aufbau (Berlin) 
Anales de la Universidad de Chile (Santiago de Chile) 
Aufstieg (Wiesbaden) 
Aufbau (New York) 
Allgemeine Wochenzeitung der J uden in Deutschland (Dusseldorf) 
Allgemeine Zeitung (Munchen) 
Allgemeine Zeitung des Judentums (Leipzig- Berlin; Superseded 
in 1922 by the Central Verein Zeitung) 
Books Abroad (Norman, Oklahoma) 
Blaubuch (Berlin) 
Baden-Badener Buhnenblatt (Baden-Baden) 
Berliner Borsen Courrier (Berlin) 
Blatter der Bucherstube am Museum (Wiesbaden) 
Blatter der bayerischen Staatsoper. Festspiele 1962. Tagespro-
gramm. Ed. Rudolf Hartmann. 
Berliner Borsen Zeitung (Berlin) 
Bund (Bern) 
Borsenblatt fiir den deutschen Buchhandel (Leipzig) 
Blatter des deutschen Theaters in Gottingen (Gottingen) 
Boston Evening Transcript (Boston) 
Bibliografia Fascista (Roma) 
Bergstadt (Breslau) 
Der Bibliothekar (Leipzig) 
Biblioteca Selecta (Panama) 




Biochemische Monatsblatter (Leipzig) 
Bookman (New York) 
Bulletin Bibliographique et Pedagogique du Musee Belge (Lou vain) 
Book of the Month Club News (New York) 
Baseler Nachrichten (Basel) 



























































Brecha (San Jose, Costa Rica) 
Breslauer Zeitung (Breslau) 
Briicke. Blatt fiir Heimatvertriebene (Miinchen) 
Best Sellers (Scranton, Pa.) 
Berliner Tageblatt (Berlin) 
Boston Transcript (Boston) 
Bibliotheque Universelle et Revue de Geneve (Geneve) 
Biicherei und Bildungspflege (Leipzig-Stettin) 
Biichergilde (Frankfurt am Main) 
Die Biicherhalle (Leipzig) 
Berichte und Informationen (Salzburg) 
Biicher-Kommentare (Stuttgart-Berlin) 
Buch und Leben (Stuttgart) 
Bogens Verden (Kobenhavn) 
Biihne und Welt (Berlin-Leipzig-Wien) 
Book Week (Chicago) 
Berliner Zeitung (Berlin) 
Colliers (New York) 
Carrefour (Paris) 
Christian Century (Chicago) 
Cahiers du Sud (Marseille) 
Chicago Daily Tribune (Chicago) 
Canadian Forum (Toronto) 
Current History (Chicago) 




Die christliche Welt (Marburg) 
Contemporary Jewish Record (New York) 
The Classical Weekly (New York) 





Contemporary Review (London) 
Congress Weekly (New York) 
Carriere della Sera (Milano) 
Cleveland Open Shelf (Cleveland, Ohio) 
Chicago Review (Chicago) 
Caritas. Zeitschrift des schweizerischen Caritasverbandes (Luzern) 
Central Verein Zeitung (Berlin; a. AZJ above) 
Catholic World (New York) 
Commonweal (New York) 
Demain (Geneve-Paris) 
Dresdener Anzeiger (Dresden) 
Das Antiquariat (Wien) 
Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung (Berlin) 
Die Biihnenkritik (Augsburg) 
Die Barke (Frankfurt am Main) 
Deutsche Beitrage (Miinchen) 
Deutsche Bibliographie (Frankfurt am Main) 

























































Deutsche Blatter in Polen (Posen) 
Das deutsche Buch (Leipzig) 
Deutsche Dichtung (Berlin) 
Die Dichtung (Berlin-Miinchen) 
Das deutsche Drama (Berlin) 
De Gids (Amsterdam) 
Deutschlands Erneuerung (Miinchen) 
Deutsche Rundschau (Berlin) 
Deutsches Volkstum (Hamburg) 
Die Fackel (Wien) 
Der Fackelreiter (Hamburg-Bergedorf) 
Deutsch-franzosische Rundschau (Paris) 
Der Funke (Leipzig) 
Die Getreuen (Hamburg) 
Das ganze Deutschland (Detmold) 
Das goldene Tor (Lahr) 
Die Horen (Berlin) 
Dial (New York) 
Deutsche Internierten Zeitung (Bern) 
Das junge Zentrum 
Die Kultur (Stuttgart) 
Der Kunstwanderer (Berlin) 
Die Literatur (Berlin; Before 1923 called Das literarische Echo) 
Das literarische Deutsch-Osterreich (Wien) 
Das literarische Echo (Berlin; Mter Vol. XXV (1923) renamed 
Die Literatur, see above) 
Die Lebenden (Gorlitz) 
Die literarische Welt (Berlin) 
Diisseldorfer Lokal-Zeitung (Dusseldorf) 
Der Lesezirkel (Ziirich) 
Deutsche literarische Zeitung (Berlin) 
Die Masken (Dusseldorf) 
Deutsche Monatshefte fiir Chile 
Der Monat (Miinchen) 
Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift (Leipzig) 
Die Nation (Berlin) 
Das neue Europa (Ziirich) 
De nieuwe Gids (Den Haag) 
Dresdener Neueste Nachrichten (Dresden) 
Die neueren Sprachen (Marburg) 
Die neue Schau (Kassel) 
Die neue Zeit (New York-Leipzig) 
Die neue Zeitung (Miinchen) 
Donauland (Wien) 
Dorem Afrike (Johannesburg) 
Doitsu Bungaku (Tokyo) 
Deutsches Pfarrerblatt (Stuttgart) 
Die Presse (Wien) 
Deutsche Republik (Berlin-Frankfurt am Main) 
Die Rampe (Hamburg) 
Der Ring (Berlin) 
Deutsche Reichs-Zeitung (Bonn) 
Die Schrift (Briinn) 
Die Sammlung (Gottingen) 
Die Schaubiihne (Berlin) 

























































Das Silberboot (Salzburg) 
Der Strom (Koln) 
Der Start. Illustriertes Blatt der jungen Generation (Berlin) 
Die Tat (Leipzig-Jena) 
Das Tagebuch (Berlin) 
Der Tag (Berlin) 
Deutsche Tagespost 
Der Vormarsch (Berlin) 
Die Wage (Wien) 
Dietsche Warande en Belfort (Amsterdam) 
Der Weg. Zeitschrift fur Fragen des Judenrums (Berlin) 
Das Werk (Dusseldorf) 
Die Wochenpost (Stuttgart) 
Der Werker (Berlin) 
Deutsche Zeitung (Munchen) 
Die Zeit. Wochenzeirung fiir Politik, Wirtschaft, Handel und 
Kulrur (Hamburg-Frankfurt am Main) 
Deutsche Zeitung fur Spanien 
Europa (Paris) 
Europa XX Wieku. Zycie Literackie (Krakow) 
Erkenntnis. Annalen der Philosophie (Leipzig) 
Etudes Classiques (Namur) 
Eckart. Blatter fiir evangelische Geistesarbeit (Berlin) 
Edda (Oslo) 
Evangile et Liberte (Paris) 
L'Europe Nouvelle (Paris) 
Ere Nouvelle (Paris) 
Etudes des Peres de la Compagnie de Jesus (Paris) 
Erasmus (Basel) 
Erzahlung (Konstanz) 
Englische Srudien (Leipzig) 
Europaische Gesprache (Hamburg) 
Freistatt (Munchen) 
Fortschritte der Therapie (Berlin) 
Finanstidende (Kobenhavn) 
Finsk Tidskrift for Vitterhet, V etenskap Konst och Politik (Hel-
singfors) 
Freeman (New York) 
Forum (New York) 
Die Frau (Berlin-Leipzig) 
Frauenzimmer-Almanach (Wien) 
Forward (New York) 
Frankische Tagespost 
Freiburger Theaterblatter (Freiburg i.B.) 
Die Furche (Berlin) 
Form und Sinn (Augsburg) 
Forum und Tribune (New York) 
Freie Volksbildung (Frankfurt am Main) 
Free World (New York) 
Frankfurter Zeitung (Frankfurt am Main) 
Goetheanum (Dornach) 
Golden Book (New York) 
Der Geisteskampf der Gegenwart (Gutersloh) 
Gesundheitslehrer (Berlin) 























































The Germanic Review (New York) 
Gesprache. Freundesbund fiir Hermann Hesse (Frankfurt am 
Main) 
The Geographical Journal (London) 
German Life and Letters (London) 
Groat-Nederland (Amsterdam) 
Goethe Jahrbuch (Frankfurt am Main) 
Glocke. Okkultische Monatsschrift 
The German Quarterly (Appleton, Wis.) 
La Grande Revue (Paris) 
Der Gral (Miinchen-Essen) 
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Hamburger Akademische Rundschau (Hamburg) 
Hamburger Fremdenblatt (Hamburg) 
Hellweg (Essen) 
Hannoverscher Kurier (Hannover) 
Hochland (Dresden-Miinchen) 
Harper's Magazine (New York) 
Hamburger Nachrichten (Hamburg) 
Historical Outlook (Philadelphia) 
Die hohere Schule des Freistaates Sachsens 
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INTRODUCTION 
STEFAN ZWEIG - BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
"Paix adviendra et malheur cessera. 
Mais entre deux que mall' on souffrera!" 1 
On February 22, 1942, Stefan Zweig and his second wife, Lotte 
Altmann Zweig, committed suicide. To those who loved him the 
news was a terrible blow; to those who considered him to be a stalwart 
ally against the madness of the times, his death came almost as a willful 
desertion of a common cause. But in the minds of all the same 
question was evident: why? Indeed, his was not a solitary fate- one 
need but mention Tucholsky, Toller, Hasenclever, E. Weiss, Friedell-
many had preceded him, others were to follow him and yet for some 
reason his fate does seem unique. Kurt Bottcher would see in Zweig a 
singular, representative figure who realized in his person: 
... jenes Charakteristische also fiir eine Gruppe von humanistischen burger-
lichen Schriftstellern mit gleicher oder ahnlicher gesellschaftlicher und 
geistiger Position sowie menschlicher Beschaffenheit. • 
Undoubtedly there is some partial justification for this view but it 
would seem to fall far short of explaining the individual magnetism 
and creative spirit which was Zweig's. If he must be a symbol, in 
justice to him, the symbol should be that of a life dedicated to inter-
national understanding and not merely that of a certain social-intel-
lectual reserve. 
Zweig was born on the 28th of November, 1881, into a wealthy 
Jewish family, which, having made a fortune in the textile industry in 
Czechoslovakia, removed to Vienna about the middle of the nine-
teenth century. Stefan's father, Moritz Zweig, married an Italian-
German girl whose father was an international banker of great repute, 
having done business even for the Vatican. 3 In keeping with customs 
of the time, Stefan and his older brother were cared for almost entirely 
by nurses and governesses. This obvious lack of motherly affection 
and the many restrictions placed on children, in keeping with social 
decorum, often arrested the growing spirits of the younger generation. 
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His mother was a very vivacious woman, but one of very fixed, often 
obstinate ideas, a trait which Stefan seems to have inherited, along 
with an unbending resentment of his systematized life as a child. 4 
The family vacations were usually spent dashing from one spa to 
another amid baggage far in excess, noise, and a regular domestic 
cortege. As a result, when older, Zweig never took anything with 
him when he traveled, leaving for anywhere on the spur of the 
moment.5 
At the age of six Zweig started his school career - a long, dull 
struggle in dark rooms with bored teachers, whose lives did not 
correspond with their contemporary society. Sports and dating were 
still unheard of, their stead being filled with cultural pursuits: literary-
philosophical debates in cafes, extensive reading, regular attendance at 
opera premieres or theatrical performances in Vienna's Burgtheater. 6 
The turn of the century saw an almost revolutionary change in 
attitude and mode of expression in European Letters. As the onesided, 
aggressive, tendentious Naturalism had thirty years previously sup-
planted the historic Epigonentum of the 186os and 187os, so in its 
turn was Naturalism supplanted by a vogue of Impressionism -
Expressionism. French, Belgian, Norwegian painting and literature 
were everywhere considered to be of leading significance; Debussy 
and Strauss dominated the field of music as did Nietzsche the realm of 
philosophy. Rim baud, V erlaine, Zola, Hauptmann, Rilke, Dostoyevs-
ky - such were the dominant figures of the age, names which today 
seem enwrapped in the sobering effects of distance, but which at that 
time were names of a younger generation struggling to attain new 
forms of expression to correspond to their new forms of thought. 
This new literary movement was amply represented in the "Jung 
Wien" school which boasted such members as Schnitzler, Hermann 
Bahr and the young Hofmannsthal, who at nineteen had become the 
hero of his generation through an essay on art and his exquisitely 
mature poems. 7 
Having graduated from the Gymnasium in 19oo, Zweig enrolled 
immediately at the University of Vienna. He attended very few 
classes but read everything of modern literature that he could find. 
Fearing little success, he nevertheless sent an article to the editor of 
the leading Viennese newspaper, Die Neue Freie Presse, Theodor 
Herzl, 8 requesting its publication in Herzl's Feuilleton section which 
normally contained articles on art, music, the theater and literature, 
contributed only by well known writers. When his article was 
accepted and appeared on the first page it seemed to Zweig that a 
dream had been realized. By nature modest, Zweig was embarrassed 
by the prestige and popularity that he had attained, in his own eyes 
prematurely. To escape unwelcome celebrity as well as to gain more 
personal freedom, Zweig transferred to the University of Berlin 
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(1902), where in a milieu of international intellectualism he formed 
friendships and ties with artists of other nations which lasted through-
out his life (e.g. Ellen Key, Giobanni Cena, Georg Brandes, Peter 
Hille, Rudolf Steiner). 9 
Through his contacts with local journals in Berlin Zweig was soon 
introduced into a club known as "Die Kommenden" which consist-
ed of individuals from all social strata, nationality and profession, all 
united through a common bond: their Bohemian life. The club 
resembled the literary-cafe groups which Zweig had frequented in 
Vienna but how far intellectually superior were the debates, how far 
more perfected the artistry in Berlin! Zweig actually felt embarrassed 
in their midst, his self-confidence diminished considerably. He soon 
realized how childish, how deprived of knowledge of real life his 
works were. A novel begun in Vienna was soon filed in the stove, 
its successor appearing only 3 7 years later. The greater part of the 
time Zweig spent observing and studying all types of people, from 
the best to the worst. This psychological curiosity lasted throughout 
his entire life and by many is considered to be his outstanding 
characteristic.10 
By 1910 Zweig could boast of two volumes of verse (Silberne Saiten 
(1902) and Die friihen Kranze (19o6)), a volume of four Novellen 
(Die Liebe der Erika Ewald (1904)), and a drama, Tersites (1907)- all 
of which were begun under the influence of the new psychological 
literature predominating in Austria, wherein aestheticism joined forces 
with irrationalism and cosmic mysticism to produce a nee-romanticism 
characterized by melodiousness of sound and hues.11 Realizing his 
own inadequacies and short-comings, however, Zweig all but com-
pletely abandoned his own writings and dedicated himself almost 
exclusively to translating foreign works into German: some poems 
of Baudelaire and V erlaine, a drama by Charles van Lerberghe, a 
novel by Camille Lemmonier and by 1910 the complete works of 
Emile V erhaeren. Though translation is difficult, demanding a 
precise knowledge of the nuances of one's own as well as the foreign 
language, the effort expended is commensurately rewarding in its 
formative effects. 
Und wenn ich heute einen jungen Schriftsteller beraten sollte, der noch 
seines Weges ungewiss ist, wiirde ich ihn zu bestimmen suchen, zuerst einem 
grosseren Werke als Darsteller oder Obertragender zu dienen. In allem auf-
opfernden Dienen ist fiir einen Beginnenden mehr Sicherheit als im eigenen 
Schaffen, und nichts, was jemals hingebungsvoll geleistet, ist vergebens 
getan." 
The summer of 1902 Zweig spent in Belgium, where through the 
mediation of the sculptor van der Stappen, he met Emile V erhaeren 
for the first time. The two became extremely close friends, a friend-
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ship which meant much more to Zweig than companionship, for from 
Verhaeren Zweig acquired that very quality which was so painfully 
missing in his own works - a love of and direct contact with daily 
life and an awareness that work and responsibility are moral values 
of the international credo. It is at this period that his former Viennese 
bourgeois concepts began to dissolve, but to be sure literature still 
remained for him "eine Steigerungsform der Existenz." Until the 
outbreak of the First World War in I9I4 (and Verhaeren's death in 
I9I6) Zweig spent a few weeks each summer with his beloved friend 
at the latter's summer residence, Caillou-qui-bique.13 
The year 1904 was spent in Vienna with furious months of hard 
work in order to obtain his doctorate and thus fulfill a promise which 
he had made to his parents. He chose a discussion of Taine for his 
thesis and within a few months received his Degree with honorable 
mention. Thereafter he was free to live as he saw fit and, driven by a 
desire to learn everything possible in the shortest possible time, he 
chose Paris as his port of call.14 He took up residence at the small 
Hotel Beaujolais in the Palais Royal in the immediate vicinity of the 
Bibliotheque Nationale and the Louvre, directly across from the former 
house of Marceline Desbordes-Valmore.15 During this first extended 
stay in Paris he visited every nook and cranny of the city, one might 
say he literally breathed in the spirit of the French people. Through 
V erhaeren he met the leading artists of the new Impressionism 
- Bazalgette, Duhamel, Valery, Rodin,16 Renoir- and was accepted 
among them as one in a family circle. In no way and by no one was 
he regarded as a foreigner. That his love for France and especially 
Paris was so sincere and expansive is but natural under such circum-
stances.17 
Zweig's first visit to England (I9o5) made a rather unfavorable 
impression upon him.18 He missed the laughing gaiety and charm of 
the French. The English were far too reserved and, not understanding 
English too well, Zweig couldn't follow their clipped conversations 
which seemed to revolve incessantly around sports and politics. Most 
of his time was spent in the British Museum, studying the writings 
and drawings of William Blake or translating English works into 
German. He did, however, manage to purchase Blake's etching 
"King John" to add to his treasured collection of autographs.19 
Between I905 and the outbreak of the war in I9I4 Zweig occupied 
himself wholly in traveling around the world and translating foreign 
works (especially Verhaeren) into German. In addition to his works 
previously mentioned, he published another volume of Novellen: 
Erstes Erlebnis. Vier Geschichten aus Kinder/and (I 9 I I) and two dramas: 
Das Haus am Meer (I9I2) and Der verwandelte Komiidiant (I9I3)· He 
was horrified by the misery and poverty of the masses in India which 
he visited in 19I2. The climate made him uncomfortable and the 
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countryside grew monotonous. Even the riches of the temples 
seemed more strange than awesome to him.20 His journey was not a 
complete loss to him, however, for he utilized every moment possible 
in studying the people- on the streets, in cabarets, in opium dens-
and in absorbing the cults and doctrines of the "Land of M ystery."21 
The first visit to America (1912) was an event of somewhat mixed 
reactions. Zweig was greatly impressed by the beauties of the Hudson 
Valley and the unheard of tolerance toward other races and religions. 
New York, too, was fascinating for a time. 22 In Philadelphia he saw 
some of his works on display, a fact which greatly flattered his ego 
and did much to enhance his disposition toward the New World. 
Before returning to his small apartment in Vienna, Kochgasse 8, 
which was to be his home until his removal to Salzburg, Zweig 
visited the final construction on the Panama Canal, 23 the impressions 
of which he crystalized in his essay: "Die Stunde zwischen zwei 
Ozeanen. "24 
When World War I broke out Zweig was working on his literary-
historical essay about Dostoyevsky. He had planned a trip to Russia to 
acquaint himself personally with the Russian people and atmosphere 
but the outbreak of hostilities put an immediate end to his projected 
trip.26 After the War such conflicting reports were received about 
Russia that he couldn't make up his mind to go there. It wasn't until 
1928 that he finally visited Russia and then as an invited delegate to 
celebrate the Tolstoy centenary.26 He closely observed the enthusiasm 
of the masses, the educational system, and the technological advances; 
he was greatly impressed. The journey was not without its somber 
note, however, in spite of the cordial reception given him. Just 
before leaving the country he found a note in his pocket, written in 
French, warning him not to be deceived by appearances, all was not 
as progressive as one might suppose, freedom was being sacrificed to 
technology and the people were slowly being imprisoned in their own 
homeland. 27 
Friendships were always a decisive influence on Zweig - two in 
particular, with V erhaeren and Romain Rolland. As mentioned 
above, Zweig first met Verhaeren in 1902 through the mediation of 
the Belgian sculptor van der Stappen. Between 1902 and 1910 Zweig 
translated Verhaeren's complete works and even arranged a lecture 
tour in Germany for him, having previously aided in the staging of 
some of Verhaeren's lyric-dramas, though to be sure not without 
some misgiving concerning their reception by the public- an anxiety, 
however, which proved to be totally unfounded. The two friends 
saw each other for the last time in the spring of 1914, the war pre-
venting Zweig from visiting Verhaeren in Belgium and, long before 
the armistice was signed, Verhaeren was dead, having been run over 
by a train in 1916. One of the greatest sadnesses in Zweig's life was 
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a direct result of Verhaeren, who in I 9 I 5 published his La Belgique 
Sang/ante, a work in which he poured out all the penned up hatred in 
his heart for Germany and its people who had wrought such havoc 
onEuropeandoccupiedhis beloved Belgium. To Zweig such scathing 
bitterness, such unadulterated hatred seemed a desertion of the cause 
of international brotherhood which Zweig had first experienced so 
poignantly through V erhaeren. Though disappointed that even 
V erhaeren should succumb to the mass hatred so rampant in Europe, 
Zweig could not help but love him dearly to the end, as his tribute 
"Erinnerungen an Emile V erhaeren" so eloquently testifies. 28 
The other great friendship that contributed so much to Zweig's 
mental and emotional development was that with Romain Rolland. 29 
While in Paris (I9I3), just by chance Zweig read Rolland's "L'Aube" 
in the periodical Cahiers de Ia Quinzaine. Inquiring about the author, 
V erhaeren informed him that he was primarily known as a musicologist 
through his essay on Beethoven. A meeting of the two was arranged 
by Verhaeren and from their first encounter they both were aware of 
the harmony of mind and spirit which they shared - a harmony which 
served as the basis for an intimate, brotherly friendship which was to 
endure some forty years. 
In August, I9I4, Rolland published his essay Au-dessus de Ia melee 
in which he sought to combat the hatred and fanaticism of the intel-
lectuals from whom alone a spiritual fraternity could flow. 30 Shortly 
thereafter (September I9, I9I4) Zweig published his "Abschiedsbrief 
an die Freunde im Ausland" in the Berliner Tageblatt wherein he bid a 
temporary farewell to his foreign friends, promising not to forget 
them and begging them to work with him again after the war to 
reconstruct European culture.31 Most of Zweig's German friends 
began to avoid him, feeling him to be unpatriotic and Zweig himself 
would have wanted to be classed as a conscientious objector. He 
lacked, however, the strength to face the consequences of such 
flagrant anti-national sentiment and soon took a position in the War 
Archives. Though isolated in his native Vienna, Zweig was not 
"alone" for very long - soon letters from Rolland began to reach him, 
urging him to aid in organizing a congress of intellectuals to meet in 
Switzerland, whose primary aim would be to work for peace and 
international understanding. Neither Zweig nor Rolland found much 
support, the time was still premature, the invigorating effects of the 
night before hadn't had quite enough time to transform into the 
nausea of the morning after.32 
The war was another decisive factor in Zweig's life. He fought the 
war-mania with all the powers at his command and in his effort to 
oppose the unreasonableness of sheer force he raised the tragic defeat 
of the conquered to a poetic principle.33 His opposition to the war 
was based primarily on intellectual, humane grounds, not on an 
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understanding of the economic causes which had aided the explosion 
at Serajevo. Zweig saw his task in the propagation of anti-war 
thought (a position in which he was greatly encouraged by Rolland), 
a task which he fulfilled in his essays, his prose works and above all in 
his drama Jeremias. Early in the war he wrote reviews of such anti-
military works as Le Feu(I9I6) by HenriBarbusse34 and the Die Wa.ffen 
nieder (Novel, 2 volumes, I889) of Bertha von Suttner, the founder 
of the Pacifist Movement who had persuaded Alfred Nobel to establish 
his Peace Prize. Zweig's later Novellen "Der Zwang" (I92o), "Episo-
de am Genfersee" (I9I8) and "Buchmendl" (I929) are stirring protests 
against the senselessness and barbarism of war. 
During the Spring of I9I 5 Zweig was sent to Galicia to collect 
Russian posters for the State Archives. The dirt, filth and suffering 
that surrounded him on every side revolted him and he decided to 
combat such conditions directly and vigorously. 35 The immediate 
outcome of his decision was the drama Jeremias, a symbolic impassioned 
plea for peace which, though clothed in the biblical garb of the 
prophet Jeremiah, sought to expose the crimes of warmongers and 
the tragic consequences of their wars. He represented the suffering 
of the people and attempted to point out a spiritual-moral path for 
the future - an unbroken brotherhood of all peoples. The drama 
first appeared in I9I7 during the Easter season and almost overnight 
2o,ooo copies were sold. The director of the Ziiricher Theater 
proposed to produce the play and in February, I9I8,Jeremias enjoyed 
an overwhelmingly successful premiere with Zweig attending the 
performance. 36 
While in Switzerland Zweig met and worked again with most of 
the influential, anti-war intellectuals of Europe who had emigrated to 
neutral territory: Romain Rolland, Masereel, Leonhard Frank, Franz 
Werfel, among others. It was a period of furious activity for all of 
them, all with but one objective: peace.37 Zweig lectured and wrote 
article after article for the periodicals La Feuille and Demain. 38 An 
article he wrote in I 9 I 7 entitled "Das Herz Europas" describes in 
terms of admiration the selflessness and devotion of Rolland in his 
voluntary services in the Red Cross agency for the repatriation and 
solace of war prisoners. Though written primarily in honor of Rolland, 
his idealism and self-sacrifice can easily be applied to the group as a 
whole.39 With the signing of the armistice in I9I8 the group as such 
broke up, each returning to his respective country with but one 
thought in mind- to rebuild Europe as a united whole and to establish 
international brotherhood and peace. 40 
In I9I2 Zweig had met a certain Frau Friderike von Winternitz 
(nee Burger, born I882), the wife of Felix von Winternitz and the 
mother of two small daughters. In the course of two years the two 
fell in love and Friderike left her husband. They moved near to one 
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another at Baden, Austria, and then together to Rodaun in 1916. 
In 1920 their life together was legalized by a new Austrian law which 
allowed divorced Catholics to remarry. From the end of World 
War I to their divorce on December 25, 1938, the two were inseparable 
companions and help-mates, of one mind and body. 51 In 1917, while 
in Salzburg, Stefan saw a vacant house, an abandoned hunting lodge, 
on the Kapuzinerberg, just above the city. The site provided every-
thing one could desire - quietude, gardened landscape, a beautiful 
view, everything - and miracle of miracles, it was for sale. Stefan 
decided immediately in favor of buying it and his wife completed 
negotiations for its purchase. 42 With the signing of the armistice 
Zweig decided to return immediately to Austria, in spite of the misery 
and deplorable conditions the war had left in its wake. The house on 
the Kapuzinerberg was almost in ruins and, with the scarcity of 
building materials, it was months before the house was really habit-
able.43 The years Zweig spent in Salzburg (1919-1934) were the 
happiest and most productive of his life. The city itself was an ideal 
setting- a romantic blend of German Gothic andBaroquewithitalian 
Renaissance, picturesque natural surroundings, within easy reach of 
the leading European capitals, and, for a few years at least, a harbor 
of quiet and rest.44 It was only then that the Salzburg Festival grew 
to monstrous proportions, and during the Mozart Season his home 
became the gathering place of the world's great: Max Reinhardt, 
Thomas Mann, Franz Werfel, Emil Ludwig, Arturo Toscanini,45 
Bruno Walter,46 Richard Strauss, Albert Einstein, Duhamel, Ravel, 
Hermann Bahr, 47 Albert Schweitzer, 48 Gustav Mahler49 and of 
course Rolland and Masereel,50 to mention but a few. 51 Had he been 
able to foresee the future importance of the city with the resultant 
loss of his own seclusion Zweig undoubtedly would never have 
purchased the house. For a time Zweig almost buried himself in 
Salzburg except for a few side excursions to Italy and France. The 
signs of rising Fascism in Italy and Germany and the assassination of 
Walter Rathenau were disturbing, but on the whole life was rather 
normal.52 By 1933 he had published over 50 books, Novellen and 
essays and was asked by the Insel Verlag, a distinguished publishing 
company, to be allowed to publish all his works. His writings were 
soon translated into almost every European language and Chinese, 
with introductions by such famous authors as Maxim Gorki and 
Romain Rolland. It was estimated by a committee of the League of 
Nations that by 1930 he was the most translated author in the world. 53 
It was during this period that Zweig's most famous works appeared, 
among them Drei Meister (1920), the Novellen, Der Zwang and Angst 
(both 1920), Romain Rolland (1921), the Novellen collection, Amok 
(1922), Der Kampf mitdem Damon(1925), Verwirrung der Gejiihle(1927), 
Sternstunden der Menschheit (1927), Drei Dichter ihres Lebens (1928), 
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joseph Fouche (1929), Die Heilung durch den Geist (1931) and Marie 
Antoinette (1932) .54 In November, 1931, Zweig celebrated his 5oth 
birthday, a birthday which was remembered throughout the world, 
for from every corner of the globe best wishes and congratulations 
poured into Salzburg, feelings which were perhaps most fittingly 
summed up in an article of praise and affection written for the Neue 
Rundschau by Otto Zarek. 55 The following year Zweig was approach-
ed by Richard Strauss who asked him to write the libretto to an 
opera he had planned, Die schweigsame Frau. Zweig gladly accepted, 
not only because of the literary pleasure such a task would provide 
but in part flattered that Strauss had asked him to assume a position 
which had been the exclusive prerogative of Austria's literary esthete, 
Hugo von Hofmannsthal, until his death in 1929.56 
Zweig was not only internationally famous and revered but equally 
loved and respected by the people of Salzburg with whom he would 
spend a few evenings a week in "his cafe," reading the newspapers and 
listening to the radio (having banned such disturbing elements from 
his house). All in all life was very pleasant and then January, 1933, 
Hitler seized power in Germany! 
Life changed almost over night. With the burning of the Reichstag 
the signal for an all out persecution of the Jews began. Not only 
were their personal liberties abrogated and their human dignity 
degraded but their works proscribed almost in toto. A film based on 
Zweig's "Brennendes Geheimnis" was suppressed, the opera, Die 
schweigsame Frau, was banned after only one performance and his 
works were publicly burned and forbidden either to be sold, read 
or kept in a public or private collection. Zweig was not alone, how-
ever, for this "literary exile" from Germany was shared equally by 
the majority of the best writers of the German language (Th. Mann, 
Brecht, Brod, Kafka, Remarque, Schnitzler, Beer-Hofmann, Freud, 
etc., etc., etc.), but one which completely annihilated German liter-
ature from 1933 until the collapse of the "Tausendjahriges Reich" 
twelve years later.s7 
In order to watch the progress of things at a distance, Zweig went 
to London via Switzerland (October ,1933). At that time he had no 
thought of permanently leaving Salzburg. 5 8 The calmness of the life 
in England had a soothing effect on him and soon he was at work 
again. The result of this short sojurn was his biography of Mary 
Stuart.59 By January, 1934, he was back in Vienna, but it was only 
too obvious that the situation on the continent was in no sense getting 
better. On the contrary, even his former friends and acquaintances in 
Salzburg avoided him. 60 It was at this time that Zweig decided to 
leave Austria and set up housekeeping in London. Not wishing to 
leave her aging mother-in-law alone, Mrs. Zweig remained in Austria. 
Realizing, however, that Zweig could not carry on his research alone, 
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Mrs. Zweig procured for him a young Jewish secretary, Miss Lotte 
Altmann, who five years later became the second Mrs. Zweig. 61 
A Congress of the International Pen-Club was held in 1936 in 
Buenos Aires to which Zweig was invited as a guest speaker. Hoping 
to escape his fears as to the future of Europe, fears and pessimistic 
premonitions which insisted on invading his thoughts and his works, 
he willingly accepted the proffered invitation. The warm reception 
given him and the beauty of South America did lighten his mind, 
enough so that he was able to see some hope for the future. 62 In his 
works on Brazil he praised her for her warm welcome, her glorious 
past and her burning hope for the future. 63 His return to England 
(via a lecture tour of the U.S.A.) 64 found the international situation 
even more sinister. He flew to Vienna for the last time to visit his 
mother and to give most of his library and autograph collection away-
most of his materials being given either to the Viennese National 
Library or the National Library at Jerusalem. What property he did 
not give away or send out of the country was immediately confiscated 
when Hitler annexed Austria. 
Two of Zweig's biographies written during the years 1933-1939 
are worthy of particular note for they both reflect his thought and in a 
veiled manner Zweig himself- they are his Triumph und Tragik des 
Erasmus von Rotterdam (1934) and Castellio gegen Calvin (1936). Both 
works seem to preach the same doctrine of humanism and tolerance 
but whereas Erasmus foreshadows the defeat of the individual, Castellio 
attempts to portray an example of resistance against brutal suppression. 
The former, a rather accurate portrait of Zweig as he was, the latter 
of him as he wished he could have been. Both, however, represent 
the struggle of individual freedom against force, of the one against 
the overpowering many, a struggle in which might seems to triumph. 
This triumph, however, is mere illusion, for the "ideal" lives on 
indefinitely. Man is at his best, is most noble only when he willingly 
sacrifices his own selfish ambitions to serve as an instrument of this 
ideal, as a tireless warrior in defense of peace and tolerance, a champion 
of the humanities and the spirit. 65 
The outbreak of World War II caused a complete change in Zweig's 
life. The house which he purchased in Bath became a regular home 
for refugees, among them Zweig's beloved friend Sigmund Freud, 
who, being forced to leave his native Austria, had come to England 
to accept a Chair of Honor which the British Royal Society of Science 
had extended to him. 66 During the Spring of 1940 Zweig lectured in 
Paris where he had gone primarily to see his first wife, desperately in 
need of the spiritual strength and mental equilibrium which she alone 
seemed to possess and from whom alone he could draw the courage 
needed to continue. Upon his return to England he found another 
letter from South America requesting that he undertake a second 
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lecture tour. He gladly accepted. The tour was a triumph beyond all 
expectation. Until January, 1941, he remained in Brazil and then 
moved to New York to be near the facilities of the Yale University 
library and be near Friderike, who alone could furnish him with much 
of the material he needed for his autobiography which was already in 
preparation. To be able to see her daily, he rented a house in Ossining, 
New York, where he remained until August, 1941. The summer, 
however, proved too strenuous for both Stefan and his second wife 
who was failing rapidly. Fearing that Lotte couldn't survive another 
winter in the North, they returned to Brazil again, where they rented 
a house, a miniature replica of Zweig's Salzburg retreat on the Kapu-
zinerberg, in Petropolis, a small city not far distant from Rio de 
Janeiro. 67 That Fall Zweig finished his autobiography, all but com-
pleted his monumental study of Balzac68 and wrote his last Novelle, 
"Schachnovelle," written in somewhat the same spirit as his Castellio, 
a masterpiece in the genre and by many considered to be the finest 
Novelle he ever wrote. On the morning of February 23, 1942, Zweig 
and his wife were found in their bedroom, lying side by side, two 
empty glasses on the night stand. Before freely ending his life Zweig 
wrote one last message to those whom he loved and was now leaving, 
a message of thanks to the country of Brazil for the obvious affection 
which it had tendered him, and a prayer of hope that those who still 
fought on would soon see the dawn of victory and peace. He, 
however, could no longer wait, his strength was gone, his usefulness 
ended here. Assuredly though he would wait for them beyond. 69 
To discuss the suicide of a human being and to attempt to judge 
its full import is tantamount to treading upon ground to which none 
but the Divine has right. Therefore, the comments which follow 
seek neither to condone nor to condemn Zweig's death, but rather 
to explain its causes. Although we can not read the thoughts of 
another and consequently can never attain absolute surety that our 
judgments are correct, we can, and should, seek to understand the 
most obvious reasons which would drive a man to will calmly and 
rationally the destruction of that life force within him, which by 
instinctive nature demands its own preservation. 
Comparatively speaking Zweig had little reason to end his own life. 
Brazil was a quiet, beautiful country which had offered him not only 
refuge but love. He had sufficient time (perhaps too much?) to work 
on his "Balzac" manuscript and to revive his interest in Montaigne. 
He had been driven from his home, that is true, but his lot was for 
the most part far better than that of the hundreds of thousands who 
lost everything in their flight from the advancing Nazi hordes or those 
thousands who didn't escape in time. Zweig at least had some money, 
reputation, friends and to a great extent personal liberty. Viewed 
strictly externally, Zweig's position was better than most. But even 
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here all was not what it seemed - his work on Brazil, although 
generally acclaimed, was most unfavorably criticized in Nazi con-
trolled newspapers and Zweig himself was openly flaunted by Nazi 
agitators. The country was quiet and restful, but unfortunately too 
much so. Zweig was accustomed to activity and people and suddenly 
there was neither. Although the requisite time for working on his 
manuscripts was provided in excess, he was deprived access to primary 
source materials and even believed his beloved "Balzac" manuscript 
lost during the Blitz over England. 70 It should also be remembe-
red that his whole life had been spent in luxury and security, now 
almost everything was swept away. 71 Through predisposition he 
desired a private, well ordered life and now he was forced to flee 
around the world, exposed to conditions which, though normal to 
most people, were disastrous to him. Too, he was in no sense of the 
word a business-minded individual. Any decision concerning fi-
nancial or legal transactions had been left up to his first wife, and now 
he was left totally to his own devices. 72 
As bearing upon his suicide as these exterior circumstances might 
be, the very nature of his character preponderates in explaining his 
final act of resignation. As Zweig grew older the attacks of morbid 
depression and pessimism to which he was subject became increasingly 
more frequent and severe. Toward the end of his life he felt himself 
hunted, homeless and persecuted as a Jew. As a Humanist he saw 
only terror and force unleashed throughout the world. Even his 
mother tongue was denied him- he saw his final works appear only in 
translation, and with whom was he to converse in German, except 
his wife? To be forced to think and express oneself in a foreign 
language at his age seemed too great a strain (the language of Brazil, 
his last refuge, is Portuguese, a language Zweig did not speak). He 
was just plain tired. Impatient by nature, living far from his home and 
his friends (both of which constituted the core of his life), lacking 
sufficient strength to control his basically passionate nature and 
seeing nothing but destruction and hatred in a world in which he 
had endeavored to propagate peace and brotherhood, Zweig's re-
sistance was broken. He was literally driven into the next world 
ahead of his friends for whom he was too impatient to wait. 
Since 1942 a great many articles have appeared attempting to 
interpret andfor explain Zweig's death. Some commentators see in 
his suicide an act of martyrdom, a protest against Nazi barbarism. 73 
Others consider it an act of treason and cowardice, springing from 
personal despair, a decided betrayal of those millions who looked to 
him for comfort and guidance. In his article "Reflexions sur le suicide 
de Stefan Zweig" Paul Beaulieu contends that such censure of con-
temporary intellectuals supports the view which forbids suicide on 
moral grounds. 74 According to this view we are all bound one to 
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another and all to God. Thus our freedom is limited by our obli-
gations. In the realm of theory this is true but in practical application 
it fails to take into consideration subjective elements which usually 
outweigh speculative arguments. 75 
As a Jew Zweig was not reared in the Christian tradition of "love 
thy neighbor as thyself." His God was more probably the deistic 
God of the Enlightenment and not the personal God of Christianity. 
The kenotic being worshipped in Christ by His followers had little or 
no significance for him. Zweig's humanism was based on intellectual 
principles of mutual understanding, not on Christian principles of 
mutual love. Even the desired ends differ- Zweig's humanism would 
establish cultural refinement and international peace as its final goal; 
the goal of Christian Humanism being an eternal and direct union 
with God, affected through love. 
As a man Zweig was physically more delicate than most human 
beings, his sensibilities more refined. By nature somewhat egocentric 
Zweig was controlled by his ideas and ideals. Once these had been 
destroyed his life lost its meaning. His temperament demanded 
immediate contact with friends, perceptible signs of affection. The 
abstract concept of devotion given by the mysterious "masses" could 
hardly be considered a substitute. 
As an individual Zweig repeatedly asserted that he was no hero-
he didn't even want to be one. His natural inclination toward suicide 
can be gleaned through a psychological interpretation of his N ovellen 
where the tendency toward resignation and death is usually a prime 
factor. His desire for personal freedom became almost an obsession 
with him, it was literally the highest good on earth. This meant that 
he was bound first to himself, to himself he must therefore be true. 
Zweig lived for and served an "idea." Individuals he loved and 
aided wherever and whenever possible, but the concept "masses" 
meant far less to him directly than the concept "humanity." Zweig's 
greatness flows from his psychological mastery and penetrating insight 
into the human soul, but this gift was likewise the source of his 
weakness. A realist in the realm of the psyche, Zweig remained to 
the end an idealist, an utopian in the macrocosm of political-social 
problems. 76 Zweig's Humanism is truly admirable, but he was 
actually driven to his death, broken by the world he loved . 
. . . seduit par Montaigne au point de s'identifier avec sa pensee, il a aban-
donne Ia vie victime lointaine de Ia guerre qu'il avait cru pouvoir fuir." 
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30. "Der Dirigent. In memoriam Gustav Mahlers," InA (1923), 95-99 (Reprinted in 
Begegnungen, pp. 123-126). 
31· "Dostojewski" (French tr. of "Der Martyrer"), ALA, pp. 396-405. 
32· "Dunkle Sehnsucht," Spiegelungen, p. 22. 
33· "Bin dunkler Weg," DD, XXXI (Oct., 1901 -Mar., 1902), 263. 
34· "Das Einleitungsgedicht zu dem neuen Novellenbande: 'Verwirrung der Gefiihle'," 
In, VII: 4 (1926), 277. 
35· "Einsamkeit," DD, XXIX (Oct., r9oo- Mar., I9or), 57· 
36. "Erkenntnis," DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., 190I), 194. 
37· "Erstes Ahnen," Ge, r6.J., II: 3 (r9oo), r82. 
38. "Die Frage," Z, XLVII (June r8, I904), 456. 
39· "Das fremde Lacheln," OR, V : 57 (Nov., 1905 -Jan., 1906), 222. 
40. "Friihlingssegen," DD, XXVIII (Apr.-Sept., r9oo), 262. 
41. "Gefangen," DD, XXVII (Oct., r899- Mar., r9oo), 135. 
42. "Hand in Hand," Spiegelungen, p. 22. 
43· "Die Hande," Liliencron, p. 79· 
44· "Herbst," Europiier, pp. II-I2. 
45· "Herbstmorgen," DD, XXVII (Oct., I899- Mar., I9oo), I 59· 
46. "Herbstsonette," InA (r9rr), 63-64 (Reprinted in Tag, pp. I20-I2I). 
47· "Hymnus an die Reise," In, XIII: r (Christmas, I93I), 12-13. 
48. "Im Feld," DD, XXIX (Oct., r9oo- Mar., r9oi), 288. 
49· "Im Gluck," DD, XXVII (Oct., r899- Mar., I9oo), 88. 
50. "In den Tag hinein," DD, XXVIII (Apr.-Sept., r9oo), 28. 
51· "In der Kirche," DD, XXVI (Apr.-Sept., 1899), 267. 
p. "In der Sternennacht," DD, XXIX (Oct., I900- Mar., r9or), 93· 
53· "Indischer Spruch," Tag, p. II9. 
54· "Kinder im Dorfe," DD, XXXI (Oct., I90I -Mar., 1902), 233. 
55· "Das Leben," DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., I9or), III. 
56. "Liebeslied," DD, XXVI (Apr.-Sept., I899), 77 (Reprinted in Tag, pp. II9-12o). 
57· "Lied des Einsiedlers," In, XIII: I (Christmas, 1931), 14-15. 
58. "Linderschwebt der StundenReigen," SZG, p. 43 (Reprinted in Europiier, p. 33; 
Leben-Werk, p. IIo; cf. below "Der Sechzigjahrige dankt"). 
59· "Das Madchen," DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., I9or), 71. 
6o. "Der Martyrer" (Poem about Dostojewski, Dec. 22, 1849), InA (1913), 26-34. 
6oa. "Matkowskys Othello (Geschrieben bei der Nachricht seines Todes 1909), ADV 
(1920). 
6I. "Meine Brust ... ," DD, XXV (Oct., r898- Mar., I899), 258. 
62. "Meine Saat," DD, XXXII (Apr.-Sept., 1902), 122. 
63. "Morgenlicht," DD, XXVII (Oct., r899- Mar., r9oo), 234. 
64. "Die Mutter," DD, XXIX (Oct., r9oo- Mar., 19oi), 145. 
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65. "Die Nacht der Gnaden," Z, XLIV (Sept. I2, I903), 424-426. 
66. "Nacht im Gebirge," DD, XXIX (Oct., I9oo- Mar., I9oi), I68. 
67. "Neue Fiille," In, XIII : I (Christmas, I93J), I 1. 
68. "Rauber Friihling," DD, XXIX (Oct., I9oo- Mar., I9oi), 241. 
69. "Reifes Gliick," DD, XXX (Apr.- Sept., I90I), 86. 
70. "Regentage," DD, XXIX (Oct., I9oo- Mar., I9oi), 17· 
71. "Rosenknospen," DD, XXV (Oct., I898- Mar., I899), I23. 
72. "Die Sangerin," InA (I9I4), I65-I69. 
73· "Der Sechzigjahrige dankt" (Zweig's last poem), Europiier, p. 33 (Photocopy of same 
opposite p. 337; cf. "Linder schwebt der Stunden Reigen"). 
74· "Singede Fontane," InA (I9I2), I03-I05. 
75· "Sommernachte am Komersee," OR, VIII: 94-95 (Aug.-Oct., I9o6), I27. 
76. "Sommerwende," DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., I90I), 2I8. 
77· "Sonnenaufgang in Venedig," OR, VIII : 94-95 (Aug.-Oct., I9o6), 126. 
78. "Spatsommer," DD, XXVII (Oct., I899- Mar., I9oo), IS. 
79· "Spinoza," Spiegelungen, p. 23. 
So. "Sternengedanke," DD, XXIX (Oct., I900- Mar., I9oi), 264. 
81. "Stille Insel (Bretagne)," OR, VIII : 94-95 (Aug.-Oct., I9o6), I27. 
82. "Stimmen im Walde," DD, XXVIII (Apr.-Sept., I9oo), 2I2. 
83. "Der Sucher," Z, XLVI (Jan. 23, I904), I46-I47· 
84. "Thautropfen," DD, XXVI (Apr.-Sept., I899), I64. 
85. "Ile Tranquille (Bretagne)," ALA, pp. 395-396. 
86. "Ein Traum," DD, XXXI (Oct., I90I -Mar., I902), Io9. 
87. "Der verlorene Himmel. Eine Elegie," InA (I9I7), I52-I55· 
88. "Der Verschmahte," DD, XXXI (Oct., I90I- Mar., I902), I35· 
89. "Verse in ein Stammbuch" (Poem dedicated to Anton Kippenberg on his 6oth 
birthday), Europiier, p. 128 (a. Leben-Werk, p. 70). 
90. "Weihnacht," Spiegelungen, p. 23. 
91. "Werden," DD, XXXI (Oct., I90I -Mar., I902), I65. 
92. "Winterabend im Zimmer," DD, XXVIII (Apr.-Sept., I9oo), 52 (Reprinted in 
Spiegelungen, p. 22). 
93· "Die Zartlichkeiten," DeB, p. 90. 
IV. DRAMAS 
94· Die Flucht zu Gott (Ein Epilog zu Leo Tolstois unvollendetem Drama Das Licht 
scheinet in der Finsternis). Berlin: Bloch, I927. 
95· (Biihnenmanuskript). NT, 1.].: 2 (Dec., 1928), 34-55. (Premiere: Vereinigtes 
Stadtisches Theater Kiel, Sept. 5, I928). 
96. Das Haus am Meer. Bin Schauspiel in zwei Tei!en. Leipzig: Insel, I9I2 (Premiere: 
Hofburgtheater Wien, Oct. 26, I9I2). 
97· Jeremias. Eine dramatische Dichtung in neun Bildern. Leipzig: Insel, I917 (Urauffiihrung: 
Stadttl!eater Zurich, Feb. 27, I9I8). 
I917- 2. ed. 
I9I8-3., 
I9I9- 4· , (9.-I3 Tsd) 
I92o- 5. , (14.-IS. Tsd) 
I922- 6. , (I9.-21. Tsd) 
I923- 7·, (22.-25. Tsd) 
I928 - 8. , (26.-28. Tsd). 
98. - Stockholm: Bermann-Fischer, 1939; Amsterdam: de Lange, 1939· 
99· Jeremias. Eine dramatische Dichtung in sieben Bi/dern. Ed. L. Wery. Zwolle: W. E. J. 
Tjeenk Willink, 1940 (Neue deutsche Bibliothek, No. 23). 
100. Dutch. Als de Schaduwen Lengen (Fragment uit Jeremias). Tr. J. Haantjes. 
Utrecht: Vrijzinnig Christelijke Jeugdcentrale, 1938. 
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101. Jeremias. Treurspel in negen Dee/en. Tr. Josef Boon.Antwerpen: P. Vink, 1934. 
roz. English. "The Everlasting Road" (Adaptation from Jeremiah). A Golden 
Treasury of Jewish Literature (Sec. "Plays of a Changing World"). Sel. and ed. 
Leo W. Schwarz. New York-Toronto: Farrare, Rinehart, I937, pp. 4II-4z6. 
103. Jeremiah. A Drama in Nine Scenes. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: 
Seltzer, 19zz; new ed. New York: Viking, 19z9; London: Allen and Unwin, 
19z9 (Preface by author in both 19z9 editions). 
104. -New York: Viking, I939 (A new preface by the author to mark the first 
American production by the New York Theater Guild, Feb. 3, 1939). 
105. French. jeremie. Tr. Louis Charles Boudouin. Paris: Rieder, I9Z9 (Judaisme, 
No. ro). 
Io6. Hebrew. Yirmiyahu. Tr. Avigdor Ha-meiri. Jerusalem: Dept. de la Jeunesse 
de !'Organisation Sioniste Mondiale, I95o (This edition contains a critical 
essay about the play by the translator). 
I07. Polish. Jeremiasz. Poemat Dramatyczny w Dziewieciu Obrazach. Tr. Melanja 
Wassermann. Warszawa: Hoesick, 19z6. 
I08. Portuguese. Jeremias. Tr. Candido de Carvalho. Porto (Portugal): Livro Ci-
viliza~ao, 1957 (4th ed.). 
109. Spanish. Jeremias. Tr. Alfredo Cahn. Barcelona: Hispano-Americana de 
Ediciones, I945 (Col. Cumbre). 
IIO. - Tr. Alfredo Cahn. Buenos Aires: Espasa-Calpe, 1956. 
rrr. Yiddish.Jirmijahu. Dr'am'atis'e Diktung 'in nein Bild'er. Tr. Br'aq'azs. W'ars'e: 
Tur'em, I9Z9. 
nz. Das Lamm des Armen. Leipzig: Insel, 19z9 (Simultaneous premiere Lobetheater 
Breslau, Stadtisches Schauspielhaus Hannover, Stadttheater Lubeck, Neues 
Deutsches Theater Prag, Mar. I5, 1930). 
II3. French. Un Caprice de Bonaparte. Piece en trois Actes. Tr. Alzir Hella. Paris: 
Grasset, 19 5Z. 
114. Spanish. Bl Cordero de Pobre. Tragi-Comedia en tres Actos. Tr. Alfredo Cahn. 
Buenos Aires: Editorial Claridad, 194z. 
r I 5· Legende eines Lebens. Bin Kammerspielin drei Aufzugen. Leipzig: Insel, I9I9 (I9Z3 - 3·-4· 
Tsd.) (Premiere: Deutsches Schauspielhaus Hamburg, Dec. z5, 19I8). 
n6. Russian. Legenda odnoj Zhizni. P'esa v trech Dejstvijach. Foreword by A. G. 
Hornfeld. Tr. I. B. Mandelstam. Moskva-Petrograd: Gosudarstvennoe 
Izdatel'stvo, I923. 
I q. Quiproquo. Komodie. Wien: n.p., 19z8 (Written in conjunction with Alexander Lernet-
Holenia, under the pseudonym Clemens Neydisser). 
n8. Die scbweigsame Frau. Komische Oper in drei Aufzugen frei nach Ben Jonson. Berlin: 
Adolph Ftirstner, I935 (piano-vocal score Richard Strauss, Op. So). 
r 19. English. The Silent Woman. A Comic Opera in Three Acts. Tr. Herbert Bedford. 
New York: Program Publishing, n.d. 
120. Italian. La Donna Silenziosa. Opera Comica in Ires Atti. Tr. Ottone Schanzer. 
Milano: Sonzogno, I936. 
121. Tersites. Trauerspiel in drei Aufzugen. Leipzig: Insel, I907 (I919, 2. rev. ed.) (Simultane-
ous premiere: Hoftheater Kassel and Dresden, Nov. 26, 1908). 
122. Der verwandelte Komodiant. Bin Spiel aus dem deutschen Rokoko. Berlin: Bloch, 191z. 
rz3. Leipzig: Insel, 19I3 (1920, 2. ed.; I923 - Reclam Bibliothek, No. 6374; re-
printed 19z6, I928) (Premiere: Lobetheater Breslau, May 5, 1912). 
124. Swedish. Komedianten. Btt Spel fran Tyska Rokokon. Tr. Anders de Wahl. 
Stockholm: Albert Bonniers, 1919. 
rz5. Volpone. Bine lieblose KomOdie in drei Akten (nach Ben Jonson frei bearbeitet von 
Stefan Zweig). Berlin: Bloch, I925 (Stage manuscript; Premiere: Burgtheater 
Wien, Nov. II, 19z6). 
I26. - Potsdam: Kiepenheuer, 1926 (I9z7, 2. ed., 6.-8. Tsd.). 
127. Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 1950. 
128. - Leipzig: Insel, I959 (2. ed., Reclams Universal-Bibliothek, No. 8359). 
I29. English. Volpone. A Loveless Come4J in Three Acts (by Ben Jonson, freely 
adapted by Stefan Zweig). Tr. Ruth Langner. London: Allen and Unwin, 
I928. 
I30. - New York: Viking, I928 (Reprinted I956; Premiere of the English version 
in New York in the Guild Theatre, April9, I928). 
I31· - Twenry Best European Plays on the American Stage. New York: Crown 
Publishing Co., I957, pp. 40I-442. 
I32. French. Volpone. ComMie en cinq Actes (d'apres Ben Jonson par Jules Remains 
et Stefan Zweig). Paris: Artheme Fayard et Cie, I929. 
I33· - Theatre de Jules Romains. Vol. 5· Paris: Librairie Gallimard, I929. 
I 34· - Paris: Paris-Theatre, I95 5 (Paris-Theatre, No. 95). 
I35· Spanish. Volpone. Comedia en cinco Actos (de Ben Jonson para Jules Romain y 
Stefan Zweig). Tr. Artemio Precioso and Rafael Sanchez Guerra. Madrid: 
Editorial Colon, I930. 
V. PROSE FICTION 
I36. Amok. Novel/en einer Leidenschaft. Leipzig: Insel, I922 (Contains "Der Amoklaufer," 
"Die Frau und die Landschaft," "Phantastische Nacht," "Brief einer Unbe-
kannten," "Die Mondscheingasse"). 
I923- 2. ed. (II.-ZI. Tsd.) 
I924- 3· , (zz.-32. Tsd.) 
I925- 4· , (33.-45. Tsd.) 
I927- 5· , (46.-50. Tsd.) 
I928- 6. , (51.-60. Tsd.) 
I929 - 7· , (61.-65. Tsd.) 
I930 - 8. , (66.-70. Tsd.) 
I931 - 9· , (71.-74· Tsd.) 
From here on in the series "2-Mark-50-Biicher" 
I93I- I. ed. (75.-I25. Tsd.) 
I93I- 2. , (I26.-I50. Tsd.) 
I37· - Stockholm: Bermann-Fischer, I946 (I.-IO. Tsd.); 
Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I950 (II.-20. Tsd.); 
Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I956 (21.-40. Tsd.). 
(Contains: "Der Amoklaufer," "Brief einer Unbekannten," "Vierundzwanzig 
Stunden aus dem Leben einer Frau," "Buchmendel," "Episode am Genfer 
See," "Phantastische Nacht," "Verwirrung der Gefiihle," "Die unsichtbare 
Sammlung"). 
I 38. Angst. Novelle. Berlin: H. S. Hermann, I 920 (Der kleine Roman. Illustrierte Wochen-
schrift, No. I9). 
I39· - Leipzig: Reclam, I925 (Shortened version; Epilogue by Erwin H. Rainalter; 
Reclams Universal Bibliothek, No. 6540; Reprinted: I927, I928, I929, I930, 
I93 I). 
I40. Stuttgart: Reclam, I947 (Epilogue by Alexandra Carola Grisson; Reprinted 
I954)· 
141. Wien: Humbolt, I947 (Epilogue by Gottfried Ippisch; Kleine Hand-Bibli-
othek, No. Io4). 
I42. Die Augen des ewigen Bruders. Eine Legende. Leipzig: Insel, I922 
(Insel-Biicherei, No. 349). 
I922- I. ed. (r.-Io. Tsd.) 
I924- 2. , (II.-20. Tsd.) 
I925 - 3· , (21.-30. Tsd.) 
I926 - 4· , (3 1.-40. Tsd.) 
I927- 5· , (41.-60. Tsd.) 




1929- 1· ed. (SI.-Ioo. Tsd.) 
1929- 8. , (Ioi.-I2o. Tsd.) 
1930- 9· , (12I.-I4o. Tsd.) 
1932- 10., (I41.-17o. Tsd.) 
1950- 11., (171.-ISo. Tsd.) 
Wiesbaden: Insel, 1950 (Insel-Biicherei, No. 349). 
I95o- I2. ed. (I8I.-I90· Tsd.) 
I952- I3., (I91.-2oo. Tsd.) 
I953 - 14· , (2oi-2IO. Tsd.) 
I954- I5., (2u.-220. Tsd.) 
I955- I6., (221.-240. Tsd.) 
I956- 17· , (241.-25 5· Tsd.) 
I958- IS., (256.-265. Tsd.) 
I959- I9. , (266.-283. Tsd.) 
Frankfurt am Main: Insel, I96I (Insel-Biicherei, No. 349). I96I - 20. ed. 
(284.-303. Tsd.). 
Wien: 39· Avalun-Druck, I924 (250 copies signed by author). 
Ed. J. G. Steersma. Amsterdam: Meulenhoff, I939 (Meulenhoffs Sammlung 
deutscher Schriftsteller, No. 75 I; Intro. J. G. Steersma; Includes notes and 
vocabulary). 
I948- 2. ed. 
I95I-3., 
I955-4•, 
I47· Wie sie es sehen. (Sel. and ed., Harry Zohn eta/.) New York: Henry Holt, I952, 
pp. I F-17I (School edition). 
I48. Ausgewiihlte Novel/en. Stockholm: Bermann-Fischer, I946 (1.-5. ed.; Contains: 
"Amok," "Brief einer Unbekannten," "Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Le-
ben einer Frau," "Buchmendel," "Episode am Genfer See," "Phantatische 
Nacht," "Die Mondscheingasse," "Verwirrung der Gefiihle," "Leporella," 
"Die unsichtbare Sammlung"). 
I49· Ausgewiihlte Prosa. Ed. W. Kuiper. Amsterdam: Meulenhoff, I952 (2. ed.; Meulen-
hoffs Sammlung deutscher Schriftsteller, No. 93). 
I50. Der begrabene Leuchter. Wien: Reichner, reprinted I937 (Illustrations by Berthold 
Wolpe; 500 numbered copies; Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I963). 
I5J. Brennendes Geheimnis. Leipzig: Insel, I9I3 (Insel-Biicherei, No. 22). 
I9I6- 2. ed. 
I9I7- 3· , 
19I8- 4· , 
I9I8- 5· , 
I922- 6. , ( 46.- 55· Tsd.) 
I924- 1·, ( 56.- 65. Tsd.) 
I926- 8. , ( 66.- 75. Tsd.) 
I927 - 9· , ( 76.- 90. Tsd.) 
I928 - 10. , ( 91.-IIo. Tsd.) 
I929- II. , (I II.-I20. Tsd.) 
1930- 12. , (I21.-140. Tsd.) 
1931- 13., (141.-150. Tsd.) 
1932 - 14. , (15 1.-170. Tsd.) 
I5Z. Ed. Eva C. Wunderlich. New York: Farrar, Rinehart, 1938 (Intro. and vo-
cabulary Eva C. Wunderlich). 
153. Brennendes Geheimnis und andere Erziihlungen. Berlin: Fischer, I954 (Contains: "Bren-
nendes Geheimnis," "Die Gouvernante," "Die Frau und die Landschaft," 
"Die Mondscheingasse," "Unerwartete Bekanntschaft mit einem Handwerk," 
"Leporella," "Untergang eines Herzens," "Angst"). 
154. Brennendes Geheimnis und andere Erziihlungen. Frankfurt am Main: Biichergilde Guten-
berg, 1957 (For members only). 
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r 55. "Brief einer Unbekannten," Deutsche Dichterhandschriften. Ed. Banns Martin Elster. 
Dresden: Lehmannsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, I922 (Contains facsimile of 
the second manuscript and an autobiography of the author). 
I56. "Buchmendel" (Die Novelle wurde dem Bergischen Bibliophilen-Abend als erste 
Jahresgabe vom Verfasser zur Veroffentlichung iiberlassen. Sie erschien von 
der Officina Serpentis in der Walbaum-Fraktur gedruckt im Jahre I930). 
I 57. Episode am Genfer See (der Fluchtling). Leipzig: Insel, 1927. 
158. Aus unserer Zeit. Ed. I. and C. Loran and Leland R. Phelps. New York: 
Norton, I956 (School edition). 
I 59· But, Io (Oct., I962), 7-ro. 
r6o. InA (I920), 170-I79· 
r6r. Krl, III : IS (I96o) (With a drawing by Erich Behrend). 
r62. Erstes Erlebnis. Vier Geschichten aus Kinder/and. Leipzig: Insel, I9II (Contains: 
"Geschichte in der Dammerung," "Die Gouvernante," "Brennendes Geheim-
nis," "Sommernovellette"). 
1917- 2. ed. 
1919- 3· " 
1920- 4·, ( 8.-II. Tsd.) 
I922- 5·, (I2.-I5. Tsd.) 
I923 - 6. , (r6.-r9. Tsd.) 
From here on subtitle "Die Kette. Ein Novellenkreis. Der erste Ring": 
1925 - 7· ed. (20.-22. Tsd.) 
I926 - 8. , (23.-27. Tsd.) 
1927 - 9· , (28.-32. Tsd.) 
1928- ro. , (33.-40. Tsd.) 
I930 - I 1. , (41.-46. Tsd.) 
I63. Fragment einer Novelle. Wien: Verlag der Internationalen Stefan Zweig Gesellschaft, 
I96I (Special publication No. 2 of the Stefan Zweig Gesellschaft; Ed. Erich 
Fitzbauer; With four Lithographs by Hans Fronius). 
r64. Gesammelte Erziihlungen. Wien-Leipzig-Ziirich: Reichner, I936 ("Die Kette," "Ka-
leidoskop"). 
r64a. "Die Gouvernante," Literatur fur den Deutschunterricht. Erste Stufe. Ed. Bernard 
Rechtschaffen, Conrad P. Hornberger and Victor Bobetsky. New York: 
American Book Co., 1964, pp. 14-29 [Schooled.]. 
r64b. "Im Schnee," juAI (I902) [Reprinted as the third Special Publication of the Inter-
national Stefan Zweig Society. Wien: Im Verlag der Internationalen Stefan 
Zweig Gesellschaft, I963; Drawings by Fritz Fischer]. 
I65. Kaleidoskop. Wien-Leipzig-Ziirich: Reichner, I936 (Contains: Tales: "Unvermutete 
Bekanntschaft mit einem Handwerk," "Leporella," "Die unsichtbare Samm-
lung," "Episode am Genfer See," "Buchmendel," "Angst"; Legends: "Rahel 
rechtet mit Gott," "Die Augen des ewigen Bruders," "Der begrabene Leuch-
ter," "Die Legende der dritten Taube," "Die gleich-ungleichen Schwestern"; 
Sternstunden der Menschheit: "Die Weltminute von Waterloo," "Die Marien-
bader Elegie," "Die Entdeckung Eldorados," "Heroischer Augenblick," 
"Der Kampf urn den Stidpol," "Die Eroberung von Byzanz," "Georg Frie-
drich Handels Auferstehung"). 
I66. Die Kette. Ring I und II. Leipzig: Insel, 1922 -1924. 
(Erstes Erlebnis, I922, I2.-I5. Tsd. Amok, 1922-1924, 1.-32. Tsd.). 
167. Die Kette. Ring I, II und III. Leipzig: Insel, I925-I927 (Erstes Erlebnis, Amok, Ver-
wirrung der Geftihle). 
I68. Wien-Leipzig-Ziirich: Reichner, I936. 
I69. Kleine Chronik. Leipzig: Insel, I929 (Insel-Biicherei, No. 408; Contains: "Die un-
sichtbare Sammlung," "Episode am Genfer See," "Leporella," "Buchmendel"). 
1929 - I. ed. ( 1.-30. Tsd.) 
I929 - 2. , (3 r.-6o. Tsd.) 
I930- 3· , (6r.-10o. Tsd.) 
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170. Kleine Cbronik. Drei Erziiblungen. Leipzig: lnsel, I951 (Without "Episode am Genfer 
See"; Epilogue by Fritz Adolf Hunich; II I.-I 30. Tsd.). 
171. "Die Legende der dritten Taube," Aus Nab und Fern. Ed. Lore B. Foltin. Boston: 
Houghton and Mifflin, I950, pp. I55-I59 (School edition). 
172. Legenden. Stockholm: Bermann-Fischer, I945 (Contains: "Rahel rechtet mit Gott," 
"Die Augen des ewigen Bruders," "Der begrabene Leuchter," "Die Legende 
der dritten Taube," "Die gleich-ungleichen Schwestern"; Reprinted I948, 
I959). 
173· Legenden. Eine Auswabl. Ed. Oskar Maar. Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I952 (Fischer-
Schulausgaben; Contains: "Rahel rechtet mit Gott," "Die Augen des ewigen 
Bruders," "Die Legende der dritten Taube"). 
174· Wien: Fischer, I952· 
I 75. Legenden. Eine Teilsammlung. Berlin-Darmstadt-Wien: Deutsche Buchgemeinschaft, 
I959 (For members only). 
I76. Die Liebe der Erika Ewald. Berlin: Egon Fleischel, I904 (Contains: "Die Liebe der 
Erika Ewald," "Der Stern tiber dem Wald," "Die Wanderung," "Das Wunder 
des Lebens"). 
I77· Meisternovellen. Eine Teilsammlung. Gtitersloh: Bertelsmann Lesering, I962 (For 
members only). 
178. Menscben-Novellen. Stuttgart-Zurich-Salzburg: Europaischer Buchklub, I962 
(Contains: Intro. by Wilhelm Schlosser, "Verwirrung der Geftihle," "Vier-
undzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben einer Frau," "Leporella," "Episode am 
Genfer See," "Phantastische," "Der Zwang," "Sommernovellette," "Bren-
nendes Geheimnis," "Schachnovelle," "Die unsichtbare Sammlung," Epilogue 
by WolfR. Lang; For members only). 
I79· "Die Mondscheingasse," Grj, I. J., XI: IO (July, I9I4), 319-335· 
I8o. Pbantastiscbe Nacbt. Vier Erziiblungen. Frankfurt am Main-Hamburg: Fischer, I954 
(Fischer-Bticherei, No. 45; Reprinted I955, I956, I957; Contains: "Phantas-
tische Nacht," "Brief einer Unbekannten," "Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem 
Leben einer Frau," "Untergang eines Herzens"). 
I8I. "Phantastische Nacht," RoR, 2 (I929), 52-II9 (With five woodcuts by Otto R. 
Schatz; Cf. "Der Zwang" below). 
I82. Rabel recbtet mit Gott. Berlin: Aldus Druck, I930. 
I83. Der goldene Scbnitt. Grosse Erziibler der Neuen Rundscbau I890-I96o. Ed. Christoph 
Schwerin. Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I96o, pp. 347-358. 
JnA (I929), II2-I32• 
Neue deutscbe Erziibler (Stefan Zweig, Franz Werfel, Jakob Wassermann, Carl 
Zuckmayer, eta/.). Berlin: Francke, I930, pp. 393-4I0. 
I86. NR, 38. J., I (Mar., I927), 260-273. 
I87. Scbacbnovelle. Buenos Aires: Pigmalion, I942 (250 numbered copies). 
I88. Stockholm: Bermann-Fischer, 1943 (Reprinted 1945, 1951, 1954). 
189. Wien: Bermann-Fischer, 1949 (With drawings by Hans Fronius). 
Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 1951 (Reprinted 1957, 1959, 1960, 1961). 
Ed. J. H. Schouten. Amsterdam: Meulenhoff, 1950, (Meulenhoffs Sammlung 
deutscher Schriftsteller, No. 92; Reprinted 1952, 1954, 196o). 
Ed. A. Werner. Kobenhavn: Hirschsprung, 1950 (Deutsche Texte fur das 
danische Gymnasium, No. 4). 
I93· Ed. Harry Zohn. New York: Norton, 1960 (School edition). 
194. Ed. Kristian Langlo and Margit Rogne. Oslo: Aschehoug, 1951. 
I95· Scbacbnovelle und andere Erziiblungen. Wien: Buchgemeinschaft Donauland, I961. 
196. Scbarlacb. OR, XV: 5 (Apr.-June, 1908), 336-356, XV: 6 (Apr.-June, 1908), 415-
432. 
I97· Ungeduld des Herzens. Roman. Stockholm: Bermann - Fischer, 1939. Amsterdam: 
Albert de Lange, 1939· New York-Toronto: Longmans, Green, Alliance 
Book Corp., I939· 
I98. - Wien: Bermann-Fischer, I949, Amsterdam: Querido, 1949 (24.-34. Tsd.). 
9 
I99· Wien: Buchergilde Gutenberg, 195 3 (For members only). 
200. Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 1954 (Die Bucher der Neunzehn; Reprinted: 
1955,1958, 1963). 
201. Berlin-Darmstadt: Deutsche Buchgemeinschaft, 1956 (For members only). 
202. Zurich: Buchclub Ex Libris, 1957 (For members only). 
203. Stuttgart-Hamburg: Deutscher Biicherbund, 1961 (For members only). 
204. Die unsichtbare Sammlung. Eine Episode aus der deutschen Inflation. Berlin: Sonderdruck, 
n.p., 1927 (Hergestellt fiir die Mitglieder und Freunde des Berliner Biblio-
philen-Abends beim Stiftungsfest am 8. Feb., 1927; 250 mit der Hand nume-
rierte Exemplare). 
205. - Maastricht: Halayon-Presse, 1933. 
206. Maastricht: Stols, 1933. 
207. Wien: Reichner, 1933. 
208. Amsterdam: Nederlandsche Vereniging voor Druk- en Boekkunst, 1951 
(Illustrated by Harry Prenen). 
209. "Die unsichtbare Sammlung," Auf hiiherer Warte. Ed. F. E. Coenen. New York: Holt, 
1941 (School edition). 
210. Helles und Dunkles. Ed. Roy Temple House and Johannes Malthaner. Boston: 
Ginn, I 948 (School edition). 
211. InA (1927), 91-ro8. 
212. VZ, May 3I, I925. 
2I3. Verwirrung der Gejuhle. Leipzig: Insel, I927 (Contains: "Vierundzwanzig Stunden 
aus dem Leben einer Frau," "Untergang eines Herzens," "Verwirrung der Ge-
fuhle"). 
I927- I. ed. ( 1.-20. Tsd.) 
I927- 2. , (21.-3o. Tsd.) 
I927- 3· , (3 1.-40. Tsd.) 
I927- 4· , (41.-60. Tsd.) 
I928- 5·, (61.-75. Tsd.) 
I929- 6., (76.-85. Tsd.) 
193I- 7·, (86.-90. Tsd.). 
214. Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I96o. 
2I 5. Vier Novel/en. Ed. (with notes and introduction) Harold Jensen. London (et a/.): 
Harrap, I955 (Contains: "Buchmendel," "Episode am Genfer See," "Die un-
sichtbare Sammlung," "Unvermutete Bekanntschaft mit einem Handwerk"; 
School edition). 
2I6. Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben einer Frau. Giitersloh: Bertelsmann, I958 
(Kleine Bertelsmann-Lesering-Bibliothek, Vol. I4; For members only). 
217. "Die Wanderung," NFP, Morgenblatt, April II, 1902, pp. I-2 (Reprinted in Die 
Liebe der Erika Ewald (I 904)). 
2I8. "Das Wunder des Lebens," Meister-Novellen neuerer Erziihler. Vol. I. Ed. Richard 
Wenz. Leipzig: Hesse and Becker, I926, pp. 95-204. 
2 I9. Der Zwang. Eine Novelle. Leipzig: Insel, I 920 (With IO woodcuts by Frans Masereel). 
220. "Der Zwang," RoR, 2 (I929), I-5I (With IO woodcuts by Frans Masereel; Original 
title of this work according to the manuscript version was "Der Refractor," 
cf. Blatter, 3 (Oct., 1958), 7; a. also "Phantastische Nacht" above). 
ALBANIAN 
221. Njezetekater orii nga jeta e nje gruaje ("Verwirrung der Gefiihle"). Tr. Enver Fico. 
Tirane: Ndermarrja Shteterore e Botimeve, I958. 
BULGARIAN 
222. Amok. Roman. Tr. Stefan Pejkov. Pecatnica: "Stopansko Razvitie," n.d. (Translated 
10 
from the French; Appeared in the series "Izbranie Sucinenija," Vol. IX, No. 5 
of the "Ikonomija i Domakinstvo"). 
223. Dvadeset i cetiri casa ot zivota na zenata ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben 
einer Frau"). Tr. Metodi Vecerov. Sofija: Pravo, n.d. (Appeared in the "Libra-
ry of Pearls of World Literature," No. 33). 
224. Ocite na vecnfia brat. Indfiskaja legenda ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders"). Tr. S. 
Manolova. Sofija: Knigoizdatelstvo Vuzrazdane, 1930. 
CATALAN 
225. Amok (sequit "Vint-i-quatre Bores de la Vida d'una Dona") ("Amok" and "Vier-
undzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben einer Frau"). Tr. Ernest Martinez 
Ferrando. Badalona: Edicions Proa, 1929 (Appeared in the series "Biblioteca 
a tot Vent"). 
CZECH 
226. Dobrodruzstvi Zivota. Novely Vdsne (Contains: "Erstes Erlebnis," "Amok", "Ver-
wirrung der Geftihle"). Tr. Otto F. Babler, Rudolf Cerny, Egon Hostovsky. 
Praha: Nakladatelstvi Melantrich, 19 3 1. 
227. Kaleidoskop. Tr. Jaroslava Votrubova Koutecka. Praha: Mlada Franta, 1958. 
228. Knibomol. ("Der Bticherwurm"). Tr. Luba and Rudolf Pelarovi. Praha: Cs. spiso-
vatel, 1957. 
229. Neviditelnd Sbirka. Episoda z Injlace v Nemecku ("Die unsichtbare Sammlung"). Tr. 
Otto F. Babler. Olomouc: n.p., 1930. 
230. Tri Novelly (Contains: "Putovani" ("Die Wanderung"), "Zazraky Zivota" ("Das 
Wunder des Lebens"), "Povidka za Soumraku" ("Geschichte in der Damme-
rung")). Tr. Otto Klein. Praha: Vydal J. Otto, 1912. 
DANISH 
231. Den begravede Lysestage (Der begrabene Leuchter). Tr. Clara Hammerich. K0benhavn: 
Jespersen and Pio, 1960. 
232. Braendende Hemmelighed. ("Brennendes Geheimnis"). Tr. J 0rgen Budtz-J 0rgensen. 
K0benhavn: Gyldendal, 1957 (3. ed.). 
233. Den evige Broders 0jne. En Legende. ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders"). Tr. Erik 
Nander. K0benhavn: Hasselbalch, 1950 (4. ed., 1959). 
234. Eros. Tre erotiske Nove/fer. ("Angst," "Geschichte in der Dammerung," "Die Frau 
und die Landschaft"). Tr. Clara Hammerich. K0benhavn: Hirschsprung,1953 
(3. ed.). 
235. En Fantastisk Nat ("Phantastische Nacht"). Tr. Helge Kjaergaard. K0benhavn: 
Jespersen and Pio, 1958. 
236. K0benhavn: Ti danske Forlaeggeres Bogklub, 1960 (2. ed.). 
237. Folelsernes Vildveje. Noveller. Tr. Erik Nander. Aalborg: Frede and Lauritzen, 1949· 
238. K0benhavn: Jespersen and Pio. 1953 (3. ed.). 
239. Et Hjertes Undergang ("Der Untergang eines Herzens"). Tr. Helge Kjaergaard. 
K0benhavn: Jespersen and Pio, 1957 (Sel. from Kaleidoskop; 2. ed., 1959). 
240. Hjertets Utaalmodighed (Ungeduld des Herzens). Tr. Helge Kjaergaard. K0benhavn: 
Jespersen and Pio, 1949 (3. ed., 1958). 
241. Kaleidoskop. Udvalgte Noveller. Tr. Helge Kjaergaard. K0benhavn: Jespersen and 
Pio, 1950. 
242. Legender (Legenden). Tr. Clara Hammerich. K0benhavn: Jespersen and Pio, 1951. 
243· Skaknovelle (Schachnovelle). Lepore/la. Tr. Harald Engberg. K0benhavn: Aschehoug, 
1948 (3. ed., 1950; 5· ed., 1953; 6. ed., 1955; 8. ed., 1958). 
II 
2.44. Sporg ikke ("Brennendes Geheimnis"). Tr. Jorgen Budtz-Jorgensen. Kobenhavn: 
n.p., 1936. 
2.45· - Kobenhavn: Gyldendal, 1951 (Cf. new ed. above Braendende Hemmelighed). 
DUTCH 
2.46. Amok. Tr. Reinier P. Sterkenburg. Amsterdam: Van Ditmar, 1947. 
2.47. Amok. Novel/en van Hartstocht. Tr. Reinier P. Sterkenburg. Zeist: Ploegsma, 192.9. 
2.48. De begraven Kandelaar. Ben Legende (Der begrabene Leuchter). Amsterdam: de Lange, 
1937· 
2.49. Brandend Geheim. Vier Verhalen van feugdleven (Brstes Brlebnis). Tr. Mien Labberton. 
Zeist: Ploegsma, 192.9. 
2.50. - Amsterdam: Wereldbibliotheek, 1939 (2.. and 3· ed.). 
2. 51. Deernis en Lief de ( Ungeduld des Herzens ). Tr. Guy Vanhamme. Hoogstraten (Belgium); 
Moderne Uitgeverij, 1946. 
2.52.. Dwang ("Der Zwang"). Tr. Reinier P. Sterkenburg. 's-Gravenhage: Prometheus, 
192.3 (Woodcuts by Frans Masereel). 
2.53. De Legende van de derde Duij("Die Legende von der dritten Taube"). Tr. Paul Huf. 
Amsterdam-Antwerpen: Wereldbibliotheek-Vereniging, 1952. (3. ed., 1953). 
2.54. Het Onberaden Medel[iden (Ungeduld des Herzens). Tr. Reinier P. Sterkenburg. Amster-
dam: de Lange, 1939· 
2. 55. De Oogen van den eeuwigen Broeder ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders"). Tr. Reinier 
P. Sterkenburg. Huis ter Heide: De Tijdstroom, 192.5 (2.. ed., 1933). 
2.56. Ben Schaaknovelle (Schachnovelle). Tr. Paul Huf. Amsterdam: Keesing, 1949. 
ESTONIAN 
2.57. Ma/enove/1 (Schachnove/le). Tr. N. Andresen. Tallin: Gaz.-zurn, 1957. 
ESPERANTO 
2.58. Brulanta Sekreto kai alia} Rakontoj (Brennendes Geheimnis und andere Brziihlungen). Tr. 
Kathe R. and Paul E. Schwerin. 
Rickmansworth: Esperanto Publishing Co., 1949 (2.. ed., 1950). 
ENGLISH 
2.59. Amok. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: Viking, 1931. 
2.6o. - London: Cassell, 1932.· 
2.61. "Amok," Doctors' Choice. Sixteen Stories about Doctors and Medicine (selected by famous 
physicians). Ed. Phyllis M. and Albert P. Blaustein. Intra. Walter C. Alvarez. 
New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 1957. 
2.62.. Great German Short Novels and Stories. Ed. Bennett Alfred Cerf. New York: 
Modern Library, 1933. 
2.63. Panorama of Modern Literature Contributed by 31 Great Modern Writers. Intra. 
Christopher Morley. New York: Doubleday, 1934. 
2.64. Beware of Pity (Ungeduld des Herzens). Tr. Phyllis and Trevor Blewitt. New York: 
Viking, 1939; London: Cassell, 1939 (Reprinted 1952., 1953, 1954). 
2.65. "Book-Mendel" ("Buchmendel"), Mj, XX (July, 1932.), II8-12.2., 198-2.06. 
2.66. Men at War. Best Short Stories of All Time. Intra. Ernest Hemingway. New 
York: Crown, 1942.. 
2.67. Book of Contemporary Short Stories. Ed. Dorothy Brewster. New York: Mac-
millan, 1936. 
268. Jewish Caravan. Great Stories of 25 Centuries. New York: Rinehart, I935· 
269. The Buried Candelabrum (Der begrabene Leuchter). Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. Illus. 
Berthold Wolpe. New York: Viking, I937· 
270. - Oxford: Phaidon Press, I944· 
271. The Burning Secret ("Brennendes Geheimnis"). New York: Scott and Seltzer, I9I9 
(Author listed as Stephen Branch (pseud.)- cf. DLE, 22.J.: I4 (Apr. I5, I92o), 
892-893 for Zweig's rejection of this translation and the use of a pseudonym as 
unauthorized). 
272. - London: Allen and Unwin, I92I. 
273. Conflicts: Three Tales. (Contains: "Twentyfour Hours in the Life of a Woman" 
("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben einer Frau"), "A Failing Heart" 
("Untergang eines Herzens"), "Episode in the Early Life of Privy Councillor 
D." ("Verwirrung der Gefiihle"). Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: 
Viking, I927. 
274. - London: Allen and Unwin, I928. 
275. "Confusion of Sentiment" ("Verwirrung der Gefiihle"), 2I Variations on a Theme. 
Ed. Donald Webster Cory (pseud.). New York: Greenberg, I95 3· 
276. Invisible Collection ("Die unsichtbare Sammlung"). Illus. Joseph Malay. New York: 
Pynson Printers, I926 (First printing cf. VZ, May 3 I, I925). 
277. "Invisible Collection," Art of Modern Fiction. Ed. Ray Benedict West and Robert 
Wooster Stallman. New York: Rinehart, I949· 
278. - Best of Modern European Literature- Heart of Europe. An Anthology of Creative 
Writing in Europe I920-I940. Ed. Klaus Mann and Hermann Kesten. Intro. 
Dorothy Canfield Fisher. New York: L. B. Fischer, I943 (Reprinted I945). 
279. - Greatest Stories of all Times. Ed. William Somerset Maugham. Garden City 
(New York): Garden City Pub. Co., I943· 
280. Great Short Stories. Ed. Wilbur Lang Schramm. New York: Harcourt, I950. 
281. Tellers of Tales; Ioo Short Stories from the United States, England, France, Rnssia 
and Germany. Ed. William Somerset Maugham. New York: Doubleday, I939· 
282. GB, XIX (June, I934), 64I-649. 
283. LA, CCCXXVI: 4230 (Aug. I, I925), 255-262. 
284. - PCQ, XXVI (Dec., I939), 425-443. 
285. "Jupiter," Golden Book of Dog Stories. Ed. Era Zistel. Chicago: Ziff Davis, I947· 
286. - Famous Dog Stories. Ed. Page Cooper. New York: Doubleday, I948. 
287. - C, CXXII (July, I943), 30. 
288. Kaleidoscope. I3 Stories and Novellettes. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: Viking, 
I934; London: Cassell, I934 (Contains: "Book Mendel" ("Buchmendel"), 
"The Burning Secret" ("Brennendes Geheimnis"), "Fear" ("Angst"), "The 
Governess" ("Die Gouvernante"), "Impromptu Study of a Handicraft" 
("Unvermutete Bekanntschaft mit einem Handwerk"), "The Invisible Col-
lection" ("Die unsichtbare Sammlung"), "Leporella" ("Leporella"), "Letter 
from an Unknown Woman" ("Brief einer Unbekannten"), "Moonbeam Alley" 
("Mondscheingasse"), "Rabel Arraigns God" ("Rabel rechtet mit Gott"), 
"The Runaway" ("Episode am Genfer See"), "Transfiguration" ("Phantastische 
Nacht"), "Virata" ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders")). 
289. Kaleidoscope I. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. London: Cassell, I949 (2. ed., I955). 
290. Kaleidoscope II. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. London: Cassell, I95I (2. ed., I959). 
29I. "Leporella," Crimes of Passion. Ed. Herbert J. Solomon. Intra. David Partridge 
(pseud.). New York: Garden City Books, I947· 
292. Letter from an Unknown Woman ("Brief einer Unbekannten"). Tr. Eden and Cedar 
Paul. New York: Viking, I932· 
293· - London: Cassell, I933· 
294. "Moonbeam Alley," Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. Stories of Scarlet Women. New York: 
Avon, I95 5, pp. 54-70. 
295. A World of Great Stories. Ed. Hiram Haydn and John Cournos. New York: 
Crown, I947, pp. 43I-443· 
296. The Old-Book Peddler and Other Tales for Bibliophiles. Tr. Theodore W. Koch. Evanston 
(Ill.): Northwestern University Press, The Charles Deering Lib., I937 (Con-
tains: "Books are the Gateway to the World" ("Das Buch als Eingang zur 
Welt"), "The Old Book Peddler" ("Buchmendel"), "The Invisible Collection" 
("Die unsichtbare Sammlung"), "Thanks to Books" ("Dank an die Bucher")). 
297. Passion and Pain. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. London: Chapman and Hall, I924; 
New York: Richards, I925 (Contains: "Compulsion" ("Der Zwang"), "Fowler 
Snared" ("Sommernovellete"), "The Governess" ("Die Gouvernante"), 
"Letter from an Unknown Woman" ("Brief einer Unbekannten"), "The 
Runaway" ("Episode am Genfer See"), "Transfiguration" ("Phantastische 
Nacht"), "Virata" ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders")). 
298. The Royal Game. Tr. B. W. Huebsch. New York: Viking, I944; London: Cassell, 
I945 (Contains: "The Royal Game" ("Schachnovelle"), "Amok" ("Amok"), 
"Letter from an Unknown Woman" ("Brief einer Unbekannten")). 
299. New York: Viking, I96I (Compass Books, No. C99). 
300. "The Royal Game," WHC, VII (Mar., I944), 22-23. 
301. "The Runaway" ("Episode am Genfer See"), Adventures in Modern Literature. Ed. 
Ruth Matilda Stauffer, William Hayes Cunningham and Catherine ]. Sullivan. 
New York: Harcourt, I951 (3. ed.). 
302. Stories and Legends. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul and Constantine FitzGibbon. London: 
Cassell, I955 (Contains: "24 Hours from the Life of a Woman" ("Vierund-
zwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben einer Frau"), "Failing Heart" ("Der Unter-
gang eines Herzens"), Episode in the Early Life of Privy Councillor D." 
("Verwirrung der Gefiihle"), "The Buried Candelabrum" ("Der begrabene 
Leuchter"), "The Legend of the Third Dove" ("Die Legende der dritten Tau-
be"), "Dissimilar Doubles" ("Die Legende der gleichungleichen Schwestern")). 
303. "Unseen Collection," Yisriiel. The First jewish Omnibus. Ed. Joseph Leftwich. New 
York: Heritage, I933 (Rev. ed. New York: Beechhurst Press, I952). 
FINNISH 
304. Malttamaton Sydiin. Romaanie (Ungeduld des Herzens). Tr. Lauri Hirvensalo. Porvoo: 
Werner Soderstrom, I95I (2. ed.). 








Amok ou le Fou de Malaisie ("Amoklaufer"). Tr. Alzir Hella and Olivier Bournac. 
Pref. Romain Rolland. Paris: A. Fayard, I952 (Le Livre de Demain, No. 28). 
Dictionnaire des Oeuvres de tous les Temps et de tous les Pays. I (I952), 83. Paris: 
Laffont-BompianiJStock. 
Amok ou le Fou de Malaisie ("Amoklaufer"); Lettre d'une Inconnue ("Brief einer Un-
bekannten"); La Ruelle au Clair de Lune ("Die Mondscheingasse"). Tr. Alzir 
Bella and Olivier Bournac. Pref. Romain Rolland. Paris: Stock, I930 (2. ed.); 
Bruxelles: Les Lettres latines, I930 (2. ed.). 
Paris: Ferenczi et Fils, I939 (Woodcuts by Michel Jacquot; Le Livre Moderne 
Illustre, No. 308). 
Paris: Delamain et Boutelleau, I948 (97. ed.; Bibliotheque Germanique). 
Amok ou le Fou de Malaisie ("Amoklaufer"); Lettre d'une lnconnue ("Brief einer Un-
bekannten"); Les Yeux du Frere Eternel ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders"). 
Tr. Alzir Bella and Olivier Bournac. Pre£. Romain Rolland. Paris: Stock, I927 
(Le Cabinet Cosmopolite, No. I3). 
Brulant Secret ("Brennendes Geheimnis"); Conte Crepusculaire ("Geschichte in der 
Dammerung"); La Nuit Fanlastiqtte ("Phantastische Nacht"); Les Deux 
]ttmelles ("Die gleich-ungleichen Schwestern"). Tr. Alzir Bella. Paris: Grasset, 
I945 (Romans etrangers). 
31 3. - Bruxelles-Paris-Amsterdam: "La Concorde," I 94 7. 
3 I4. Le Chandelier Enlerre. Legende (Der begrabene Lettchler). Tr. Alzir Bella. Paris: Grasset, 
I937 (I3. ed.; Romans etrangers). 
3I5. La Confusion des Sentiments. Notes intimes dtt Professettr R. de D. ("Verwirrung der 
Geftihle"). Tr. Alzir Bella and Olivier Bournac. Paris: Stock, I929. 
Dictionnaire des Oeuvres de Iotts les Temps el de Iotts les Pays. I (I952), 509. Paris: 
Laffont-Bompiani/Stock. 
3I7. Destruction d'un Cattr ("Untergang eines Berzens"); La Gouvernanle ("Die Gouver-
nante"); Le ]ett dangerettx ("Sommernovellette"?). Tr. Alzir Bella and Olivier 
Bournac. Paris-Neuchatel: Attinger, I93I (Reprinted I946). 
318. Le ]otter d'Echecs (Schachnovelle). Tr. Jacqueline Des Gouttes. (Neuchatel-Paris: 
Delachaux et Niestle, n.d. (2. ed.). 
3I9. La Pettr("Angst"). Tr. Alzir Bella. Paris: Grasset, I935 (I8. ed.; Romans etrangers). 
320. Tr. Alzir Bella and Manfred Schenker. Paris: Ferenczi and Fils, I937 (Le Livre 
Moderne Illustre, No. 27I). 
321. N. I.: L'Amitie par le Livre, I946 (Imprime en Belgique). 
322. "La Peur," APL, CVI(Sept. Io, I935), 238-24I (Resume by M. Renier). 
323· La Pitie dangereuse (Ungedttld des Herzens). Tr. Alzir Bella. Paris: Grasset, I939· 
324· Paris: Club fran~ais du livre, I95I· 
325. La Ruelle att Clair de Lttne ("Die Mondscheingasse"); La Gottvernanle ("Die Gouver-
nante"). Tr. Alzir Bella and Olivier Bournac. Paris: Snell, I930 (Illustrated 
by Pierre Louchet). 
326. Vingl-qttatre Hettres de Ia Vie d'ttne Femme ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben 
einer Frau"). Tr. and Intra. Alzir Bella and Olivier Bournac. Paris-Neuchatel: 
328. 
329· 
Attinger, I929 (Reprinted I932, I944, I947). 
Paris: Fayard, I952 (Le Livre de Demain. Serie etrangere, No. 36; Reprint 
I953)· 
Lausanne: La Guilde du Livre ,I96o (La petite Ourse, No. 39). 
Lausanne: La Guilde du Livre, 1962 (Supplement au Bulletin de la Guilde," 
May, 1962; Frontispice Claudine Frochause). 
330. "Vingt-quatre Beures de la Vie d'une Femme," Dictionnaire des Oeuvres de Iotts les 
Temps el de Iotts les Pqys. IV (I954), 705. Paris: Laffont-Bompiani/Stock. 
GEORGIAN 
31· Amok ("Amoklaufer"). Tr. Leli Dzapharidzis. Tphilisi: Phroma, I927. 
332. Phiphi ("Angst"). Tr. Leli Dzapharidzis. Tphilisi: Phroma, 1927. 
GREEK 
333· Abttssos Aislhemalon ("Verwirrung der Geftihle"). Tr. A. Trikolonios. Athenai: 
Kerameos, 1950. 
334· Amok ("Amoklaufer"). Tr. S. Karagiannes. Athenai: Kerameos, I95I. 
335· Tr. G. Meranaios. Athenai: Daremas, 1954. 
336. Tr. T. Konstas. Athenai: Atlantis, I958. 
337· Amok ("Amoklaufer"); To Gramma mias Agnostes ("Brief einer Unbekannten"). Tr. 
Al. Karrer. Athenai: Kerameos, I948. 
338. Athenai: Gkobostes, I95I. 
339· Anypomoni Cardia ("Untergang eines Berzens"). Tr. M. Cranaki. Athenai: K. M., 
I953· 
340. Bradino Eidillio ("Phantastische Nacht"). Tr. Al. Karrer. Athenai: Kerameos, 1948 
(Reprinted 1949). 
341. Eicossi Tesseres Thores Apo Ti Zoi Mias Gf!ynaicas ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem 
Leben einer Frau"). Tr. G. Semeriotes Athenai: Maris, I948 (Reprinted I954). 
342. Tr. L. Castanakis.Athenai: Govosti, n.d. 
343· E Katastrophe mias Kardis ("Unterangang eines Herzens"). Tr. M. Loulis. Athenai: 
Kerameos, I948. 
344· E Katastrophe mias Kardis ("Untergang eines Herzens"); Sto Pheggarolousto Dromaki 
("Die Mondscheingasse"). Tr. K. Meranaios and G. Semeriotes. Athenai: 
Maris, I948. 
345· Ena Axechasto Epeissodio ("Unerwartete Bekanntschaft mit einem Handwerk"). Tr 
P. Vovolinis. Athenai: Keramefs, n.d. 
346. Tr. B. Papanastassiou. Athenai: Lagoussis-Chryssochou, I949· 
347· Epikindune Sumponia (Ungeduld des Herzens). Tr. P. Spilotopoulos. Athenai: Govostis, 
I949· 
348. Ho Tan Xupnoun Ta Niata ("Phantastische Nacht"); He Gkoubernanta ("Die Gouver-
nante"); To Thanasimo Mustike ("Brennendes Geheimnis"). Tr. AI. Karrer. 
Athenai: Kerameos, I949· 
349· I Proti Apocalypsi (German original unknown). Tr. N. Constantinidis. Athenai: 
Loghotechniki, Ghonia, n.d. 
350. Lepore/la ("Leporella"). Tr. A. Trikolonios. Athenai: Kerameos, I95L 
351. Mantei(German original unknown). Tr. P. Papanastassiou. Athenai: Pelargos, I950. 
352· 0 Phobos ("Angst"). Tr. A. Trikolonios. Athenai: Kerameos, I9P· 
353· - Tr. Sp. Levantis. Athenai: Govostis, I954· 
354· Rachel ("Rahel rechtet mit Gott"). Tr. K. L. Meranaios. Athenai: Maris-Kordakis, 
I948. 
3 55. Sugchuse Aisthematon ("Verwirrung der Gefiihle"). Tr. AI. Karrer. Athenai: Govostis, 
I949· 
356. To Fovero Mystico ("Brennendes Geheimnis"). Tr. D. Dimitriou. Athenai: Logho-
techniki, n.d. 
357· To Thameno Cantileri ("Der begrabene Leuchter").Tr. G. Meranaios. Athenai: Daremas, 
I954· 
358. To Nissi Me Tis Gf!ynaiko ("Die Frau und die Landschaft"). Tr. K. L. Meranaios. 
Athenai: Maris, I948. 
359· Tr. P. Vovolinis. Athenai: Keramefs, n.d. 
360. To Vassilico Paichnidi (Schachnovelle). Tr. A. Ghion. Athenai: Keramefs, n.d. 
36I. Tres Omorphes Histories (German originals unknown). Tr. A. Trikolonios. Athenai: 
Kerameos, I949· 
36z. Virata ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders"). Tr. K. Meranaios. Athenai: Maris, I948. 
HEBREW 
363. Essim We-Arba Shoot Be-Heryeha She/ Isba. Sippurim (Tales, German originals un-
known). Tr. A. Cohn, D. Kimhi eta!. Tel Aviv: Masada, I954· 
364. Ha-R'Hov L'Or Ha-Yareah (Tales, German originals unknown). Tel Aviv: Masada, 
I949· 
365. Hisamer Min Ha-Rahamin (Ungeduld des Herzens). Tr. Elyaqim Weinberg. Tel Aviv: 
Masada, I 948 (Published in two volumes). 
366. Kovshey 0/am (German original unknown). Tr. Emil Feuerstein. Tel Aviv: Yavneh, 
I950. 
367. Mishaq Ha-M'Lahim ("Schachnovelle," "Untergang eines Herzens," "Verwirrung 
der Gefiihle"). Tr. Pesah Lipovetzki. Tel Aviv: Leihman-Pales, I949· 
HUNGARIAN 
368. Amok. A Szenvedely Konyve ("Amoklaufer"). Tr. L. Ujvary Lajos. Budapest: Genius-
Kiadas, I929. 
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369. Az Erzesek Ziirzavara ("Verwirrung der Gefiihle"). Tr. Kiss Dezso. Budapest: 
Franklin-Tarsulat Kiadasa, I928. 
370. Ego Titok. Vdlogatott Elbesz81esek (Die Kette. Kaleidoskop (Extracts thereof)). Tr. 
Anna Daniel, Mme. Pal Fodor et al. Budapest: Europa, I957· 
371. Elso Elmeny (Erstes Erlebnis). Tr. Dormandi Laszlo and Sandor Imre. Budapest: 
Pantheon, I927. 
372. Hdrom Legentia (Three Legends - German originals unknown). Tr. Ferenc Goth. 
Budapest: Eur6pa, I957· 
373· Huszonnegy 6ra Egy Asszony Eletebol ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben 
einer Frau"). Tr. Kiss Dezso. Budapest: Lampe!, I926. 
374· A Ldthatatlan Gyiijtemeny ("Die unsichtbare Sammlung"). Tr. Gyorgy Kaldor. 
Budapest: Terra, I957· 
375· Retteges Es Egyeb EI-Beszetesek ("Angst" and Tales, German originals unknown). 
Tel Aviv: Alexander, I952. 
376. Retteges. Regeny ("Angst.Novelle"). Tr. Peter Bukovinszky. Budapest: Legszebb 
Konyvek Tara, I928. 
377· Sakknove/la (Schachnovelle). Tr. Peter Janos. Bukarest: A Stiinta si Tehnica Folyoirat 
Kiadasa, I957· 
378. - Tr. Ivan Fonagy. Budapest: Eur6pa, I959· 
LANGUAGES OF INDIA 
BENGALI 
379· Ajantiar Chithi ("Brief einer Unbekannten"). Tr. Vidhayek Bhattacharya. Calcutta: 
Grantham, I959· 
380. Antatjvala ("Brennendes Geheimnis"). Tr. Shantiranjan Banerji. Calcutta: Sankar 
Sahitya Samsad, I 9 55. 
381. Godhulir Can ("Amoklaufer"). Tr. Shantiranjan Banerji. Calcutta: Calcutta Pub-
lishers, I95 3 (Translation of the English edition). 
382. Karuna Korona ( Ungeduld des Herzens ). Tr. Shantiranjan Banerji. Calcutta: Nababharati, 
I96o. 
383. Priyatamesu ("Brief einer Unbekannten"). Tr. Shantiranjan Bandy-Opadhyay. Bar-
rackpur: Sabita Dasgupta, I957 (2. ed.; Translation from the English edition). 
3 84 Priyatameshu ("Brief einer Unbekannten"). Tr. Shantiranjan Banerji. Calcutta: Triveni 
Prakashan, I96o. 
385. Rajasuya (Schachnovelle). Tr. Shantiranjan Banerji. Calcutta: T. K. Banerji, n.d. 
386. Sei Ascarya Rat ("Phantastische Nacht"). Tr. Shantiranjan Bandy-Opadhyay. Cal-
cutta: Bengal Publishers, I955· 
387. Setubandha ("Angst"). Tr. Shantiranjan Bandy-Opadhyay. Calcutta: Ghosh Brothers, 
I956 (Translation of the English edition). 
388. Stefan Zweig'er Galpa Sangraha (Collected Tales, German originals unknown). Tr. 
Dipak Chaudhuri. Calcutta: Rupa, I96o. 
HINDI 
389. Aparchita Ka Patra ("Brief einer Unbekannten"). Serialized in the New Delhi 
Weekly Saptahik Hindus/an in I958, exact dates unknown. 
390. Btljadil (Ungeduld des Herzens). Tr. Shivadanasimha Chauhan and Vijaya Chauhan. 
Delhi: National Publishing House, n.d. (Contains an Introduction by the 
translators on Zweig and his works). 
39I. Shatranj Ka Khe/ (Schachnovelle and other tales, German originals thereof unknown). 
Tr. Shri S. C. Joshi. Girgaon, Bombay: Hindi Granth Ratnakar, I949· 
392. Stefan Zweig Ki Mahan Kahaniyan ("Novellen", German originals unknown). Tr. 
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Shivadanasingli Chauhan and Vijaya Chauhan. Delhi: Ranjit, 1957 (Contains 
an Introduction by the translators). 
393· Virata ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders"). Tr. Yashpal Jain. New Delhi: Sasta 
Sahitya Mandai, 1958 (2. ed.). 
ORIYA 
394· Aparichitara Patra ("Brief einer Unbekannten"). Tr. Lakshminarayana Mahanit. 
Cuttack: Lipikalaya, 1953 (Translation from the English edition). 
MALAYALAM 
395· Nee/a Thattavum Velutha Pookkalum ("Brief einer Unbekannten"). Tr. Mavelikkara 
Ascutan. Ernakulam: Sahitya Parishat, 1959. 
TELUGU 
396. Aparichita!ekha ("Brief einer Unbekannten"). Tr. Abburi Chayadevi. Hyderabad: 
Sadhanaprakasan, 1956. 
IRANIAN 
397· Namehe Yek Zane Nashenas ("Brief einer Unbekannten"). Tr. Hassan Ali Nasr. 
Tehran: n.p., 1958. 
ITALIAN 
398. Adolescenza. Quattro Storia del Paese de!!'lnfanzia (Erstes Erlebnis. Vier Geschichten aus 
Kinder/and). Tr. Marcella Dreyfus. Milano: Sperling and Kupfer, 1933· 
399· Amok ("Amokliiufer"). Tr. Enrico Ro«;ca. Milano: Sperling and Kupfer, 1930. 
400. Ca!eidoscopio (Kaleidoskop). Milano: Sperling and Kupfer, 1945 (Contains: "Lettera 
di una Sconosciuta" ("Brief einer Unbekannten"), "Leporella" ("Leporella"), 
"Amok" ("Amoklaufer"), "Le Oro Siderati" (from Sternstunden der Menschheit)). 
401. Eventi e Raconti (Contains: "La Paura" ("Angst"), "Adolescenza" (Erstes Er!ebnis)). 
Milano: Sperling and Kupfer, 1945. 
402. Leggende (Legenden). Tr. Anita Rho. Milano: Sperling and Kupfer, 1937 (Contains: 
"La Legenda della terza Colomba" ("Legende der dritten Taube"), "II Can-
delabra Sepalto" ("Der begrabene Leuchter"), "Gli Occhi dell'eterno Fratello" 
("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders"), "Rachele contende con Dio" ("Rahel 
rechtet mit Gott"); Reprinted 1945). 
403. Lettera di una Sconosciuta ("Brief einer Unbekannten"). Tr. Berta Burgio Ahrens. 
Milano: Sperling and Kupfer, 1932 (Reprinted 1937). 
404. La Paura ("Angst"); Episodio sui Lago di Ginevra ("Episode am Genfer See"); Mel if 
Biblioft!o ("Buchmendel"); La Col!ezione lnvisibile ("Die unsichtbare Samm-
lung"); Conoscenzi con un Mestiere ("Unvermutete Bekanntschaft mit einem 
Handwerk"). Milano: Sperling and Kupfer, 1938. 
405. Sovvertimento dei Sensi("Verwirrung der Geftihle"). Tr. Berta Burgio Ahrens. Milano: 
Corbaccio, 1931. 
406. Ventiquattro Ore della Vita di una Donna ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben 
einer Frau"). Tr. Cristina Baseggio. Lettera di una Sconosciuta ("Brief einer 
Unbekannten"). Tr. Berta Burgio Ahrens. Lepore/la ("Leporella"). Tr. Berta 
Burgio Ahrens. Amok ("Amokliiufer"). Tr. Enrico Rocca. Milano: Sperling 
and Kupfer, 1938. 
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JAPANESE 
407. Aishu No Monte Carlo ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben einer Frau"). Tr. 
Hikaru Tsuji. Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, I953· 
408. Aryoku No Umi ("Amoklaufer et al.). Tr. Yoshitaka Kawasaki. Tokyo: Kawade 
Shobo, I956 (Contains: "Amoklaufer," "Brief einer Unbekannten," Fouche). 
409. Aru Kokoro No Hametsu (Nove/len). Tr. Yoshitaka Kawasaki. Tokyo: Kadokawa 
Shoten, I95 3 (Contains: "Untergang eines Herzens," "Brennendes Geheimnis," 
"Die unsichtbare Sammlung"). 
4IO. Irene- Fujin No Himitsu ("Angst" et al.). Tr. Yoshimoto Nishi. Tokyo: Kadokawa 
Shoten, I957 (Contains: "Angst," "Schachnovelle," "Leporella," "Buch-
mendel"). 
4II. On'na No Niju:;o-Jikan ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben einer Frau"). 
Tr. Kenji Takahashi. Tokyo: Shinchosha, I950. 
4I2. Kokoro No Shoso (Ungeduld des Herzens). Tr. Kazuo Okubo. Tokyo: Keiyusha, I950. 
4I3. Saisho No Taiken (Erstes Erlebnis). Tr. Yoshitaka Kawasaki. Tokyo: Hakusuisha, 
I953· 
4I4. Ummei No Kake ("Schachnovelle"); Appaku ("Der Zwang"); Pari No Suri ("Unver-
mutete Bekanntschaft mit einem Handwerk"). Tr. Kazuo Okubo. Tokyo: 
Misuzu Shobo, I95I (Nos. I and 3 translated from the French version). 
4I5. Wasurtji No Omokage ("Brief einer Unbekannten"). Tr. Kazuo Okubo. Tokyo: 
Mikasa Shobo, I956. 
KOREAN 
4I6. Eoneu Yeoin Eui Isiba Sigan ("Verwirrung der Gefiihle"). Tr. Choe Hyeog-sun. 
Seoul: Daedongdang, I96o. 
4I7. Gam'jeong Eui' Hon'ran ("Verwirrung der Gefiihle"). Tr. Bag Changi. Seoul: Yang' 
mun'sa, I959· 
LATVIAN 
4I8. Valija Brutiine ("Brennendes Geheimnis"). Riga: Gramatu Draugs, I935 (Gramatu 
Drauga Romanu Serija, No. 74). 
4I9. Vinas Vestule (German original unknown). Tr. B. Z. Riga: Mali, I929. 
LITHUANIAN 
420. Baime("Angst"). Tr. K. Karnauskas. Kaunas: V. Remigijus, I929. 
NORWEGIAN 
421. Amokloper ("Amoklaufer"); Brennende Hemmelighet ("Brennendes Geheimnis"). Tr. 
Barbara Ring. Oslo: Aschehoug, I928. 
422. Den evige Brors 0yne ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders"). Tr. G. H. Carlsen. Berge : 
J. W. Bides Boktr., I959· 
423. Farspjarta ("Brennendes Geheirnnis"). Tr. Severin Eskeland. Oslo: Olaf Nodi, n.d. 
424. Lepore/la ("Leporella"). Tr. Ursula Monsen. Oslo: Aschehoug, I956 (Also con-
tains a translation of "Buchmendel"). 
425. Sjakknove/le (Schachnovelle). Oslo: Aschehoug, I95I. 
POLISH 
426. Amok. Nowele Szalu ("Amoklaufer"). Tr. Zofija Tadeuszowa Rittnerowa. Lwow-
Warszawa: Panteon, 1925 (Introductory poem translated by Leon Koppens). 
427. 24 Godziny z Zycia Kobiety i inne Opowiadania ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem 
Leben einer Frau" and other tales). Tr. Izabella Czermakowa, Zofija Rittne-
rowa and Maria Wislowska. Warszawa: Panstw. Instytut Wydawn., 1957 
(Reprinted 195 8). 
428. 24 Godziny z Zycia Kobiety w Odmecie Uczuc ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem 
Leben einer Frau" and other tales). Tr. Melanja Wassermann. Warszawa: 
lnstytut Wydawniczy "Renaissance," 1927. 
429. - Wien: n.p., 1928. 
430. Legendy (Legenden). Tr. Melanja Wassermann. Warszawa: Nakladem Tow. Wy-
dawniczego "Roj", 1930 (Contains: Stefan Zweig - Biographische Notiz, 
"Rachela Prawuje Sie z Panem" ("Rahel rechtet mit Gott"), "Oczy Wiencznego 
Brata" ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders"), "Legenda o Podobnych acz 
Roznych Blizniaczkach" ("Die Legende der gleich-ungleichen Schwestern"), 
"Legenda o Trzeciej Golebidy" ("Legende der dritten Taube"), "Wieza Babel" 
("Der Turm zu Babel")). 
431. Pierwsze Przezycie (Erstes Erlebnis). Tr. Melanja Wassermann. Warszawa: Towar-
zystwo Wydawnicze "Roj," 1928. 
432· Tr. Maria Wislowska. Warszawa: Panstw. Instytut Wydawn., 1959. 
433· Wyborowe Dziela (Selected works; German originals unknown). Warszawa-Krakow-
Wien: n.p., 1929. 
PORTUGUESE 
434· A Corrente. Nove/as da Adolescencia, Nove/as de Sofrimento (Erstes Erlebnis). Tr. 
Odilon Gallotti and Sylvia Aranha de Moura. Rio de Janeiro: Civilizas;ao 
Brasileira, I 96o. 
435· Amok. 0 Doids da Malacia ("Amoklaufer"). Tr. Alice Ogando. Porto: Civilizas;ao, 
I956 (Ir. ed., I958). 
436. As Tres Paixoes. Tres Nove/as de Stefan Zweig (Contains: "Divida Traiamente Paga" 
("Die spat bezahlte Schuld"), "Seria ele?" ("War er es?"), "A Partida de Xa-
drex" (Schachnovelle)). Tr. Odilon Gallotti and Elias Davidovich. Rio de 
Janeiro: Guanabara, I949 (Vol. XVI of Zweig's collected works; Novellen 
I and 2 are not available in the German originals). 
437· Caleidoscopio (Kaleidoskop). Tr. Alice Ogando. Porto: Civilizas;ao, I943 (2. ed.; 
Reprinted I952, I957). 
438. 0 Candelabra Sagrado (Der begrabene Leuchter). Tr. Alice Ogando. Porto: Civilizas;ao, 
I956 (4. ed.; 5. ed., I958). 
439· Confusiio de Sentimentos ("Verwirrung der Gefiihle"). Tr. Alice Ogando. Porto: 
Civilizas;ao, 1957 (8. ed.). 
440. Um Corafiio Destrofado ("Untergang eines Herzens"). Tr. Campos Monteiro Filho. 
Porto: Civilizas;ao, I957 (8. ed.). 
441. 0 Medo ("Angst"). Tr. Alice Ogando. Porto: Civilizas;ao, I956 (8. ed.; 9· ed., 1958). 
442. Noite Fantdstica ("Phantastische Nacht"). Tr. Alice Ogando. Porto: Civilizas;ao, 
195 3 (6. ed.; 7· ed., 1958). 
443· 0 Caso de um CorafiiO ("Untergang eines Herzens"); Noite Fantdstica ("Phantastische 
Nacht"). Tr. Aurelio Pinheiro. Rio de Janeiro: Irmaos Porgetti, I94I. 
444· Um Segredo Ardente ("Brennendes Geheimnis"). Tr. Alice Ogando. Porto: Civiliza-
s;ao, I955 (7. ed.; 8. ed., I958). 
445. Vinte e quatro Horas de uma Mulher ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben einer 
Frau"). Tr. Alice Ogando. Porto: Civilizas;ao, I955 (ro. ed.; II. ed., I957; 
I2. ed., I959). 
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ROMANSH 
446. Lis Ogls dal Frer Etern ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders"). Tr. Clementina Gilli. 
Tusan-Stamp: Roth, 1948 (Chasa Paterna, No. 57). 
RUMANIAN 
447· Amok ("Amoklaufer"). Tr. B. Madeleine. Bucure§ti: Adeverul, 1929 (Biblioteca 
Dimineata, No. 107). 
448. ]ucatorul de "?ah (Schachnovelle). Tr. J. Popper. Bucure§ti: Editata de Revista Stiinta si 
Tehnica, 1957· 
449· Lepore/la ("Leporella"). Tr. B. Madeleine. Bucure§ti: Adeverul, n.d. 
450. Ochii Fratelui Ve§nic ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders"). Tr. Joachim Botez. Bu-
cure§ti: Adeverul, n.d. (Lectura Biblioteca, No. 2I6). 
45 r. Scrisoarea unei Necunoscute ("Brief einer Unbekannten"). Tr. Sarina Cassvan-Pas. 
Bucure§ti: Adeverul, I929 (Biblioteca Dimineata, No. rr9; A fragment of 
this Novelle appeared as No. 43 of the Lectura. Floarea Literaturilar Straine 
(Bucure§ti: Adeverul) under the title "Adoratie" (Tr. F. Aderca); The same 
issue also contained "Strada Lunii" ("Die Mondscheingasse")). 
452· Simturi Ratacite ("Verwirrung der Geftihle"). Tr. S. Paul. Bucure§ti: Ciornei, I929 
(Contains: "Simturi Ratacite" ("Verwirrung der Gefiihle"), "Donazeci si 
patru Ore din Viata unei Femei" ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben 
einer Frau"); This latter Novelle also appeared in the Lectura. Floarea Lite-
raturilar Straine, No. I I 5 (Bucure§ti: Adeverul)). 
453· Spaima. Romanul unui Adulter ("Angst"). Tr. E. Marghita. Bucure§ti: Adeverul, 
I928. 
RUSSIAN 
454· Amok. Novelly (Amok). Tr. D. M. Garfinkel and I. B. Mandelstam. Leningrad: 
Vremja, I926 (Contains: "Amoklaufer" and "Brief einer Unbekannten"; 2 ed., 
I928; 3· ed., I929). 
4 5 5. Dvadcat' chetyre Chasa iz Zhizni Zhenshchiny ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden a us dem 
Leben einer Frau"). Tr. L. Vol'fson. Moskva: Goslitizdat, I955· 
456. Fantasticheskaya Noch. Novelly ("Phantastische Nacht" and other Novellen). Riga: 
Knigoizdatel'stvo Gramatu Draugs, I928 (Contains: "Geschichte in der 
Dammerung," "Die Gouvernante," "Sommernovellette," "Phantastische 
Nacht," "Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben einer Frau"). 
457· Gibe/' Serdca. Novelly ("Untergang eines Herzens" and other Novellen). Riga: 
Knigoizdatel'stvo Gramatu Draugs, I927 (Contains: "Untergang eines 
Herzens," "Verwirrung der Gefiihle," "Brennendes Geheimnis," "Brief einer 
Unbekannten"). 
458. Glaza Ubitogo ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders"). Tr. L. N. Wsewolodskaja. n.l.; 
Izdatel'stvo Solnce, I925. 
459· Nezrimtlja Kollekcija ("Die unsichtbare Sammlung"). Tr. P S. Bernstein, I. E. 
Charodschinskaja. Leningrad: Vremja, 1928 (Contains: "Die unsichtbare 
Sammlung," "Leporella," "Der Zwang," "Episode am Genfer See," "Angst," 
"Das Geheimnis Byrons"; Each work also appeared individually; 2. ed., I929). 
460. Novelly (Novel/en; German originals unknown). Tr. P. S. Bernstein eta/. Moskva: 
Goslitizdat, I959· 
46r. Prichudy Serdca ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben einer Frau"). Tr. 0. 
Brosniowskaja, L. Weissenberg, W. Velskij, D. Garfinkel, B. A. Sukkan and 
M. Zeiner. Leningrad: Biblioteka Vsemirnoj Literatury, I927. 
462. Rokoryemgnovenija ("Sternstunden"). Tr. P. S. Bernstein, D. M. Garfinkel, B. A. 
Sorgenfrei and M. Losinski. Leningrad: Vremja, I928 (Contains: "Die Le-
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gende von den gleich-ungleichen Schwestern," "Die Augen des ewigen 
Bruders," "Episode in Lyon," Sternstunden der Menschheit; Each work also 
appeared separately). 
463. Smjatenie Chusto ("Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben einer Frau" and "Ver-
wirrung der Geftihle"). Tr. P. S. Bernstein and S. Krasilschtschikov. Lenin-
grad: Vremja, I927 (3. ed., I929). 
464. Strach. Novella ("Angst"). Tr. I. E. Charodschinskaja. Leningrad: Vremja, I927 
(2. ed.). 
465. Vtoraja Kniga Amoka. Novelty ("Das zweite Buch des Amok"). Tr. I. B. Mandelstam. 
Leningrad: Atenej, I924 (Contains: "Phantastische Nacht," "Die Mond-
scheingasse")). 
466. Zhguchaja Taijna. Pervye Perezhivanija (Brennendes Geheimnis. Erstes Erlebnis). Tr. P. S. 
Bernstein, A. I. Kartuschanskaja. Leningrad: Vremja, I925 (Contains: 
"Brennendes Geheimnis," Geschichte in der Dammerung," "Die Gouvernan-
te," "Sommernovellette"; 2. ed., I928; 3· ed., I929). 
SERBO-CROATIAN 
467. Nestrpljivo Srce (Ungeduld des Herzens). Tr. Kacusa Maletin-Avakumovic. Novi Sad: 
Maticasrpska, I 9 56 (Reprinted I 960). 
468. Novele (Novel/en; German originals unknown). Tr. Vladan Jojkic, Radivoj Kovacevic 
and Milan Tokin. Novi Sad: Maticasrpska, I95I. 
469. Pismo Nepoznate Zene i Druge Novele (Begegnungen mit Menschen, Biichern und Stiidten 
and Die Kette. Bin Novel/enzyklus). Tr. Vlatko Saric. Zagreb: Zora, I957 
(Reprinted I959). 
SLOVINIAN 
4 70. Tri Novele o Ljubezni ("Drei Geschichten tiber Liebe"; German originals unknown). 
Tr. Herbert Grtin. Ljubljana: Slovenski Knjizni Zavod, I950. 
SPANISH 
471. Amok (Amok). Tr. Pedro Salazar Diaz. Buenos Aires: Tor, n.d. (Contains: "Amok" 
("Amoklaufer"), "Carta de una Desconocida" ("Brief einer Unbekannten"), 
"Una Noche Fantastica" ("Phantastische Nacht"), "La Mujer y el Paisaje" 
("Die Frau und die Landschaft"), "La Callejuela a Ia Luz de la Luna" ("Die 
Mondscheingasse") ). 
472. Tr. Koellen y Catalan. Madrid: Hoy, I93I. 
473· Ardiente Secreto. Nove/a ("Brennendes Geheimnis"). Barcelona: Edita, I952 (Illus. J. 
Narro). 
474· Calidoscopio. Nove/as (Kaleidoskop). Tr. Jose Lleonart. Buenos Aires-Barcelona: Ju-
ventud, I94I (Contains: "Conocimiento Casual de un Oficio" ("Unvermutete 
Bekanntschaft mit einem Handwerk"), "Leporella" ("Leporella"), "Miedo" 
("Angst"), "Ardiente Secreta" ("Brennendes Geheimnis"), "Novela Vera-
niega" ("Sommernovellette"), "La Institutriz" ("Die Gouvernante"), "Buch-
mendel" ("Buchmendel"), "El Refugiado" ("Episode am Genfer See"), "La 
Colecci6n Invisible" ("Die unsichtbare Sammlung"), "Raguel Litiga Dios" 
("Rahel rechtet mit Gott"), "Noche Fantastica" ("Phantastische Nacht"), 
"La Calle del Caro de Luna" ("Die Mondscheingasse"), "Los Ojos del Her-
mana Eterno" ("Die Augen des ewigen Bruders"), "La Leyenda de Ia tercera 
Paloma" ("Die Legende der dritten Taube"), "Las Hermanas Iguales y De-
siguales" ("Die Legende der gleich-ungleichen Schwestern"); Reprinted I945 
(abridged), I959, I96o, I96I). 
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480. Carta de una Desconocida ("Brief einer Unbekannten"); Sendas Bquivocas ("Verwirrung 
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485. Mexico: Drake, I943· 
486. Mexico: Diana, I96o (4. ed.). 
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522. Arturo Toscanini. Bin Bildnis. Wien-Leipzig-Ziirich: Rechner, I936 (This essay served 
originally as the Introduction to the book Arturo Toscanini. Bin Lebensbild. 
Wien: Reichner, I93 5 by Paul Stefan-Gruenfeldt). 
523. Ausgewiihlte Prosa. Ed. H. Wolf. Amsterdam: Meulenhoff, I930 (Meulenhoff's 
Sammlung deutscher Schriftsteller, No. 53; Contains: "Stefan Zweig," "Die 
Weltminute von Waterloo," "Die Entdeckung Eldorados," "Der Kampf urn 
den Siidpol," "Die Episode am Genfer see," "Die unsichtbare Sammlung," 
Joseph Fouche, Chapter V; Reprinted I 9 3 5 ). 
524· Ausgewiihlte Prosa. Ed. H. Wolf. Amsterdam: Meulenhoff, 1939 (Meulenhoff's 
Sammlung deutscher Schriftsteller, No. 66; Contains excerpts from Erasmus, 
Maria Stuart and Marie Antoinette). 
525· Ausgewiihlte Prosa. Ed. W. Kuiper. Amsterdam: Meulenhoff, I950 (Meulenhoff's 
Sammlung deutscher Schriftsteller, No. 93; Contains: "Die Weltminute von 
Waterloo," "Der Kampf urn den Siidpol," and excerpts from Die Welt von 
gestern, Magellan and Marie Antoinette). 
526. Begegnungen mit Menschen, Buchern, Stiidten. Wien-Leipzig-Ziirich: Reichner, I937 
(Contains: Begegnungen mit Menschen: "Erinnerungen an Emile Verhaeren" 
(I916), "Abschied von Rilke" (I927), "Auguste Rodin" (I9I3), "Arturo 
Toscanini" (I935), "Erinnerungen an Theodor Herzl" (I929), "Rede zu 
Ehren Maxim Gorlds" (I928), "Geburtstagsbrief an Hermann Bahr" (I923), 
"Busoni" (n.d.), "Unvergessliches Erlebnis. Ein Tag bei Albert Schweitzer" 
(I932), "Der Dirigent. Gustav Mahler" (n.d.), "Bruno Walter" (I936), "Frans 
Masereel" (I923), "Die Stimme. Josef Kainz" (n.d.), "Abschied von John 
Drinkwater" (I937). Begegnungen mit der Zeit: "Die Monotonisierung der 
Welt" (I925), "Besuch bei den Milliarden" (I932); Worte Wiihrend des Krieges: 
"Die schlaflose Welt" (I9I4), "Bei den Sorglosen" (I9I6), "Berta von Suttner" 
(I9I7), "Das Herz Europas" (I9I7), "Das Feuer" (I9I8), "Das Haus der 
tausend Schicksale" (I937), "Die moralische Entgiftung Europas" (I932). 
Begegnungen mit Stiidten und Landschaften: "Die Stunde zwischen zwei Ozeanen" 
(I912), "Ypern" (I9I8), "Benares: Die Stadt der tausend Tempel" (n.d.), 
"Das schonste Grab der Welt" (I928), "Der Rhythmus von New York" (I9I2), 
"Salzburg. Die Stadt als Rahmen" (n.d.), "Kleine Reise nach Brasilien" (I936). 
Begegnungen mit Buchern: "Das Buch als Eingang zur Welt" (n.d.), "Marceline 
Desbordes-Valmore" (I92o), "Ernest Renan" (I923), "Dante" (I92I), "Zu 
Goethes Gedichten" (I927), "Sainte-Beuve" (I925), "Anmerkung zu Joyces 
'Ulysses'," (I928), "Hans Carossa" (I928), "Die unterirdischen Biicher Bal-
zacs" (I92o), "Arthur Rimbaud" (I907), "Sinn und Schonheit der Autogra-
phen" (I935), "Dank an die Bucher" (n.d.)). 
527· Berlin-Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I955 (Reprinted I956). 
528. Durch Zeiten und Welten. Intra. and sel. Erich Fitzbauer. Graz-Wien: Stiasny, I96I 
(Stiasny Biicherei, No. 79; Contains: I. Ander Schwelle der Neuzeit: "Grosse 
und Grenzen des Humanismus" (Aus Triumph und Tragik des Erasmus von 
Rotterdam), "Der grosse Augenblick" (Aus Magellan). II. "Das Antlitz Dosto-
jewskis" (Aus Baumeister der Welt), "Tolstoi" (Aus Baumeister der Welt), 
"Nietzsches Doppelbildnis" (Aus Baumeister der Welt), "Der Dirigent. In 
memoriam Gustav Mahler" (Aus Begegnungen). III. Schicksale aus der Zeit: 
"Episode am Genfer See," "Die unsichtbare Sammlung." IV. Heimat Oster-
reich: "Das Wien von gestern" (Aus Zeit und Welt), "Herbstwinter in Meran" 
(Aus Fahrten), "Salzburg: Die Stadt als Rahmen" (Aus Begegnungen). V. In 
der Fremde: "Sommer in Rio" (Aus Brasilien). "Abschiedsbrief (Petropolis, 
22. II. I942). VI. Lebenstafel. VII. Bibliographie: a) Werke Stefan Zweigs, 
b) Briefe Stefan Zweigs, c) Das wichtigste Schrifttum iiber Stefan Zweig in 
deutscher Sprache. 
5 29. Erinnerungen an Emile Verhaeren. Wien: Christoph Reissers Sohne, I 9 I 7. 
530. Im Selbstverlag des Verfassers. Leipzig: Spamerschen Buchdruckerei, I927. 
531. Salzburg: n.p., 1927. 
532· "Erinnerungen an Emile Verhaeren," Begegnungen, pp. 9-58. 
533· Europiiisches Erbe. Ed. Richard Friedenthal. Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 1960 
(Contains: "Montaigne," "Chateaubriand," "Jauri:s," "Leon Bazalgette," 
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"Das Drama in Tausendundeiner Nacht," "E.T.A. Hoffmann," "Gustav 
Mahlers Wiederkehr," "Arthur Schnitzler. Zum 6o. Geburtstag," "Jakob 
Wassermann," "Peter Rosegger," "Anton Kippenberg," "Vorbeigehen an 
einem unauffalligen Menschen- Otto Weininger," "Abschied von Alexander 
Moissi," "Walter Rathenau," "Rainer Maria Rilke," "Joseph Roth," "Die 
Tragik der Vergesslichkeit," "Ist die Geschichte gerecht?," "Der Turm zu 
Babel"). 
534· Fahrten. Landschaften und Stiidte. Leipzig-Wien-Zurich: Tal, 1919 (Contains: "Die 
ferne Landschaft," "Herbstwinter in Meran," "Schaner Morgen. Bozner 
Berge," "Abendaquarelle aus Algier," "Nachte am Comersee," "Fruhlingsfahrt 
durch die Provence," "Sonnenaufgang in Venedig," "Hydepark," "Stille Insel. 
Bretagne," "Fruhling in Sevilla," "Alpengliihen an Zurichsee," "Die Stadt der 
tausend Tempel," "Tai Mahal," "Gwalier," "Stadt am See. Konstanz," "Der 
Rhythmus von New York," "Brugge," "Die Stunde zwischen zwei Ozeanen," 
"Der verlorene Himmel. Elegie der Heimkehr"; Volksausgabe, 1922). 
535· Fluchtiger Spiegelblick. Leipzig: Insel, 1927 (Promotion material). 
536. Das Herz Europas. Bin Besuch im Genfer Roten Kreuz. Zurich: Rascher, 1918 (Cf. 
Begegnungen, pp. 194-207). , 
53 7· Reise nach Russ/and. Wien: Sonderdruck, 1928 (Cf. Zeit und Welt, pp. 203-245). 
538. Sinn und SchiJnheit der Autographen. Wien: Sonderdruck, 1935. 
5 39· Worte am Grabe Sigmund Freuds. London: Sonderdruck, 1939. 
540. Amsterdam: De Lange, 1939· 
541. Zeit und Welt. Stockholm: Bermann-Fischer, 1943 (Contains: I. Menschen und Schick-
sale: "Lord Byron. Das Schauspiel eines grossen Lebens" (1924), "Marcel 
Prousts tragischer Lebenslauf" (1925), "Hugo von Hofmannsthal" (1929), 
"Worte am Sarge Sigmund Freuds" (1939), "Mater Dolorosa. Die Briefe von 
Nietzsches Mutter an Overbeck" (1937), "Tolstoi als religioser und sozialer 
Denker" ( r 9 3 7 ), "Irrfahrt und En de Pierre Bonchamps. Die Tragodie Philippe 
Daudets" ( 1924), "Legende und Wahrheit der Beatrice Cenci" ( 1926). II. Lander 
und Landschaften: "Die Garten im Kriege" (1939), "Das Wien von gestern" 
(1940), "Dank an Brasilien" (1936), "Abendaquarelle aus Algier" (1908), 
"Brugge" (1904), "Die Kathedrale von Chartres" (1924), "Oxford" (1907), 
"Reise nach Russland" (1928). III. Zeit und Welt: "Das Geheimnis des kiinstle-
rischen Schaffens" (1938), "Geschichtsschreibung von morgen" (1939), "Der 
europaische Gedanke in seiner historischen Entwicklung" (1932), "1914 
und heute"(1936), "Die Geschichte als Dichterin" (1939), "Thomas Mann: 
'Lotte in Weimar"' (1939); Reprinted 1946). 
DANISH 
542. Mode Med en Svunden Tid. Tr. Karl Hornelund. Kobenhavn: Jespersen and Pio, 
1958 (Excerpts from Begegnungen and Zeit und Welt). 
FRENCH 
543· Le Cceur de !'Europe. Une Visite a Ia Croix-rouge Internationale de Geneve ("Das Herz 
Europas"). Geneve-Paris: Editions du Carmel, 1918. 
544· Derniers Messages (Zeit und Welt). Tr. Alzir Hella. Paris-Neuchatel: Attinger, 1949 
(Contains: "L'Histoire de Demain" ("Geschichtsschreibung von morgen"), 
"La Pensee europeenne dans son developpement historique" ("Der europai-
sche Gedanke in seiner historischen Entwicklung"), "La Vienne d'Hier" ("Das 
Wien von gestern"), "Le Secret de Ia Creation artistique" ("Das Geheimnis des 
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ktinstlerischen Schaffens"), "L'Histoire, cette poetesse" ("Die Geschichte als 
Dichterin"), "Hugo von Hofmannsthal" ("Hugo von Hofmannsthal"), 
"Tolstoi" ("Tolstoi als religioser und sozialer Denker"), "Legende et Verite 
de Beatrice Cenci" ("Legende und Wahrheit der Beatrice Cenci"), "Lord 
Byron" ("Lord Byron. Das Schauspiel eines grossen Lebens"), "Mater Dolo-
rosa. Die Briefe Nietzsches Mutter an Overbeck"), "I9I4 et Maintenant" 
("I914 und heute")). 
545· Souvenirs et Rencontres (Begegnungen). Tr. Alzir Bella. Paris: Grasset, I951 (Contains: 
"Prologue," "Rencontre avec Emile Verhaeren" ("Erinnerungen an Emile 
Verhaeren"), "Frans Masereel" ("Frans Masereel"), "Arturo Toscanini" 
("Arturo Toscanini"), "Adieu a Rilke" ("Abschied von Rilke"), "Hans 
Carossa" ("Hans Carossa"), "Maxime Gorki" ("Rede zu Ehren Maxim Gor-
kis"), "Notes sur 'Ulysse' de Joyce" ("Anmerkungen zu Joyces 'Ulysses"'), 
"Arthur Rimbaud" ("Arthur Rimbaud"), "Notes sur Goethe" ("Zu Goethes 
Gedichten"), "Ernest Renan" ("Ernest Renan"), "Sainte-Beuve" ("Sainte-
Beuve"), "Dante" ("Dante"), "Marceline Desbordes-Valmore" ("Marceline 
Desbordes-Valmore")). 
546. Souvenirs sur Emile Verhaeren ("Erinnerungen an Emile Verhaeren"). Tr. Hendrik 
Coopman. Intra. Franz Hellens. Bruxelles: Kryn, I 9 3 I. 
GREEK 
547· Anamnisseis Kai Synantisseis (Begegnungen). Tr. Ep. Cauris. Athenai: Moundjouridhis, 
I956. 
548. To Mustiko tes Kallitechnikes Demiourgias ("Das Geheimnis des ktinstlerischen Schaf-
fens"). Tr. L. Pavlidis. Athenai: Kerameos, 1949. 
549· Telejtaia Minymata(Zeit und Welt). Tr. N. Prionistis. Athenai: Atlas, I954· 
ITALIAN 
550. Arturo Toscanini ("Arturo Toscanini"). Tr. Lavinia Mazzucchetti. Milano: Officina 
Tipografica Gregoriana, I 9 3 5. 
55 I. Incontri ed Amicizie (Excerpts from Begegnungen, Zeit und Welt and Marceline Desbordes-
Valmore). Tr. Anita Limentani. (Intra. Lavinia Mazzucchetti. Milano-Verona: 
Mondadori, I950. 
JAPANESE 
55 :a. Asu no Rekishi (Excerpts from Zeit und Welt). Tr. Nobuo Iizuka. Tokyo: Ris6-sha, 
1958. 
553· Waga Shi Waga Tomo (Excerpts from Begegnungen and Zeit und Welt). Tr. Nobuo 
Iizuka. Tokyo: Ris6-sha, I958). 
PORTUGUESE 
554· Encontros. Impressi'Jes sobre Livros e Escritores (Begegnungen). Tr. Maria Henrique 
Oswald. Porto: Civilizas;ao, I955 (3. ed.). 
SPANISH 
55 5. El Arcano de Ia Creacion Artistic a ("Das Geheimnis des ktinstlerischen Schaffens"). 
Tr. Aristides Gregory and Alfredo Cahn. Buenos Aires: Espasa-Calpe Argen-
tina, 1952. 
5 56. EJ Mundo lnsomne. Ideas, Ciudades y Paisajes (Begegnungen). Tr. Sigfrido Krebs. Barce-
lona: Luis de Caralt, 1947 (Reprinted 196o). 
557· Paises y Paisajes ("Liinder und Landschaften" from Zeit und Welt). Tr. Tristan de Ia 
Rosa. Barcelona: Apolo, 1952 (Contains: "La Viena de ayer" ("Das Wien von 
gestern"), "Jardines durante la Guerra" ("Die Garten im Kriege"), "Acuarela 
vespertina de Argel" ("Abendaquarelle aus Algier"), "Brujas" ("Briigge"), 
"La Catedral de Chartres" ("Die Kathedrale von Chartres"), "Oxford" 
("Oxford"), "Viaje a Rusia" ("Reise nach Russland"), "Gracias al Brasil" 
("Dank an Brasilien")). 
558. Personasy Destinos ("Menschen und Schicksale" from Zeit und Welt). Tr. Tristan de 
Ia Rosa. Barcelona: Apolo, 1952 (Contains: "Lord Byron" ("Lord Byron. 
Das Schauspiel eines grossen Lebens"), "La tragica Vida de Marcel Proust" 
("Marcel Prousts tragischer Lebenslauf"), "Hugo von Hofmannsthal" ("Hugo 
von Hofmannsthal"), "Palabras junto al Feretro de Sigmund Freud" ("Worte 
am Sarge Sigmund Freuds"), "Mater dolorosa - Ia Madre de Nietzsche" 
("Mater Dolorosa. Die Briefe von Nietzsches Mutter an Overbeck"), "Tol-
stoi" ("Tolstoi als religioser und sozialer Denker"), "Odisea y Muerte de 
Pierre Bonchamps" ("Irrfahrt und Ende Philippe Daudets"), "Leyenda y 
Verdad de Beatriz Cenci" ("Legende und Wahrheit der Beatrice Cenci")). 
559· Tiempoy Mundo ("Zeit und Welt" from Zeit und Welt). Tr. Tristan de Ia Rosa. Bar-
celona: Apolo, 195 3 (Contains: "El Misterio de la Creaci6n artistica" ("Das 
Geheimnis des kiinstlerischen Schaffens"), "La Historia del Maftana" ("Ge-
schichtsschreibung von morgen"), "El Desarrollo hist6rico del Pensamiento 
europeo" ("Der europiiische Gedanke in seiner historischen Entwicklung"), 
"1914 y Hoy" ("1914 und heute"), "La Historia como Fuente de Poesia" 
("Die Geschichte als Dichterin"), "Thomas Mann: Lotte in Weimar" ("Thomas 
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560. Tiempo y Mundo. lmpresiones y Enstryos. 1904-1940 (Zeit und Welt). Tr. Editorial 
Juventud. Texto revisado por el Richard Friedenthal. Barcelona: Juventud, 
1959 (Reprinted 196o). 
SWEDISH 
5 61. Moten med Miinniskor, Boeker och Stader (Begegnungen mit Menschen, Buchern und Stiidten). 
Tr. Hugo Hultenberg. Stockholm: Skoglund, 1943. 
562. Tiden och Viirlden. Samlade Essayer och Foredrag. 1904-1940 (Zeit und Welt). Tr. Hugo 
Hultenberg. Stockholm: Skoglund, 1944. 
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I950. 
ENGLISH 
584. Balzac. Tr. William and Dorothy Rose. New York: Viking, 1946 (Reprinted I948). 
FINNISH 
585. Balzac. Suuren Kirkailijan Eliimii. Tr. Olli Nuorto. Jyvaskyla: Gummerus, I948. 
FRENCH 
586. Balzac. Le Roman de sa Vie. Tr. Fernand Delmas. Paris: Michel, I950. 
GREEK 
587. Mpalzak. Tr. Ioannes Beratis. Athenai: Govostis, I950. 
HEBREW 
588. Balzac. Tr. Uriel Shelah. Jerusalem: Karni, I952. 
HUNGARIAN 
589. Balzac. Tr. Tamas Matrai. Budapest: Bibliotheca, I958. 
ITALIAN 
590. Balzac. II Romanzo della sua Vita. Tr. Lavinia Mazzucchetti. Milano-Verona: Mon-
dadori, I950. 
JAPANESE 
59I. Balzac. Tr. Akira Mizuno. Tokyo: Hayakawa-Shobo, I959· 
PORTUGUESE 
592. Balzac. 0 Romance da sua Vida. Tr. Mario Jose Domingues. Porto: Civilizac:;ao, 
I95 I (Reprinted I956, I96o). 
SERBO-CROATIAN 
593· Balzak. Tr. Nika Milicevic. Sarajevo: Narodna Prosvjeta, I959 (Gama Biblioteka, 
No. 331). 
SPANISH 
594· Balzac. Tr. Aristides Gamboa. Barcelona: Hispano-Americana de Ediciones, I948 
(Club de los Lectores; Reprinted I95 5). 
595· Tr. A. Gregory. Mexico: Cumbre, I953· 
SWEDISH 
596. Balzac. Romanen om en Diktares Liv. Tr. Hugo Hultenberg. Stockholm: Skoglund, 
I947· 
VII C. CALVIN 
5 97· Castellio gegen Calvin oder ein Gewissen gegen die Gewalt. Wien-Leipzig-Zurich: Reichner, 
I936. 
598. Berlin-Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I954· 
DANISH 
599· Samvittighed mod Magt. Castellio mod Calvin. Tr. Aage Schiottz-Christensen. Koben-
havn: Jespersen and Pio, I959· 
DUTCH 
6oo. Strfidrond een Brandstapel. Castellio tegen Calvijn. Tr. Reinier P. Sterkenburg. Amster-
dam: De Lange, I936. 
ENGLISH 
6or. The Right to Heresy. Castel/io against Calvin. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: 
Viking, I936. 
6o2. Boston: Beacon Press, I95I. 
6o3. London: Cassell, I95I. 
FRENCH 
604. Castellion contre Calvin ou Conscience contre Violence. Tr. Alzir Bella. Paris: Grasset, 
I946 (8. ed.; Cf. Nef., 3.a. 2I (Aug., I946), 42-54). 
ITALIAN 
6o5. Castillio contro Calvino. Una Coscienza contro Ia Forza. Tr. Albina Calendo. Napoli: 
Fiorentino, 194 5. 
PORTUGUESE 
6o6. Castelio contra Calvino. Uma Consciencia contra a Violencia. Tr. Odillon Galloti. Porto: 
Civilizas:ao, I957 (4. ed.). 
SPANISH 
6o7. Caste/ion contra Calvino. Tr. Ram6n Marla Tenreiro. Barcelona: Juventud, n.d. 
6o8. Buenos Aires: Juventud, I940. 
SWEDISH 
6o9. Vald och Riitt. Castellio contra Calvin. Tr. Hugo Hultenberg. Stockholm: Skoglund, 
I942. 
VII D. MARCELINE DESBORDES-VALMORE 
6Io. Marceline Desbordes-Valmore. Das Lebensbild einer Dichterin. Leipzig: Insel, I92o 
(With translations from the French by Gisela Etzel-Kiihn; Zweig's intro-
ductory essay to this volume is reprinted in Begegnungen, pp. pS-372). 
6I r. - Leipzig: Insel, I927. 
FRENCH 
6r2. Marceline Desbordes- Valmore. Son Oeuvre. Tr. Alzir Hella and Olivier Bournac. 
Paris: La Nouvelle Critique, I928 (Document pour l'Histoire de la Litterature 
fran91ise; Reprinted I945, 64 numbered copies). 
POLISH 
6I 3· Tragetija Kobiety. Powiesc o Marcelinie Desbordes- Valmore. Tr. R. Centnerszwerowa. 
Warszawa: Instytut Wydawniczy "Renaissance," I929. 
RUSSIAN 
6I4. Marselina Debord- Val'mor. Sud'ba Poetessy. Leningrad: Vremja, I930 (Vol. VIII of 
Zweig's collected works). 
SPANISH 
6I5. La Tragedia de una Vida. Marcelina Desbordes-Valmore. Tr. J. B. Thomas. Buenos 
Aires: Tor, I936. 
VII E. ERASMUS VON ROTTERDAM 
6I6. Triumph und Tragik des Erasmus von Rotterdam. Wien-Leipzig-Ziirich: Reichner, I934 
(Reprinted I93 5). 
6!7. Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I950 (Reprinted I958). 
DANISH 
6I8. Erasmus fra Rotterdam. En Biograft. Tr. Georg R0nberg. K0benhavn: Jespersen 
and Pio, I934 (Reprinted I953). 
DUTCH 
6I9. Triomf en Tragiek van Erasmus tJan Rotterdam. Tr. Reinier P. Sterkenburg. Maastricht-
Brussel: Stols, I934· 
620. Amsterdam: Meulenhoff, I959· 
ENGLISH 
62r. Erasmus of Rotterdam. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: Viking, I934(Reprinted 
as Viking Compass Book C-I3, I956, I96I). 
622.-
623.-
Garden City (New York): Garden City Pub. Co., I937· 
London: Cassell, I934 (Reprinted with Calvin against Castellio. The Right to 
Heresy, I951). 
FRENCH 
624. Erasme. Grandeur et Decadence d'une Idee. Tr. Alzir Hella. Paris: Grasset, I935· 
625. - Bruxelles: Editions du Frene, 1945 (Illus. Alessandro Berretti). 
GREEK 
626. Erasmos. Tr. G. Mperates. Athenai: Govostis, I950. 
ITALIAN 
627. Erasmo da Rotterdam. Tr. Lavinia Mazzucchetti. Milano-Verona: Mondadori, I935 
(Reprinted I937; Reprinted I95o in the series "Biblioteca Moderna Monda-
dori," No. I37 with Introduction by the Translator). 
PORTUGUESE 
628. Triunfo e Inforttlnio de Erasmo de Rotterdao. Tr. Alice Ogando. Porto: Civilizas;ao, 
I959 (6. ed.). 
SERBO-CROATIAN 
629. Erazmo Roterdamski. Tr. Nika Milicevic. Sarajevo: Narodna Prosvjeta, 1957. 
SPANISH 
630. Triunfo y Tragedio de Erasmo de Rotterdam. Tr. Ramon M. Tenreiro. Barcelona: 
Juventud, I935 (Col. "Z," No. 73; Reprinted I95 I, I96I). 
VII F. JOSEPH FOUCHE 
6p. Joseph Fouche. Bildnis eines politischen Menschen. Leipzig: Insel, I929 







I930- 3· , (36.-40. Tsd.) 
I93o- 4· , (41.-48. Tsd.) 
I932- 5· , (49.-53. Tsd.). 
Wien-Leipzig-Ztirich: Reichner, I936. 
Amsterdam-Stockholm: Bermann-Fischer, I948 (Reprinted I950). 
Zurich: Btichergilde Gutenberg, I95I (For members only). 
Frankfurt am Main-Hamburg: Fischer, I9F (Fischer Bticherei, No.4). 
Berlin: Fischer, I956 (Reprinted I96o (I6.-I8. Tsd.)). 
Berlin-Darmstadt-Wien: Deutsche Buch-Gemeinschaft, I96o (For members 
only). 
CZECHOSLOVAKIAN 
638. Josef Fouche. Sarlatan Europy. Romdn politickeho Gloveka. Tr. Vaclav Benes-Sumavsky. 
Praha: Vilimek, I930. 
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DANISH 
639. Kamaeleonen. Romanbiograft om joseph Fouche. Tr. Clara Hammerich. K0benhavn: 
Hirschsprung, I950. 
640. - K0benhavn: Ti danske Forlaeggeres Bogklub, I96o (New ed.). 
DUTCH 
641. joseph Fouche. De Roman van een Gewetenlooze. Tr. Reinier P. Sterkenburg. Utrecht: 
De Haan, I930· 
642. - Amsterdam: Van Ditmar, I947 (Reprinted Amsterdam-Antwerpen: Van 
Ditmar, I948). 
643. - 's-Gravenhage: Succes, I954· 
ENGLISH 
644. Joseph Fouche. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: Viking, I930. 
645. New York: Blue Ribbon Books, I932· 
646. - London: Cassell, I930 (Reprinted I934, I948). 
FINNISH 
647. Poliisimestari Fouche. Eliimiinkuvaus. Tr. Martti Santavuori. Jyvaskyla: Gummerus, 
1953· 
FRENCH 
648. Joseph Fouche. Un Ministre de Ia Police sous Napo/Con. Tr. Alzir Hella and Olivier 
Bournac. Paris: Grasset, I930 (Reprinted I93I, I95I, I957, I959)· 
Paris: Flammarion, I935· 
Bruxelles: Editions du Frene, I946. 
Paris: Le Club du Meilleur Livre, I957· 
GREEK 
652. joseph Fouche. Tr. K. Meranaios. Athenai: 0 Cosmos tou Viveiou, I956. 
HEBREW 
653. Josef Fouche. Tr. Yizhak Hirschberg. Tel Aviv: Beker, I95I. 
654. - Tel Aviv: Ger'iney Zahav, I958. 
HINDI 
655. Raj Neta. Joseph Fouche. Tr. C. D. Pandey. Maliwada, Delhi: Shri Y. D. Sharma, 
Sharma, Sasta Sahitya Prakashan, n.d. 
HUNGARIAN 




657. Fouche. Tr. Lavinia Mazzucchetti. Milano: Mondadori, I930 (6. ed., I937). 
JAPANESE 
658. Joseph Fouche. Tr. Teiji Takahashi and Hideo Akiyama. Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 
I95 I. 
659. Joseph Fouche et al. Tr. K6kichi et al. Tokyo: Kawade Shob6, I956 (Besides Fouche 
this book contains: Sekai Bungaku Zenshfi (German original unknown, author 
Hans Carossa), Malte no Shuki (Rilke's Aufzeichnungen des Malte Laurids Brigge), 
Duine Nohika (Rilke's Duineser Elegien), Kamisama no Hanashi (Rilke's Ge-
schichten vom lieben Gott), Utisukushiki Madoi no Toshi (Carossa's Das Jahr der 
schonen Tiiuschungen)). 
NORWEGIAN 
66o. Joseph Fouche. Portrett av et politisk Menneske. Tr. Constance Wiel Schram. Oslo: 
Aschehoug, I930. 
POLISH 
661. Jozef Fouche. Powiesc Biograficzna. Tr. R. Centnerszwerowa. Warszawa: Instytut 
Wydawniczy "Renaissance," n.d. 
PORTUGUESE 
662. Jose Fouche. Tr. Alice Ogando. Porto: Civilizas;ao, I956 (Reprinted I96o, 8. ed.). 
RUSSIAN 
663. Zhosef Fushe. Portret politicheskogo Ddatelja. Tr. P. S. Bernstein. Leningrad: Vremja, 
I93I (Vol. IX of his collected works; Foreword by Prof. A. Kudrjavcev, 
7-12). 
SPANISH 
664. FouchC. Retrato de un Politico. Tr. Maximo Jose Kahn and Miguel Perez Ferrero. 
Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, I930. 
665. Fouche, el Genio Tenebroso. Barcelona: Juventud, I935 (Reprinted I954, I956, I958; 
Col. "Z," Vol. 2I - Grandes Biografias). 
666. Joseph Fouche. Tr. Medeiros y Alburquerque. Rio de Janeiro: Guanabara, I949· 
667. Fouche, Retrato de un Politico. Tr. Maximo Jose Kahn and Miguel Perez Ferrero. 
Mexico City: Editorial Latino-Americana, I957· 
668. Mexico City: Editora de Peri6dicos, I96o (Populibros La Prensa, No. 39). 
SWEDISH 
669. Fouche, Hertig d'Orrante. En Politikers Portriitt. Tr. Hugo Hultenberg. Stockholm: 
Norstedt and Soners, I93o. 
67o. Stockholm: Skoglund, I948. 
VII G. MAGELLAN 
67I. Magellan. Der Mann und seine Tat. Wien-Leipzig-Ziirich: Reichner, I938. 
672.. - Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I938 (Reprinted I953, I96I). 
673. - Ziirich: Buch-Gemeinschaft "Ex Libris," I95I (For members only). 
CZECHOSLOVAKIAN 
674. Magellan. Mu£ a]eho Cin. Tr. JosefNemeeek. Epilogue, Vera Machackova. Praha: 
NV, I959 (In the Series "Khihovna Vojaka," No. 12.7). 
DANISH 
675. Jorden er Rmul. Mage/fans Eventyrlige Bedrift. Tr. Oara Hammerich. K0benhavn: 
Hirschsprung, I95I· 
ENGLISH 
676. Conqueror of the Seas. The Story of Magellan. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: 
Viking, I938. 
ESTONIAN 
677. Maga/Mes. Tr. Karin Reinla. Tallin: Estgosizdat, I96o. 
FRENCH 
678. Magellan. Tr. Alzir Hella. Paris: Grasset, I938. 
679. - Bruxelles: Editions du Fretle, I946. 
GREEK 
68o. Mage//anos. Tr. G. Lampsa. Athenai: Bergadi, I953· 
68I. - Athenai: K. M., I956. 
HEBREW 
682.. Magellan. Ha-ish u-joolo. Tr. Yizhak Hirschberg. Tel Aviv: Beker, I95I. 
HUNGARIAN 
683. Magellan Ferdinand. A Fold elslJ KiJrillhajozdsa. Tr. Zoltan Horvath. Budapest: 
Tancsics Kiado, I957 (Reprinted I958, I96o). 
ITALIAN 
684. Magel/ano. Tr. Lavinia Mazzucchetti. Milano-Verona: Mondadori, I938. 
JAPANESE 
685. Magellan. Tr. Yoshitaka Kawasakai. Tokyo: Kawade Shob6, I956. 
686. - Tr. Teiji Takahashi and Toshiak Feijii. Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, I958. 
MACEDONIAN 
687. Mage/an. Covek i Delo. Tr. Lazo Aleksov. Skopje: Koco Racin, I956. 
MOLDAVIAN 
688. Epoplja luj Maze/an. Tr. A. Gromov. Kisinev: Kartja Moldovenjaske, I959· 
POLISH 
689. Magellan. Tr. Zofia Petersowa. Warszawa: Ksi<J.zka Wiedza, I95I. 
PORTUGUESE 
690. Fernao de Magalhaes. Tr. Maria de Castro Henriques Oswald. Porto: Civilizac;:ao, 
I956 (8. ed.; 9· ed., I96o). 
RUMANIAN 
69I. Magellan. Omul si Fapta sa. Bucuresti: Editura Tineretului, I956 (2. ed., I959). 
RUSSIAN 
692. Podvig Mage/lana. Tr. A. S. Kulisher. Moskva: Gosud. Izd.-vo Geografichiskvi 
Literatury, I956. 
693. Magellan eta!. Tr. A. P. Gelovani and S. N. BuaCidze. Tbilisi: Codna, I959 (Also 
contains: Amerigo. Poheg v Bessmertie. Bor'ba za fuznyj Poljus). 
SERBO-CROATIAN 
694. Magellan. Tr. Bosko Petrovic. Novi Sad: Matica Srpska, I949· 
695. - Sarajevo: Narodna Prosvjeta, I956. 
SLOVENIAN 
696. Magellan. Tr. Pavle Flere. Ljubljana: Mladinska Knijiga, I956. 
SPANISH 
697. Mage/lanes. El Hombre y su Gesta. Tr. Alfredo Cahn. Buenos Aires: Claridad, I942. 
698. Barcelona: Juventud, I954(Reprinted 195 5, I957 in Col. "Z," No. 33). 
699. Mage/lanes. La Aventura mds Audaz de Ia Humanidad. Mexico City: Editora de Peri6-
dicos, 1959 (Populibros La Prensa, No. 33). 
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VII H. MARIE ANTOINETTE 
700. Marie Antoinette. Bildnis eines mittleren Charakters. Leipzig: Insel, I932· 
701. Wien: Reichner, I936. 
702.. Amsterdam: De Lange, I939· 
703. Amsterdam: Querida, I939· 
704. Wien: Bermann-Fischer, I948. 
705. Berlin: Suhrkamp, I949· 
706. Amsterdam: Bermann-Fischer and Querida, I949· 
707. Wien: Biichergilde Gutenberg, I95 I (For members only). 
708. Zurich: Buchgemeinschaft "Ex Libris," I952. (For members only). 
709. Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I948 (Reprinted in Fischer in Frankfurt-
Hamburg, I95I, I953, I954, I959, I96I). 
7IO. Berlin-Darmstadt-Wien: Deutsche Buch-Gemeinschaft, I959 (For members 
only). 
DANISH 
7II. Marie Antoinette. Et Gennemsnitsmenneskes Portraet. Tr. Kirstine Jespersen. K0ben-
havn: Jespersen and Pio, I933 (Reprinted I95 I, I952., I953, I954)· 
DUTCH 
7I2.. Marie Antoinette. Portret van een Middelmatig Karakter. Tr. G. J. Werumeus Buning-
Ensink. Amsterdam: De Lange, I933 (Reprinted I936, I939, I949, I954, I956). 
ENGLISH 
7I3. Marie Antoinette. The Portrait of an Average Woman. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New 
York: Viking, I933· 
7I4. Garden City (New York): Garden City Pub., Co., I935· 
7I5. London: Cassell, I933 (Reprinted I935, I952., I953). 
FRENCH 
7I6. Marie Antoinette. Tr. Azlir Hella. Paris: Grasset, I933 (Reprinted I934, I952., I958). 
7I7. Bruxelles: Editions du Frene, I948. 
7I 8. Bruxelles: Editions Biblis, I954 (Col. "Figures de l'Histoire," No. 2.. Selection 
des Lettres). 
7I9. Paris: Club des Libraires de France, I954· 
72.0. Paris: Librairie Generale Franc;:aise, I959 (Col. "Livre de Poche. Serie histo-
rique"). 
GREEK 
72.1. Maria Antouaneta. Tr. Ioannes Asteriadis. Athenai: Govostis, I950. 
72.2.. Tr. J. Kouchtsoglou. Athenai: K.M., I953· 
72.3. Tr. I. Androulidakis. Athenai: Romantso, I954· 
ITALIAN 
72.4. Maria Antoinetta. Una Vita Involontariamente Eroica. Tr. Lavinia Mazzucchetti. 
Milano-Verona: Mondadori, I933 (4. ed., I937). 
JAPANESE 
725. Marie Antoinette. Tr. Teiji Takahashi and Hideo Akiyama. Tokyo: Mikasashobo, 
I950 (Reprinted I95 I, I95 3). 
726. Tr. Hajime Yamashita. Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, I958 (Reprinted I959). 
LATVIAN 
727. Marija Antuanete. Karalienea Tragiskas Dzwes Romas Tu!koijis. Tr. Valdemara Kar-
klins. Riga: Gramatu Draugs, I933· 
POLISH 
728. Maria Antonina. Tr. Zofia Petersowa. Warszawa: J. Przeworski, I948. 
PORTUGUESE 
729. Maria Antonieta. Tr. Alice Ogando. Porto: Civiliza<;iio, I958 (9. ed.). 
SPANISH 
730. Marfa Antonieta. Mexico City: Editorial Drake, I942. 
731. Marfa Antonieta. Una Vida Invo!untariamente Heroica. Tr. Ramon Maria Tenreiro. 
Buenos Aires: Juventud, Argentina, I948. 
732. Barcelona: Juventud, I95I (Reprinted I953, I954, I956, I958, I96I). 
733· Mexico City: Editorial Latino-Americana, I957· 
SWEDISH 
734· Marie Antoinette. En O!ycklig Drattnings Historia. Tr. Erland Radberg. Stockholm: 
Forum, 1946 (Reprinted I953, I959). 












Amsterdam: De Lange and Querida, I939 (Forum Bucherei). 
Amsterdam-Wien: Bermann-Fischer and Querida, I949· 
Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I95 1 (Reprinted 1954). 
Wien: Osterreichische Buchgemeinschaft, 195I (Vols. 68-69). 
Berlin-Darmstadt: Deutsche Buch Gemeinschaft, 1954 (For members only). 
Zurich: Buchclub "Ex Libris," I958 (For members only). 
Frankfurt am Main-Hamburg: Fischer, I959 (Fischer Bticherei, No. 279). 
Dusseldorf: Deutscher Bucherbund, I959 (For members only). 
Stuttgart: Stuttgarter Hausbucherei, 1959 (For members only). 
BULGARIAN 
745· Marija Sijuart. Tr. Dimitar Stoevski. Sofija: Nar. Kultura, I957· 
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DANISH 
746. Maria Stuart. Tr. Georg R«imberg. K0benhavn: Jespersen and Pio, I936 (Reprinted 
I95 3. I954). 
DUTCH 
747· Maria Stuart. Tr. Reinier P. Sterkenburg. Amsterdam: De Lange, I935 (Reprinted 
I950). 
ENGLISH 
748. Mary, the Queen of Scots. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: Viking, I935· 
749· - London: Cassell, I935 (Reprinted I95o). 
FINNISH 
750. Maria Stuart. Eliimiikerta Romaani. Tr. Elina Vaara Jyviiskylii: Gummerus, I938 
(3. ed., I955). 
FRENCH 
751. Marie Stuart. Tr. Alzir Rella. Paris: Grasset, I936 (Reprinted I958 in the series 
"Le Livre de Poche historique," Nos. 337-338). 
752· - Bruxelles: Editions du Frene, I947· 
753· - Paris: Club des Libraires de France, I954· 
GREEK 
754· Maria Stouart. Tr. J. Asteriadis. Athenai: Govostis, I948. 
755· - Tr. G. Codjioulas. Athenai: Romantso, I956. 
HUNGARIAN 
756. Stuart Maria. Tr. Ference Kelen, Zoltan Horvath and Gyorgy R6nay. Budapest: 
Gondolat, I957· 
IRANIAN 
757· Mari-Stuart. Tr. Farhad. Tehran: n.p., I958. 
ITALIAN 
758. Maria Stuarda. Tr. Lavinia Mazzucchetti. Milano-Verona: Mondadori, I936 (2. ed.). 
JAPANESE 
759· Maria Stuart. Tr. Teiji Takahashi and Yoshiyuki Nishi. Tokyo: Shinch6-sha, I953· 
POLISH 
760. Maria Stuart. Tr. Maria Wislowska. Warszawa: Panstw. Instytut Wydawn., I959· 
PORTUGUESE 
761. Maria Stuart. Tr. Alice Ogando. Porto: Civilizas:ao, I955 (7. ed.; 8. ed. I957). 
RUSSIAN 
762. Marfja Stjuart. Tr. R. Gal'perinoj. Foreword, B. Suckova. Moskva: Izd. inostr. 
Lit., I959 (Reprinted I96o). 
763. Sverdlovsk: K.n. izd., I96o. 
SERBO-CROATIAN 
764. Marfja Stjuart. Tr. Nika Milicevic. Sarajevo: Narodna Prosvjeta, I956. 
SPANISH 
765. Maria Estuardo. Tr. Ram6n Marla Tenreiro. Barcelona: Juventud, I958 (Reprinted 
I959; Col. "Z," Vol. 40). 
SWEDISH 
766. Maria Stuart. Tr. Hugo Hultenberg. Stockholm: Skoglund, I936 (Reprinted I949). 
VII K. FRANS MASEREEL 
767. Frans Masereei.Der Mann und Bildner. Berlin: Juncker, I923 (Written in conjunction 
with Arthur Holitscher; In the series "Graphiker unserer Zeit," Vol. I). 
768. Frans Masereel. Dresden: Verlag der Kunst, I959 (With contributions by Stefan 
Zweig, Pierre Vorms, Gerhard Pommeranz-Liedtke and a bibliography by 
Hanns-Conon von der Gabelentz). 
VII L. ROMAIN ROLLAND 
769. Romain Rolland. Der Mann und das Werk. Frankfurt am Main: Rutter and Loening, 
I9ZI (Reprinted I923, I926, I929). 
CHINESE 
770. Lo-man Lo-lan. Tr. Yang Jen-piian. Shanghai: Communist Press, I929 (Tr. from the 
English edition). 
ENGLISH 
77I. Romain Rolland. The Man and his Work. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: 
Seltzer, I92I. 
772. London: Allen and Unwin, I92I. 
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FRENCH 
773· Romain Rolland. Sa Vie, son Oeuvre. Tr. Odette Richez. Bruxelles: Office de Publicite, 
I929· 
774· Neuchatel: Editions de la Baconniere, I929 (Reprinted I936). 
775· Paris: Editions Pittoresques, I929. 
GREEK 
776. Romain Rolland. Tr. N. Vrettacos. Athenai: Vivliecdhotiki, I954· 
777· Tr. Mina Zographon and C. Meranaios. Athenai: Ghalaxias, n.d. 
HUNGARIAN 
778. Romain Rolland Blete. Negy Keppel. Tr. Lanyi Viktor. Budapest: A kultura konyv-
kiad6 es nyomda r.t. kiadasa, I923 (Contains only the section "Lebensbildnis" 
from the original). 
JAPANESE 
779· Roman Rooran. Tr. Riutaro Hattori. Tokyo: Ars, I925. 
780. Tr. Kazuo Okubo. Tokyo: Keiyu-sha, I95I (Tr. from the French). 
78I. - Tokyo: S6gen-sha, I953· 
782. Jonetsu no Hito Romain Rolland. Tr. Kazuo Okubo. Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, I95 5. 
RUSSIAN 
783. Romen Rollan'. Ego Zhizn i Tvorchestvo. Tr. G. Henkel. Moskva-Petrograd: Gosu-
darstvennoc Izdatel'stvo, I923. 
SPANISH 
784. Romain Rolland. El Hombre y su Obra. Tr. Alfredo Cahn. Buenos Aires: Claridad, 
I936 (Reprinted I942; Biblioteca de Obras Famosas, Vol. 74). 
785. La Lucha contra el Mundo. Romain Rolland. Tr. G. Almagro Rodiera. Barcelona: A. G. 
Ivern, I949· 
YIDDISH 
786. R'om'~? ~'~!'~~· Der M'ents 'un d'os W'erq. Tr. I. B'ase'wis. W'arse': Q'oop'er'atiw 
B1k er, I929 (2. ed.). 
VII M. EMILE VERHAEREN 
787. Emile Verhaeren. Leipzig: Insel, I9IO (2. ed., I9I3)· 
ENGLISH 
788. Emile Verhaeren. Tr. Jethro Bithell. Boston-New York: Houghton-Mifflin, I9I4. 
789. - London-Edinburgh: Constable, I9I4. 
FRENCH 
790. Emile Verhaeren. Sa Vie, son Oeuvre. Tr. Paul Morisse and Henri Chernet. Paris: 
Mercure de France, I9IO. 
GREEK 
79I. Emile Verhaeren. Tr. Mina Zographon and C. Meranaios. Athenai: Podakis, I954· 
SPANISH 
792.. Emile Verhaeren. Buenos Aires: Tor, I942. (Also contains "Despedida de Rilke" 
("Abschied von Rilke")). 
VII N. PAUL VERLAINE 
793· Paul Verlaine. Berlin-Leipzig: Schuster and Loeffler, I905 (In the series "Die Dich-
tung. Eine Sammlung von Monographien." Ed. Paul Remer. Vol. XXX). 
ENGLISH 
794· Paul Verlaine. Tr. 0. F. Theis. Boston-New York: Luce, I9I3. 
795·- Dublin-W.C.: Maunsel, I9I3. 
VII 0. BAUMEISTER DER WELT 
796. Baumeister der Welt: Drei Meister- Der Kampf mit dem Damon - Drei Dichter ihres 
Lebens. Wien-Leipzig-Ziirich: Reichner, I935 (Reprinted I936). 
797· Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I951 (Reprinted I952, I955, I956, I958). 
ENGLISH 
798. Master Builders. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: Viking, I939· 
SERBO-CROATIAN 
799· Neimari Svijeta. Tr. Isak Samokovlija, Miodrag Petrovic et a!. Sarajevo: Veselin 
Maslesa, I 9 5 7. 
TURKISH 
Boo. Usta isi. Tr. Tahsin Uiicel. Istanbul: Yayinevi, I954· 
VII P. DREI DICHTER IHRES LEBENS 
8or. Drei Dichter ihres Lebens: Casanova- Stendhal- Tolstoi. Leipzig: Insel, I92.8 (z. ed. 
I928 (I3.-2o. Tsd.)). 
8o2. - Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I96I (Fischer-Biicherei, No. 42). 
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DANISH 
803. Liv og Digt. Tr. Clara Bammerich. Kobenhavn: Jespersen and Pio, I957· 
ENGLISH 
804. Adepts in Self-Portraiture: Casanova - Stendhal- Tolstoy. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. 
New York: Viking, I928. 
805. London: Allen and Unwin, 1929. 
8o6. London: Cassell, I952 (Reprinted 1954) 
FRENCH 
8o7. Casanova. Tr. Alzir Bella and Olivier Bournac. Paris-Neuchatel: Attinger, I930 
(9. ed.). 
8o8. Tolstoi. Tr. Alzir Bella and Olivier Bournac. Paris: Attinger, 1928 (Reprinted I946). 
809. (Essai sur) Tolstoi. Tr. J. Angelloz. Paris: Correa, 1940. 
8Io. Trois Poetes de leur Vie. Introduction generale: Stendhal- Casanova- Tolstoi. Tr. Alzir 
Bella. Paris: Delamain et Boutelleau, 1937 (6. ed.; Reprinted I950). 
8Ir. Paris: Stock, 1937/I938. 
GREEK 
8I2. Kasanobas. Tr. Mina Zographon and Kostas Meranaios. Athenai: Maris, I950. 
813. Stendhal. Tr. A. Pangalos. Athenai: Govostis, I954· 
8I4. Tolstoj. Tr. K. Meranaios. Athenai: Nea Loghotechnia, I956. 
HUNGARIAN 
815. Tolsztoj. Tr. Saj6 Aladar. Budapest: Franklin-Tarsulat, I928. 
ITALIAN 
8I6. Tre Poeti della propria Vita. Tr. Enrico Rocca. Milano: Sperling and Kupfer, 1930 
(Reprinted I93 I, 1945). 
JAPANESE 
817. Stendhal. Tr. Mizuho Aoyagi. Tokyo: Shinch6-sha, 1951. 
8I8. Tolstoi. Tr. Teiji Takahashi. Tokyo: K6bund6, 1950. 
POLISH 
8I9. Homo eroticus: Casanova. Tr. R. Centnerszwerowa. Wien: n.p., I93I. 
RUSSIAN 
820. Pevec svoej Zhizni. Lev Tolstoj. Tr. P. S. Bernstein. Leningrad: Vremja, 1928 (2. ed., 
I929; Contains the essays on Casanova and Stendhal as well as the Tolstoy 
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study. It also contains a facsimile of the Foreword written by Zweig Sept. I4, 
I928 while on a visit in Moscow. This forms volume VI of his collected works 
in Russian translation). 
821. VelikajaZhizn. Lev Tolsttij. Tr. St. Wetkin. Leningrad: Izdatel'stvo Krasnaja Gazeta, 
I928. 
SPANISH 
822. Tolstoi. Tr. Alfredo Gallard. n.l.: Proa, I93o. 
823. Buenos Aires: Tor, I942. 
824. Tolstoi. Tres Aspectos de su Vida. Tr. Joaquin Verdaguer. Barcelona: Apolo, I951· 
825. - Barcelona: German Plaza, I958 (Reprinted I959). 
SWEDISH 
826. Liv som blev Dikt: Casanova-Stendhai-Tolsttij. Tr. Hugo Hultenberg. Stockholm: 
Skoglund, I947· 
VII Q. DREI MEISTER 
827. Drei Meister: Balzac-Dickens-Dostojewski. Leipzig: Insel, I92o. 
I92o - 1. ed. ( 1.- 3· Tsd.) 
I92I - 2. , ( 4.- 8. Tsd.) 
I922 - 3· , ( 9.-I2. Tsd.) 
I923 - 4· , (I 3.-I 5. Tsd.) 
I925 - 5. , (I6.-2o. Tsd.) 
I927- 6., (21.-25. Tsd.) 
I929 - 7· , (26.-30. Tsd.). 
828. - Frankfurt am Main-Hamburg: Fischer, I958 (Fischer Biicherei, No. I92). 
DANISH 
829. To Portraetter: Dosttijevski og Nietzsche. Tr. Clara Hammerich. Kobenhavn: Jespersen 
and Pio, I95 5. 
ENGLISH 
830. Three Masters: Balzac-Dickens-Dostoeffsky. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: 
Viking, I93o; London: Allen and Unwin, I930. 
FRENCH 
831. Deux grands Romanciers du XIXe Siecle: Balzac-Dickens. Tr. Alzir Hella and Olivier 
Bournac. Paris: SimonKra, I927. 
832. Dostoievski. Tr. Henri Bloch. Paris: Rieder, I928-I929. 
833. Trois Maltres: Dostoievski-Balzac-Dickens. Tr. Henri Bloch and Alzir Hella. Paris: 
Grasset, I949 (3. ed.). 
GREEK 
834. Balzac- Dickens. Tr. K. L. Meranaios. Athenai: Maris-Kordakis, I948. 
835. Pheontor Ntostogiebski. Tr. Yannis Beratis. Athenai: Govostis, I950. 
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HUNGARIAN 
836. Hdrom Mester. Balzac-Dickens-Dostojevskij. Tr. Terey Sandor. Budapest: Franklin-
Tarsulat, I926. 
ITALIAN 
837. Tre Maestri: Balzac-Dickens-Dostrljevski. Tr. Berta Burgio Ahrens. Milano: Sperling 
and Kupfer, I932 (Reprinted I938). 
838. Tr. Enrico Rocca. Milano: Sperling and Kupfer, I945· 
JAPANESE 
839. Dostoevskii. Tr. Teiji Takahashi. Tokyo: K6bund6, I950. 
PORTUGUESE 
840. Tres Mestres. Tr. Alice Ogando. Porto: Civi!izas;iio, I959 (5. ed.). 
RUSSIAN 
841. Tri Mas/era: Bal'zak-Dikkens-Dostoevskij. Tr. G. A. Sukkau, B. A. Sorgenfrei, P. S. 
Bernstein. Leningrad: Vremja, I929 (Vol. VII of collected works). 
SERBIAN 
842. Dostqjevski. Tr. Miodrag Petrovic. Beograd: Knizarnica Svetlost, I93I. 
843. Graditelji Svijeta: Balzak-Dickens-Dostojevski. Tr. Isak Samokov!ija, Miodrag Pe-
trovic. Sarajevo: VeselinMaslda, I955· 
SPANISH 
844. Balzac, Honore de. Eugenia Grande/. Biographical study of Balzac by Stefan Zweig. 
Madrid: Siglo XX, I949· 
845. Dickens, Charles. 0/iverios Twist. Biographical study of Dickens by Stefan Zweig. 
Tr. E. L. V. Madrid: Siglo XX (Jose Ruiz Alonso), I949· 
846. Dostoiewski. Barcelona: Juventud, I959 (Col. "Z," No. 53). 
847. Stendhal. Buenos Aires: Tor, n.d. 
848. Tr. Joaquin Verdaquer. Barcelona: German Plaza, I958 (Col. Quien fue). 
849. Tres Maestros: Balzac-Dickens-Dostoiewski. Tr. and Intra. Wenceslas Roces Suarez. 
Madrid: Cenit, I929. 
SWEDISH 
850. Tre Miistre: Balzac-Dickens-Dostojevskij. Tr. Hugo Hultenberg. Stockholm: Skog-
lund, I944· 
VII R. DER KAMPF MIT DEM DAMON 
8 5 I. Der Kampf mit dem Diimon: Holderlin-Kieist-Nietzsche. Leipzig: Inset, I 92 5 
I925 - r. ed. ( r.-Io. Tsd.) 
I925- 2., (rr.-22. Tsd.) 
I928- 3· , (23.-27. Tsd.) 
I929 - 4· , (28.-32. Tsd.) 
I933 - 5·" 
FRENCH 
852. Le Combat avec le Demon: I- Holder/in. Tr. Alzir Hella and Olivier Bournac. Paris: 
Stock, I928. 
853. Le Combat avec le Demon: II- Nietzsche. Tr. Alzir Hella and Olivier Bournac. Paris: 
Stock, I930. 
854. Le Combat avec le Demon: Holderlin-Kieist-Nietzsche. Tr. Alzir Hella. Paris: Stock, 
I936. 
855. - Paris: Delamain and Boutelleau, I937· 
856. - Bruxelles: Editions du Frene, I945· 
GREEK 
857. 0 Aghonas me to Daimona. Tr. G. Jiannacopoulos. Athenai: K.M., I956. 
858. Oi Dhianooumenoi Brosta sti Dhynami. Tr. G. Stavropoulos. Athenai: Loghotechniki 
Ghonia, 1956. 
859. Frederic Nietzsche. Tr. K. L. Meranaios. Athenai: Maris, I948. 
86o. Frederic Nietzsche. 0 Paidagogos tes Leuterias. Tr. P. Spiliotopoulos. Athenai: Go-
vostis, I 948. 
ITALIAN 
86r. La Lotta col Demone: Holderlin-Kieist-Nietzsche. Tr. A. Overdorfer. Milano: Sperling 
and Kupfer, I930 (Reprinted I933, I945). 
JAPANESE 
862. Mashin tono Tatakai. Tr. Hideo Akiyama. Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, I958. 
PORTUGUESE 
863. Os Construe/ores do Mundo. 0 Combate como Dem6nio: Holderlin-Kieist-Nietzsche. Tr. 
Alice Ogando. Porto: Civilizas:ao, 1955 (4. ed.; 5· ed., 1959). 
SPANISH 
864. La Lucha contra el Demonio: Holder/in. Tr. Joaquin Verdaquer. Barcelona: Apolo, 
I95I. 
865. - Barcelona: German Plaza, 1959 (Col. Quien fue, Vol. 30). 
866. La Lucha contra e/ Demonio: Kleist. Tr. Joaquin Verdaquer. Barcelona: Apolo, I95I. 
867. - Barcelona: German Plaza, I959 (Col. Quien fue, Vol. 34). 
868. La Lucha contra e/ Demonio: Nietzsche. Tr. Joaquin Verdaquer. Barcelona: Apolo, 
I95 I. 
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869. - Barcelona: German Plaza, I958 (Col. Quien fue, Vol. 8). 
870. La Lucha contra el Demonio: Holderlin-Kieist-Nietzsche. Tr. Joaquin Verdaquer. Barce-
lona: Apolo, I934 (Reprinted I946). 
87r. - Barcelona: Plaza and Janes, I96r. 
VIIS. HEILUNG DURCH DEN GEIST 
872. Die Heilung durch den Geist: Franz Anton Mesmer-Mary Baker-Edtfy-Sigmund Freud. 
Leipzig: Insel, I 9 3 I. 
873. - Wien-Leipzig-Ztirich: Reichner, I936. 
874. - Frankfurt am Main-Wien: Fischer, I952· 
DANISH 
875. Sjaelens Laegedom. Tr. Clara Hammerich. Kobenhavn: Hirschsprung, I936. 
DUTCH 
876. Genezing door den Geest: Sigmund Freud. Tr. Reinier P. Sterkenburg. Arnhem: Van 
Loghum Slaterus, I932 (Kleine Bibliotheek van hedendaagsch Cultuursleven, 
No.7). 
ENGLISH 
877. Mental Healers. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: Ungar, I932 (Reprinted I962). 
878. - London: Cassell, I933· 
879. - Garden City (New York): Garden City Pub. Co., I934· 
FRENCH 
88o. La Jantastique Existence de Mary Baker-Edtfy. Tr. Alzir Hella and Juliette Pary. 
Paris: Stock, I932 (9. ed.). 
88r. La Guerison par /'Esprit: Sigmund Freud. Tr. Alzir Hella and Juliette Pary. Paris: 
Stock, I932· 
882. La Guerison par /'Esprit: Franz Anton Mesmer-Mary Baker-Edtfy-Sigmund Freud. 
Tr. Alzir Hella and Juliette Pary. Paris: Stock, I 9 34· 
GREEK 
883. Franz Anton Mesmer. Tr. G. Mperates. Athenai: Govostis, n.d. 
884. Stokhasmoi kai Oramata. Tr. M. Lillis. Athenai: Prometheus, I950. 
ITALIAN 
885. L'Anima che guarisce. Tr. Lavinia Mazzucchetti. Milano: Sperling and Kupfer, I93 I 
(Reprinted I937). 
NORWEGIAN 
886. Helbredelse ved Aand: Franz Anton Mesmer-Mary Baker-Eddy-Sigmund Freud. Tr. 
Constance Wiel Schram. Oslo: Aschehoug, I93 r. 
POLISH 
887. Mary Baker-Eddy. Tr. L. Belmont. Wien: n.p., I931. 
PORTUGUESE 
888. A Cura pelo Espirito: Franz Anton Mesmer-Mary Baker-Eddy. Tr. Alice Ogando. 
Porto: Civilizas:ao, I957 (5. ed.). 
SPANISH 
889. La Curacion por el Espiritu: Sigmund Freud. Tr. Francisco Payarols. Barcelona: Apolo, 
I934(Reprinted I949). 
890. La Curacion por el Espiritu: Mary Baker-Eddy. Tr. Francisco Payarols. Barcelona: 
Apolo, I95I. 
891. La Curacion por el Espiritu: Mary Baker-Eddy-Sigmundo Freud. Tr. Alfredo Cahn. 
Buenos Aires: Espasa Calpe, I 9 53. 
892. Franz Anton Mesmer. Tr. Francisco Payarols. Barcelona: German Plaza, I959 (Col. 
Quienfue,No.12). 
893· Sigmund Freud. Tr. Francisco Payarols. Barcelona: German Plaza, I959 (Col. Quien 
fue, No. 24). 
894. La Curacion por el Espiritu. Tr. Francisco Payarols. Barcelona: Plaza and Janes, I961. 
SWEDISH 
895. Sjiilslig Lakekonst: Franz Anton Mesmer-Mary Baker-Eddy-Sigmund Freud. Tr. Hugo 
Hultenberg. Stockholm: Skoglund, I945· 
VII T. STERNSTUNDEN DER MENSCHHEIT 
896. Georg Friedrich Hiindels Aujerstehung. Eine historische Miniatur. Wien-Leipzig-Ztirich: 
Reichner, I937 (350 numbered copies). 
897. Heroischer Augenblick. Dostojewski, Petersburg, Semenowskplatz. 22. Dez. I849· Leipzig: 
Staatliche Akademie ftir graphische Ktinste und Buchgewerbe, n.d. (25 
numbered copies). 
898. Kampf um den Siidpol. Kapitan Scott. 90. Breitengrad, I6. Jan. I9I2. Hannover: H. 
Nannen (Cf. Alpha Verlag), I948 (Ill. Heinz Fehling; "Die bunten Hefte," 
No. I). 
899. Sternstunden der Menschheit. Drei historische Miniaturen. Ed. with notes by Dr. Robert 
Pick, Academy of Commerce, Vienna-London. London: G. Bell and Sons, 
I93o (Special Intro. written by Stefan Zweig for this ed.; Contains: "Die 
Weltminute von Waterloo," "Die Entdeckung Eldorados," "Der Kampf urn 
den Stidpol"). 
900. Sternstunden der Menschheit. Fiinfhistorische Miniaturen. Leipzig: Insel, I927 (Contains: 
"Die Weltminute von Waterloo," "Die Marienbader Elegie," "Die Entdeckung 
Eldorados," "Heroischer Augenblick," "Der Kampf urn den Stidpol"; School 
edition). 
I 92 7 - 20. Tsd. ((Leipzig) 
I928 - 30. Tsd. ( , ) 
I929 - 200. Tsd. ( , ) 
I931 - 300. Tsd. ( , ) 
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1935-320. Tsd. (Leipzig) 
1948- 335· Tsd. ( , ) 
1949- 35 5· Tsd. (Wiesbaden) 
1950 - 365. Tsd. (Leipzig) 
1950- 375· Tsd. (Wiesbaden) 
1951 - 395. Tsd. ( ) 
1952 - 403. Tsd. ( , ) 
1952- 417. Tsd. (Leipzig) 
1952 - 436. Tsd. (Wiesbaden) 
1953 - 456. Tsd. (Leipzig) 
1957- 553· Tsd. (Wiesbaden) 
1961- 615. Tsd. (Frankfurt am Main) 
(The Leipzig editions appearing since 1952 do not include the foreword 
written by Zweig for the original edition). 
901. Ed. with Intra., notes, German questions and vocabulary by Felix Wittner 
and Theodore Geissendorfer. New York: Prentice Hall, 1931 (School edition). 
902. Sternstunden der Menschheit. Zwolf historische Miniaturen. Stockholm: Bermann-
Fischer, 1945 (Contains: "Flucht in die Unsterblichkeit," "Die Eroberung von 
Byzanz," "Georg Friedrich Handels Auferstehung," "Das Genie einer Nacht," 
"Die W eltminute von Waterloo," "Die Marienbader Elegie," "Die Entdeckung 
Eldorados," "Heroischer Augenblick," "Das erste Wort tiber den Ozean," 
"Die Flucht zu Gott," "Der K'ampf urn den Stidpol," "Der versiegelte Zug"). 
1943- Stockholm: Bermann-Fischer (1.-9. ed.) 
1947- Stockholm: Bermann-Fischer (Io.-16. ed.) 
1949- Berlin-Frankfurt am Main: Fischer 
1950- Wien: Fischer 
1951- Frankfurt am Main: Wien Btichergilde Gutenberg 
1951- Frankfurt am Main: Fischer (Reprinted 1953, 1956, 1958). 
DANISH 
903. Stjernestunder. Tr. Clara Hammerich. Kobenhavn: Jespersen and Pio, 1950 (Re-
printed 1954). 
DUTCH 
904. Georg Friedrich Handel's Opstanding. Tr. Reinier P. Sterkenburg. Amsterdam: Wereld-
bibliotheek, 1939 (2. ed. Amsterdam-Antwerpen: Wereldbibliotheek, 1953). 
905. Lotswendingen. Tr. Reinier P. Sterkenburg. Amsterdam: Wereldbibliotheek, 1939 (2. 
ed., 1946; Contains: "Die Eroberung von Byzanz," "Flucht in die Unsterb-
lichkeit," "Das Genie einer Nacht," "Der versiegelte Zug"). 
906. Noodlotsuren der Mensheid. Vijf historische Miniaturen. Tr. Reinier P. Sterkenburg. 
Zeist: Ploegsma, 1931. 
Amsterdam: Wereldbibliotheek, 1950 (2. ed.; 3· ed., 1951). 
Antwerpen: Wereldbibliotheek, 1954 (4. ed.). 
ENGLISH 
909. Twelve Historical Miniatures. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: Viking, 1940 
(Reprinted London: Cassell, 1955; Contains: "The Head Upon the Rostrum, 
Cicero's Death. Dec. 7, 43 BC," "The Conquest of Byzantium. May 29, 1453," 
"Flight into Immortality, Nunez de Balboa Discovers the Pacific Ocean. 
Sept. 25, 1513," "The Lord Gave the Word, Handel's Messiah. Aug. 21, 
1741," "The Decisive Hour at Waterloo. June 18, r815," "The Genius of 
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one Night, the 'Marseillaise.' April 25, 1792," "The Marienbad Elegy -
Goethe's Last Love. Sept. 5, I823,'' "El Dorado - the Gold of California. 
Jan. I2, I848," "The First Word Across the Atlantic- Cyrus Field's Cable. 
Aug. 5, I858,'' "Quest of the South Pole- Scott Reaches the Pole. Jan. I6, 
I9I2," "The Sealed Train- Lenin Leaves Zurich. April 9, I9I7,'' "Wilson's 
Failure. Mar. I5, I9I9"). 
FINNISH 
9IO. lhmiskunnan Tiihtihetkiii. Yksitoista historiallista Pienoiskuvaa. Tr. J. A. Hollo. Porvoo-
Helsinki : Soderstrom, I 9 5 3. 
FRENCH 
9II. Les Heures etoi/ees de I'Humanite. Tr. Alzir Rella. Paris: Grasset, I928 (Reprinted 
I939; Contains: "La Prise de Byzance," "La Fuite dans l'Immortalite," "La 
Resurrection de Georges Frederic Haendel," "Le Genie d'une Nuit," "La 
Minute mondiale de Waterloo," "L'Elegie de Marienbad," "La Decouverte de 
!'Eldorado," "Instant historique. Dostoiewsky, Saint Petersbourg, Place 
Semenov 22.12.I849,'' "La Lutte pour le Pole de Sud"). 
9I2. - Extracts ed. Fernand Delmas. Paris: Hachette, I954· 
GREEK 
9I3. Oi Meghales Ores tis Anthropotitos. Tr. A. Karrer. Athenai: Rodaki-Pavlov, I948. 
9I4. Tr. S. Patatzis. Athenai: n.p., n.d. (I956?). 
HEBREW 
9I5. Sheot Horat Goral. Tr. Edna Kornfeld. Tel Aviv: Gar'iney Zahav, I957/58. 
ITALIAN 
916. Momenti Eccelsi. Cinque Miniature Storiche. Tr. Berta Burgio Ahrens. Milano: Sperling 
and Kupfer, 1935. 
917· La Resurrezione di Handel. Tr. Marcella Gorra. Milano: Sperling and Kupfer, I935· 
JAPANESE 
9I8. Lenin no Fuinressha ("Der versiegelte Zug"). Tr. Teiji Takahashi. Tokyo: Kobundo, 
I95 I. 
9I9. Ummei no Hoshi. Kagqyaku Toki. Tr. Mayumi Raga. Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, 
I956/57· 
POLISH 
920. Gwiazt!J Ludzkosci. Opowiadania biograftczne. Tr. Zofia Petersowa. Warszawa: 
Wiedza, I948. 
RUMANIAN 
92 I. Lupta pentru Polul Sud ("Der Kampf urn den Siidpol"). Tr. Aurel B. Luca. Bucure~ti: 
Adeverul, I928. 
SPANISH 
922. "Balboa o Ia Fuga a Ia Immortalidad," BibS, II : I7 (May, I947), 25-26. 
923. El Genio de una Noche y otras Narrationes. Buenos Aires: Anacorda, I94I (Contains: 
"El Genio de una Noche," "El Tren precintado," "La Cabeza sobre Ia Tri-
buna," "El Fracaso de Wilson," "Fuga a Ia Immortalidad," "La Conquista de 
Bizancio," "La primera Palabra a traves de Oceano"). 
924. Momentos estelares de Ia Humanidad. Doce Miniatures historicas. Tr. Mario Verdaquer 
and Fernando Trias Beristain. Barcelona: Apolo, I956 (Club de los Lectores, 
No. 33). 
925. Barcelona: Juventud, I956 (Reprinted I958; Col. "Z," Vol. I7). 
926. Nuevas Momentos estelares de Ia Humanidad. Tr. Alfredo Cahn. Santiago de Chile: 
Ercilla, I940 (2. ed.; Contains: "Resurrecci6n de Jorge Federico Handel," 
"El Genio de una Noche," "Fuga a Ia Immortalidad," "La Conquista de Bi-
zancio," "La primera Palabra a traves del Oceano"). 
927. Voluntad prodigosa. Biografia de G. F. Handel. Barcelona: Cultural Iberica, I96o. 
SWEDISH 
928. Odiidliga Ogonblick i Miinsklighetens Historia. Stockholm: Skoglund, I947· 
TURKISH 
929. Insanlik Tarihinde Yildizin Parladigi Anlar. Tr. Burhan Arpad. Istanbul: Istanbul 
Matbaasi, I954(Reprinted I956). 
VIII. BRASILIEN 
930. Brasilien. Bin Land der Zukunft. Stockholm: Bermann-Fischer, I94I. 
DUTCH 
931. Brazilie, HetLand der Toekomst. Tr. Johan Winkler. Amsterdam: De Boer, I953· 
ENGLISH 
932· Brazil, Land of the Future. Tr. Andrew St. James. New York: Viking, I94I. 
933· - London-Toronto: Cassell, I942. 
FRENCH 
934· Le Bresil, Terre d'avenir. Tr. Jean Longeville. New York: Edition de la Maison 
franc;:aise, I942. 
935· Paris: Michel, I949· 
GREEK 
936. Brasilia, I Chora tous Mellontos. Tr. V. Rodapoulos. Athenai: Ecdhosseis, IOH. 
PORTUGUESE 
937· Brasil, Pais do Futuro. Tr. Odilon Gallotti. Rio de Janeiro: Guanabara, I94I. 
938. - Porto: Civiliza\;ii.O, I959· 
SPANISH 
939· Brasil, Tierra del Futuro. Tr. Alfredo Cahn. Buenos Aires: Espasa Calpe Argentina, 
I94I (Reprinted I942, I943). 
SWEDISH 
940. Brasilien, Framtidslandet. Tr. Hugo Hultenberg. Stockholm: Skoglund, I945· 
IX. DIE WELT VON GESTERN 
94I. Die Welt von gestern. Erinnerungen cines Europiiers. Stockholm: Bermann-Fischer, I 944 











London: Hamilton (In conjunction with Bermann-Fischer), I945· 
Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, I947· 
Wien: Bermann-Fischer, I948. 
Berlin-Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, I949· 
Sel. and lntro. Jef. Jefsen. K0benhavn: Schultz, I949· 
Wien: Fischer, I952· 
Frankfurt am Main-Hamburg: G. B. Fischer, I95 3 (Grosse Romane der Zeit). 
Berlin-Frankfurt am Main: S. Fischer, I955 (Reprinted I958). 
Zurich: Buchklub "Ex Libris," I959 (For members only). 
Giitersloh: Bertelsmanns Lesering, I96o (For members only). 
DANISH 
952· Verden af i Gaar. En Europaeers Erindringer. Tr. Helge Kjaergaard. K0benhavn: 
Jespersen and Pio, I948 (Reprinted I949, I953, I954). 
DUTCH 
953· De Wereld van gisteren. Herinneringen van een Europeaan. Tr. F. W. van Heerikhuizen. 
Amsterdam: De Lange, I948. 
ENGLISH 
954· The World of Yesterday. Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. New York: Viking, I943 (Zweig 
Bibliography, pp. 443-445). 
955· London: Cassell, I953· 
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FRENCH 
956. Le Monde d'hier. Souvenirs d'un Europeen. Tr. Jean Paul Zimmermann. Paris: Michel, 
I948 (Nouv. Ser., No. 23). 
GREEK 
957· 0 Chthessinoscosmos. Anamnisseis enos Evropaiou. Tr. M. Zographon and K. Meranaios. 
Athenai: Synchroni Loghotechnia, I956. 
958. Athenai: Dhiethneis Ecdhasseis, n.d. (I956?). 
ICELANDIC 
959· Veriild sem var. Sjdljsaevisaga. Tr. Halld6r J. Jonsson and Ing6lfur Palmason. Reykja-
vik: B6kautgafa Menningarj6ds, I958. 
NORWEGIAN 
960. Verden av i gar. En Europeers Eindringer. Tr. Inger and Anders Hagerup. Oslo: 
Aschehoug, I948. 
POLISH 
961. Swiat w Czorajszy. Tr. Maria Wislowska. Warszawa: Panstwowy Instytut Wydaw-
niczy, I958. 
PORTUGUESE 
962. 0 Mundo de Ontem. Memdrias de un Europeu. Tr. Manuel Rodrigues. Porto: CiviliZa\;iiO, 
I953 (3. ed., I958). 
963. 0 Mundo que eu vi. Minhas Memdrias. Tr. Odilon Gallotti. Rio de Janeiro: Guanabara, 
I943· 
SERBO-CROATIAN 
964. jucerasnji Svet. Setianje jednog Evropf!ica. Tr. Aleksandar Tisnia. Novi Sad: Matica 
Srpska, I952· 
SLOVENIAN 
965. Vcerajsnji Svet. Spomeni Evropf!ica. Tr. Angela Vode. Ljubljana: Cankarjeva Zalozba, 
I958. 
SPANISH 
966. El Mundo de ayer. Autobiografia. Tr. Alfredo Cahn. Buenos Aires: Claridad, I942. 
967. Barcelona: Hispano-Americana, I947 (Reprinted I955, I956). 
968. - Mexico: n.p., I949· 
SWEDISH 




970. Di Velt fun Nekhtn. Zikhrqynes fun an Eyropeyer. Tr. Hayim Brakzgh. Buenos Aires: 
Yikdukh, I959· 
X. CORRESPONDENCE IN BOOK-FORM 
971. Briefwechsel: Stefan Zweig-Friderike Maria Zweig. I9I2-I942. Bern: Scherz, I95I. 
ENGLISH 
972. Stefan Zweig and Friderike Maria Zweig: Their Correspondence. Tr. Henry G. Alsberg 
and Erna MacArthur. New York: Hastings House, I954· 
SPANISH 
973. Correspondencia de Stefan y Friderike Maria Zweig (S eleccionada y Recopilada por Friderike 
Maria Zweig). Tr. Fernando Trias Beristain. Barcelona: AHR, I957· 
974· Richard Strauss- Stefan Zweig. Briefwechsel. Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, I957· 
975. Unbekannte Briefe aus der Emigration an eine Freundin. Ed. Gisella Selden-Goth. Wien-
Stuttgart-Basel: Hans Deutsch, I963. 
XIA. LETTERS TO OR FROM ZWEIG IN BOOKS 
976. Alfred Kubin. Leben-Werk-Wirkung. Ed. Paul Raabe. Hamburg: Rowohlt, I957 
(Letters to Kubin: Oct. I5, I909 and April, I937). 
977· Briefwechsel: Rainer Maria Rilke-Andre Gide. I909-I926. Tr. Wolfgang A. Peters. 
Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlagsanstalt; Wiesbaden: Insel, I957 (Includes letters 
from Zweig to Rolland and Rolland to Zweig in I9I6). 
978. Correspondence: Rainer Maria Rilke-Andre Gide. I909-I926. Intro. and Commentaires 
Renee Lang. Paris: Correa, I952 (Completee par quelques lettres de Rilke et de 
Gide a divers correspondants, par des lettres de Romain Rolland, Stefan 
Zweig et Marie de Tour et Taxis et par des extraits du Journal de Gide). 
979· Dehmel, Richard. Ausgewahlte Briefe. I902-1920. 2 Vols. Berlin: Fischer, 1923 
(Seven letters to Zweig between I902 and 1917). 
980. Erich Ebermayer. Buch der Freunde. Ed. Peer Baedeker and Karl Lemke. 
Lohhof bei Miinchen: Lemke, 1960 (33 letters written by Zweig and Eber-
mayer between I924 and 1939). 
98r. Freud, Sigmund. Briefe: 1873-1939. Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 1960 (Eight 
letters from Freud to Zweig between 1908 and 1938). 
982. Rolland, Romain. journal des Anniesde Guerre. 1914-19I9. Paris: Michel, I952 (In-
cludes innumerable letters and excerpts thereof written by Rolland and Zweig). 
983. Starr, William Thomas. Romain Rolland and a World at War. Evanston (Ill.): North-
western University Press, 1956 (Includes some ten letters or parts thereof 
written by Rolland to Zweig). 
984. Wildgans, Anton. Bin Leben in Briefen, Manuskripten und Bildern. Ed. Lilly Wildgans. 
3 Vols. Wien: Frick, 1947 (Includes many letters from Wildgans to Zweig 
between 1910 and 1930 and innumerable references to Zweig in other letters). 
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XIB. LETTERS TO OR FROM ZWEIG IN PERIODICALS 
985. "Abschiedsbrief an die Freunde," Europaer, p. 43 (Photocopy of same p. 44; Cf. 
Leben-Werk, pp. II6-II7 and Durch, p. 120). 
986. "Brief an die Redaktion," DLE, 22.J : 14 (April 15, 1920), 892-893 (Letter from 
Zweig to the effect that the English version of "Das brennende Geheimnis" 
published by Scott and Seltzer (New York, 1920) with Stephan Branch as its 
author was not authorized by him or by the Insel Verlag. Zweig decidedly 
rejects the use of an English version of his name merely to facilitate the sale of 
his book in America). 
987. "Briefe Zweigs an Jean Scharer," Blatter, 13/14 (April, 1962), 7 (Quote: "17 Briefe 
und eine Karte von Stefan Zweig an Jean Scharer sind von Scharer der Zweig 
Gesellschaft iiberlassen. Es handelt sich urn die gesamte Korrespondenz, die 
Zweigs Buch Castellio gegen Calvin. Bin Gewissen gegen die Gewalt betrifft ... "). 
988. "Briefe Zweigs an verschiedene Korrespondenten," Spiegelungen, pp. 19-2I, 74-77, 
86-93 (Letters to Karl Emil Franzos, Karl Klammer, Kurt Frieberger, Rudolf 
Kayser, Alfred Wolfenstein, Felix Braun, Guido Fuchs). 
989. "Cartas de Stefan Zweig a Jules Romain, I940-I942," Cuadernos Americanos(Mexico), 
Jan.-Feb., I943, p. 52-72, 
990. "Correspondencia inedita de Stefan Zweig," Correio da Manha (Rio de Janeiro), 
April I5, I945· 
99I. Dehmel, Richard. "Two Letters to Stefan Zweig (Nov. I, I909 and Sept. 7, I9I7)," 
Blatter, 8/Io (Oct., I96o), 23-25. 
992. "Lettre de Stefan Zweig a Charles Du Bos: Ier septembre I929," Cahiers Charles Du 
Bos(Societe desAmis de Charles Du Bos), June, I96I, p. 35-36. 
993· "Letter to the Editor," Adam, XV: I67-I68 (Feb.-Mar., I947) (This letter by Zweig 
to the editor of the periodical Adam concerns his article "The Mission of the 
Intellectuals" which appeared in this periodical, III: I 52 (Sept., I94I), 2). 
994· McClain, William H. "Soviet Russia Through the Eyes of Stefan Zweig and Romain 
Rolland," MLN, LXIX : I (Jan., I954), I I-17 (Excerpts from the unpublished 
Zweig-Rolland correspondence to be found in the archives of the "Association 
des Amis de Romain Rolland" in Paris). 
995· McClain, William and Harry Zohn. "Stefan Zweig and Romain Rolland: The 
Literary and Personal Relationship," Germ R, XXVIII : 4 (Dec., I953), 262-
28I (Excerpts from the unpublished Zweig-Rolland correspondence to be 
found in the "Association des Amis de Romain Rolland" archives in Paris). 
996. Oechler, William F. "Reception of Emile Verhaeren in Germany. Some unpublished 
Letters of Stefan Zweig," MLN, LXII (Apr., I947), 226-234. 
997· Romains, Jules. "Derniers Mois et dernieres Lettres de Stefan Zweig," RP, 62. a. 
(Feb., I955), 3-23 (Letters of Zweig to Romains between 1940 and Feb. 19, 
1942). 
998. "Stefan Zweigs letzter Brief an Felix Braun," Blatter, 4/5 (Apr., 1959), 10. 
999· Zohn, Harry. "Stefan Zweig and Contemporary European Literature. In Memoriam 
Stefan Zweig," GLL, N.S., V: 3 (Apr., 1952), 202-212 (Excerpt from a letter 
of Zweig to Julius Bah on page 2o6). 
woo. Zohn, Harry. "Stefan Zweig's Last Years: Some Unpublished Letters," MJDU, 
XLVIII : 2 (Feb., 1956), 73-77 (Excerpts from Zweig's correspondence with 
Mme. Selden-Goth from June, 1935 to Christmas, 1941). 
100I. Zohn, Harry and Jean-Pierre Barricelli. "Music in Stefan Zweig's Last Years -
Some Unpublished Letters," fuiR, III : 2 (Spring, 1956), 3-II (Excerpts from 
Zweig's correspondence with Alfred Einstein and with Mme. Selden-Goth). 
XII. EXCERPTS OF ZWEIG'S WORKS APPEARING IN 
PERIODICALS, NEWSPAPERS AND BOOKS 
ABSCHIED VON RILKE: 
Ioo2. DL, XXIX : 6 (I926-1927), 346. 
1003. ]uden, p. 207. 
roo4. MNN, No. p, Feb. 22, 1927. 
1005. NFP, Feb. 20, 1927. 
BALZAC: 
1006. NLAS, 29.a.: II84 (I950), 1-2 ("Le Mariage de Balzac"). 
BRASILIEN. EIN LAND DER ZUKUNFT: 
1007. journeys, pp. 381-402. 
roo8. LA, CCCLI (Jan., 1937), 384-392 ("Brazilian Diary"; Tr. from the German by 
R. Norden). 
1009. PL, Oct. qj2I, I936. 
1010. RP, 56.a.: 7 (July, I949), 36-5o ("Bresil"). 
CALVIN: 
IOII. Nej, 3.a.: 2I (Aug., I946), 42-54 ("Castellion contre Calvin"). 
1012. PL, April 5, 1936 ("Sebastian Castellio: ein Gewissen gegen die Gewalt"). 
DREI DICHTER (Casanova): 
I013. DLW, IV: 2 (1929), 3 ("Casanova, homo eroticus"). 
1014. In, IX : 2 (Spring, 1928), 120-125 ("Casanova"). 
1015. NFP, Jan. 21, 1928 ("Casanova: die Heldenzeit der Abenteurer"). 
DREI DICHTER (Stendhal): 
ror6. Bd, May 27, 1928 ("Stendhals Bildnis"). 
1017. BT, Mar. 25, 1928 ("Stendhals Bildnis"). 
1018. DFR, II (1929), 269-274 ("Ltigenlust und Wahrheitsfreude bei Stendhal"). 
1019. DLW, IV : 17 (1929), 3 ("Stendhal als Psycholog"). 
1020. Isb, I : 12 (Oct., 1954), 21-23 ("Yalan soylemek zevki ve hakikat a~ki: M. 
Henry Beyle Stendhal hakkinda" ("Les Plaisirs du Mensonge et !'Amour de la 
Verite - a propos de Henry Beyle Stendhal"); Tr. in Turkish by Muzaffer 
Esen). 
1021. KZ, Mar. 29, 1928 ("Stendhal der Individualist"). 
1022, MZ, July 28, 1928 ("Ltigenlust und Wahrheitsfreude bei Stendhal"). 
1023. NFP, Mar. 1j4, 1928 ("Stendhals Lebensbildnis"). 
1024. RHb, 46.a.: II (1937-1938), 39I-412 ("Poetes de leur Vie: Stendhal"). 
DREI DICHTER (Tolstoi): 
1025. DLW, IV : II (1929), 3 ("Tolstoi der Ktinstler"). 
1026. HaN, Jan. 25, 1929 ("In Tolstois Heim"). 
1027. In, IX : 4 (Fall, 1928), 249-260 ("Bin Tag aus dem Leben Tolstois"). 
1028. KZ, Nov. 8, 1927 ("Das Bildnis Tolstois"). 
1029. LA, CCCXXXIV (Jan. 1, 1928), 56-62 ("Day from Tolstoi's Life"). 
1030. NFP, Nov. 19, 1927 ("Das Bildnis Tolstois"). 
1031. NZZ, Nov. 16, 1927 ("Tolstois 'Rasputin',"). 
1032. SchM, Nov. 8, 1927 ("Tolstoi: die Tragodie eines Gewissens"). 
1033. V, Nov. 20, 1927 ("Tolstoi, Schtschegolew, Piscatur: 'Rasputin',"). 
DREI MEISTER (Dostojewski): 
1034. BT, Feb. 23, 1914 ("Dostojewski: der Sinn seines Schicksals"). 
1035• DWr, III (Feb., 1914), 92-108 ("Dostojewski: die Tragodie seines Lebens"). 
1036. In, I : 4 (1920), 195-197 ("Dostojewskis Antlitz"). 
1037. OR, XL : 3 (July-Sept., 1914), 199-203 ("Dostojewski: der Kampf urn die 
Wahrheit"). 
ERASMUS: 
1038. NFP, Dec. 30, 1933 ("Triumph und Tragik des Erasmus von Rotterdam"). 
1039· RB, LXXIII (Mar. 16, 1935), 194-198 ("Erasme et sa Mission"). 
104o. RH, 6o.a., CLXXVI (1935), 98 ("Erasme"). 
1041. WuW, 6.]. (1951), 18-19 ("Dulce bellum inexpertiis - aus 'Erasmus von 
Rotterdam',"). 
FAHRTEN: 
1042. DgD, 8.J.: 40 (1956), 5 ("Sevilla-Spaniens Lacheln"). 
1043· DZJS, VI : II4 (1923), 2 ("Friihling in Sevilla"). 
I044· FuS, II (1928), 161 ("Die Kathedrale von Chartres"). 
1045. InA (1921), 130-132 ("Drei Landschaften: 'Alpengli.ihen am Zi.irichsee,' 
'Taj Mahal', 'Schaner Morgen: Bezner Berge',"). 
1046. NFP, Mar. 4, 1924 ("Die Kathedrale von Chartres"). 
FOUCHE: 
I047· Cht, Jan. 31, 1931. 
1048. En, May 15, 1931 ("Une Evolution de Fouche''). 
I049· In, X : 4 (Fall, 1929), 269-273 ("Pouches Votum"). 
1050. InA (1930), 159-168 ("Pouches Kampf mit Robespierre"). 
1051. NFP, May 19, 1929 ("Joseph Fouche, Herzog von Otranto. Der Endkampf 
mit Napoleon"). 
top. REI, X (1930), 199-237 ("Fouche centre l'Empereur). 
1053. RHb, Oct. 4, 1930 ("Fouche centre l'Empereur"). 
HEILUNG DURCH DEN GEIST: 
1054. NR, XLII : 2 (1931), 258-270 ("Die Heilung durch den Geist"). 
1055· SM, IV (1931), 121-132 ("Die Heilung durch den Geist"). 
1056. SSA, Ill : 1o279· 
j8 
HEILUNG DURCH DEN GEIST (Mesmer): 
1057. Jfy, X (Feb., 1932), 130-134 ("Mesmerism minus Mesmer"). 
1058. InA (1931), II-r8 ("Franz Anton Mesmer"). 
1059· KZ, Feb. 5, 1931 ("Mesmers Nachfolger"). 
ro6o. NFP, July 13, 15, q, 20, 27 and Aug. 3, 7, 8, ro, 17, 1930 ("Mesmer"). 
ro61. VZ, Feb. q, 1931 ("Bildnis Franz Anton Mesmers"). 
HEILUNG DURCH DEN GEIST (Mary Baker Eddy): 
ro62. APL, XCVIII (May-June, 1932), 367-3 73, 415-42 r, 459-466 ("La Vie merveil-
leuse de Mary Baker Eddy"; Tr. A. Hella and J. Pary). 
ro63. NR, XLI : r (1930), 6ro-64r, 770-799 and XLI : 2 (1930), 14-60 ("Das Leben 
und die Lehre des Mary Baker Eddy"). 
ro64. RC, 12.a.: 9/ro (1932-1933), II-17 ("La Vie merveilleuse de Mary Baker Eddy")· 
HE! LUNG DURCH DEN GEIST (Freud): 
ro65. HK, Jan. 31, 1931 ("Die Entdeckung der Hypnose"). 
ro66. In, XII : 2 (Easter, 1931), 94-105 ("Abendlicher Blick ins Weite"). 
ro67. NFP, Dec. ro, 1930 ("Sigmund Freud als Charakter"). 
ro68. NFP, Dec. 25, 1930 ("Freuds Technik der Psychoanalyse"). 
ro69. NLZ, Jan. 31, I93I ("Ein Bildnis Freuds"). 
!070. PB, III (1931), 5-18 ("Sigmund Freud und die Situation der Jahrhundert-
wende"). 
1071. RA, 5.a. (1931), ro89-1099; Cont. 6.a. (1932), 47-60 ("Sigmund Freud"). 
1072. VZ, Dec. 19, 1930 ("Ein Bildnis Freuds"). 
KAMPF MIT DEM DAMON: 
!073· In, VI : 2 (Easter, 1925), 123-136 ("Der Kampf mit dem Damon: Hi:ilderlin-
Kleist-Nietzsche"; This article serves as the Intra. to Zweig's book by the 
same name). 
I074· RHb, 45.a.: ro (1937-1938), 391-402 ("Le Combat avec le Demon"). 
KAMPF MIT DEM DAMON (HoJdetlin): 
ro75· BU, II (1927), 653-667 ("Hi:ilderlin"). 
1076. DH, I (1924), 14 ("Die heilige Schar: Vorklang zu einem Holderlin Bildnis"). 
1077. DL, 27.J.: 3 (1924), 131-135 ("Hi:ilderlin: Phaethon oder die Begeisterung"). 
1078. Kt, 38.J.: 7 (1925), 8-15 ("Hi:ilderlin und Weimar"). 
1079. NA, CCLXV (May r, 1929), 68-71 ("La santa Schiera"; Tr. from the German 
by G. Gentilli; Cf. DH above). 
roSe. NFP, Nov. II, 1924 ("Hi:ilderlins Untergang"). 
ro81. P], CXCIX (1925), 26-46 ("Hi:ilderlins drei gestaltiges Werk"). 
KAMPF MIT DEM DAMON (Kleist): 
ro82. BBM, June 24, 1925, p. 21 ("Kleistens Lebensplan"). 
ro83. DL, 26.J.: ro (1924), 581-583 ("Kleist der Erzahler"). 
1084. DRa (1925-1926), 68 ("Heinrich von Kleist, der Gejagte"). 
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ro85. InA (1925), 118-133 ("Die Pathologie des Geftihls bei Kleist"). 
ro86. Kt, July, 1924, pp. 143-147 ("Das Drama zum Drama bei Kleist"). 
ro87. NFP-jb (1925), 33-40 ("Kleists Untergang"). 
KAMPF MIT DEM DAMON (Nietzsche): 
roSS. BBM, Mar., I925 ("Nietzsche als Erzieher zur Freiheit"). 
1089. GR, CXXXIV (I93o), 200-207 ("Nietzsche et la Danse au dessus de I' 
Ablme"). 
I090. LA, CCCXXV (Apr. I8, I925), I42-I48 ("Nietzsche's Evensong"). 
I09I. LNL, July I9, I930 ("L'Influence du Sud sur Nietzsche"). 
1092. RB, LXVIII (Nov. I, I930), 64I-646 ("Frederic Nietzsche et la Maladie"). 
MAGELLAN: 
I093· Journeys, pp. 54-67 ("Great Moments from 'Conqueror of the Seas: the Story 
of Magellan"'). 
I094· RD, XXXII (I938), 111-127 ("Conqueror of the Seas: the Story of Magellan"; 
Tr. by Eden and Cedar Paul). 
MARCELINE DESBORDES-VALMORE: 
I095· DLE, XXII: 4 (Nov. I5, I9I9), 209-2I4 ("DieDichterinMarcelineDesbordes-
Valmore"). 
1096. DLE, 23.].: 24 (Sept. I5, I92I) I476-I479 (Franz Strunz, "Notre Dame des 
Pleurs- Marceline Des hordes-Valmore"). 
I097. In, VIII: 4 (Fall, 1927), 282-285 ("Menschlichkeit"). 
I098. NFP, Nov. 7/9, I9r8 ("Marceline Desbordes-Valmore. Das Lebensbild einer 
Dichterin"). 
MARIE ANTOINETTE: 
1099. Crumbs, pp. 67-85 ("Marie Antoinette"). 
11oo. In, XIII : 4 (Fall, I932), I93-207 ("Konigin des Rokoko"). 
1101. InA (1933), I53-I66 ("Ein Kind wird verheiratet"). 
1102. NR, XLIII : r (Mar., I932), 300-324 ("War er es? war er es nicht? Fersen und 
Marie Antoinette"). 
1103. NYT, I3 (April I, I933), 5 ("Marie Antoinette. The Story of an Average 
Woman"). 
1104. PB, IV (I932), I00-112 ("Das eheliche Missgeschick Marie Antoinettes"). 
II05. RB, CI (Nov. 3/I7, I933), 498-503, 527-530, 556-560 ("Marie Antoinette"; 
Tr. Alzir Hella). 
1106. RHb, 42.a.: 11 (I936), I39-I66, 285-313,437-473 ("Marie Antoinette, Konigin 
von Frankreich: Martyre de la Reine Marie- Antoinette"). 
STERNSTUNDEN: 
I 107. Diktate, p. 74 ("Kapitan Scott"), p. 130 ("Der Kampf urn die Erde"). 
II08. DMJC, 8.j9.]. (I92.9), 42.4-432 ("Die Entdeckung Eldorados. ]. A. Suter, 
Kalifornien, Jan., I 848"). 
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DuZ, pp. 6I-69 ("Die Entdeckung Eldorados"). 
DWk, II.]. (I93I), Io7-IIo ("Die Entdeckung Eldorados"). 
EdD, pp. Io-zr ("Der Kampf urn den Stidpol"). 
Geistesleben ("Die Weltminute von Waterloo"). 
GB, XV (April, I932.), 330-334 ("Goethe's Last Love Affair"; Tr. of "Die 
Marienbader Elegie" by Eden and Cedar Paul). 
GB, XV (Feb.-Mar., I932.), II6-Iz4 ("Weltminute von Waterloo"), 2.31-2.37 
("Die Entdeckung Eldorados"). 
InA (I9z8), Io8-IZ7 ("Die Weltminute von Waterloo"). 
Karusse/1, pp. I47-I63 ("Der I<ampf urn den Stidpol"). 
Negen Vuurmakers, pp. IZ4-I34 (Abbreviated form of "Der Kampf urn den 
Stidpol"). 
NFP, Jan. z8jz9, I9I4 ("Kapitan Scotts letzte Fahrt"). 
PL, Dec. 2.4, I92.8 ("Die Weltminute von Waterloo"). 
RB, CXIII (Jan. IO, I939), IZ-I5 ("Le Messie de Haendel"). 
RdO, XXXII (I930-I932.), 2.7-35, zq-2.35 ("El Minuto universel de Waterloo. 
Napoleon, I8.6.I8I5"). 
RP, CCL VII : 2.4 (Dec., I936), 789-808 ("Resurrection de Georges Haendel"). 
RP, 45.a.: zi (Nov., I938), I79-2.oi ("Prise de Byzance"). 
VERHAEREN: 
II2.4. In, I: z (Dec., I9I9), 78-87 ("Verhaerens Sommer"). 
II2.5. In, VIII: I (Christmas, I9z6), 69-73 ("Stunden mit Emile Verhaeren"). 







CJR, VII (April, I944), 2.05 ("Die Welt von gestern"). 
DdG, pp. 52.-54 ("Der junge Hofmannsthal"). 
Hofmannsthal, pp. 63-64 (Excerpt from WvG, I95 5 ed., pp. 55-57 ("Die Schule 
im vorigen Jahrhundert")). 
Merian, XVII : I ("Salzburg") (Jan., I964), 57 (a. WvG, I 95 5 ed., pp. 2.69-2.70). 
Spectrum, pp. 7-9 (Cf. WvG, I955 ed., pp. I3-I6). 
ZdZ, IV (I96r), 2.9-32. (Cf. WvG, I955 ed., pp. I3-I6; ZdZ also appeared in 
one volume form; The above quote is to be found therein on pages 432.-436). 
XIII. ARTICLES AND LECTURES BY ZWEIG 
II3I. "Abendaquarella aus Algier" (I9o8) (Reprinted in Zeit und Welt, pp. I6I-r68). 
1132.. "Abschied von Alexander Moissi," Lecture in Milan, June 5, I935 (Reprinted in 
Europiiisches Erbe, pp. 2.2.7-2.3 I). 
II33. "Abschied von John Drinkwater" (I937) (Reprinted in Begegnungen, pp. 148-Ip). 
II34· "AlaMemoired'AlfredFried," AL, 3.a.: 6(June,r9z1). 
II35· "Alberta von Puttkammer," DLE, 8.J.: Iz (Mar. 15, 1906), 836-841, 846-849. 
II36. "Alessandro Poerio. Ein ltaliener bei Goethe," NFP, Sept. r8, 1918. 
II37· "Alfred H. Fried," NFP, May 13, 19zr. 
II38. "Alfredo Canciani-Bildhauer," VFZM, zz.J.: 2.4 (1903). 
II39· "Ames Freres fran<;ais," D, II (I9I6-1918), 12.5-12.8. 
II40. "An den Genius der Verantwortlichkeit," NR, XXXVI : 6 (June, 192.5), 62.4-62.6. 
1 I4I. "An Detlev von Liliencron," Liliencron (1904). 
II4Z. "AndieFreundeinFremdland," BT, Sept. 19, 1914(Reprinted in Mann-Werk,pp. 
63-70). 
II43· "An Karl Kraus," Kraus, pp. 38-39. 
II44. "Anmerkung zum 'Ulysses'," NR, XXXIX : IO (Oct., I928), 477-479 (Reprinted 
in Begegnungen, pp. 4 I 8-42 I). 
II45· "Anthologie: Aufmarsch der Jugend (Anthologie jtingster Prosa)," MP, Jan. 2, 
I929· 
I I46. "Anton, Friend of all the World," RD, XXXV (Oct., I939), 69-72. 
II47· "Anton Kippenberg," DBK, X-XI (I924), 46-p (Cf. also FZ, May 22, I924; 
Kippenberg(I924); Europaisches Erbe, pp. 2I4-222). 
II48. "An Wilhelm Schmidtbonn," Schmidtbonn, pp. 9-Io. 
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I329. "Romain Rolland und der Ruhm," NFP, Mar. 20, I914. 
I330. "Die Romantik der Bourgeoisie," InA (I9I1), II2-I23. 
I33I. "Rousseau, der Erzieher zu einer neuen Gesellschaft," DAZ, Dec. 8, I9I8 (Re-
printed in WZ, Mar. 23, I92I). 
I332. "Rtickkehr zum Marchen," NFP, Dec. I4, I9I3. 
I333· "Sainte-Beuve," NFP, May 6, I923 (This article also serves as the Intro. to the 
German version of Sainte-Beuve's Literarische Portraits aus dem Frankreich des 
XVII-XIX. ]ahrhunderts. Frankfurt am Main: Frankfurter Verlagsanstalt, 
I 92 3; Reprinted in Begegnungen, pp. 4o6-4I 7.) 
I334· "Salzburg: Die Stadt als Rahmen," Herz (1935) (Reprinted in Begegnungen, pp. 27I-
273 und Blatter, 2 (July, I95 8), I-4). 
I335· "Die Sammlung Morrison," VZ, Sept. 6, I9I7 (Reprinted in DBK, VI (19I8), 
73)· 
I336. "Die schlaflose Welt," NFP, Aug., 19I4 (Reprinted in Begegnungen, pp. I75-I8o). 
I337· "Schnitzler und die Jugend," M, May I5, 1912 (Schnitzler Geburtstagssonder-
nummer, zu seinem 5osten Geburtstag) (Reprinted in Blatter, I3/I4 (April, 
I962), Io-12). 
I338. "Das schonste Grab der Welt: Tolstois Grab," Excerpt from 'Eine Russlandreise"' 
(I928) (Reprinted in Begegnungen, pp. 262-263). 
I339· "Die Schweiz als Hilfsland Europas," Do, II (I9I8), 832-834). 
I340. "Selbstanzeige: Gedichte von Paul Verlaine," Z, XL (Sept. 27, I902), 536. 
I34I. "Shakespeare," FTb (I927-I928), I73· 
I342. "Sigmund Freud, der Siebzigjahrige," DLW, II: I9 (I929), 1. 
I343· "Sigmund Freuds 75ster Geburtstag," CVZ, X (I931), 237. 
I344· "Sigmund Freud zum 8osten Geburtstag," PL, May 3, I936. 
I345· "Sinn und Schonheit der Autographen," DNSch, I9.J· (I958), n8 (Original version 
was a lecture given at a book exhibition of the London Sunday Times (I935); 
Reprinted in Begegnungen (I937 ed.), pp. 469-476; Begegnungen (I95 5 ed.), pp. 
441-448; An excerpt of this lecture is used as an Intro. to the volume Lyrische 
Handschriften unserer Zeit (50 Gedichthandschriften deutscher Lyriker der 
Gegenwart). Ed. Hartfrid Voss. Ebenhausen bei Mtinchen: Hartfrid Voss, 
I958, p. 5)· 
I346. "Soyka," NR, XXII : 2 (I9II), I638-I64o. 
I347· "Stefan Georges Stellung im deutschen Geistesleben," DLE, IV: 28 (July I3, 
I928) (Autobiographical notes from Walter Benjamin, Bert Brecht, Martin 
Buber, Willy Hellpach, Friedrich Muckermann, Josef Ponten, Franz Rosen-
zweig, Wilhelm Schafer, Ruth Schaumann, P. Expeditus Schmidt, Oscar A. H. 
Schmitz, Ina Seidel. Reminiscenses from French contemporaries: Albert 
Saint-Paul, Andre Gide, Francis Viele Griffin. Friedrich Sternthal: "Zu 
Georges Politeia." Reproduction of the manuscript of "Ein Angelico" with 
a dedication to Albert Saint-Paul and a picture of him in his youth. DLE, 
IV : 29 (July 20, I928)- further contributions by Frank Thiess, Paul Wiegler, 
Karl Wolfskehl, Stefan Zweig. Cf. also Max Rychner, "Zeitgenossen tibet 
Stefan George," NSchR, XXI : 34(I928), 56I-563). 
I 348. "Stefan Zweig tiber Henri Barbusse. Nachwort zum Roman 'Die Schutzflehenden'," 
Blatter, I 3/I4 (April, I962), 14-I 5 (Cf. also the essay "Das Feuer," Begegnungen, 
pp. 207-2I8 concerning Barbusse's antiwar novel 'Le Feu'). 
I349· "Standhals deutsche Wiederkehr," FZ, Dec. 6, I92I. 
I350. "Die Stimme. In memoriam Josef Kainz," Begegnungen, pp. 140-147. 
I35L "Die Stunde zwischen zwei Ozeanen- der Panama Kana!," NFP, July 6, I9II 
(Reprinted in Begegnungen, pp. 239-247). 
I352· "Der Suez Kana!," NFP, Nov. I8, I914· 
I353· "Das Tagebuch des jungen Flauberts," Pan (Jan.-June, I9II), I8I-I88, 226-234. 
I354· "Das Tagebuch eines halbwuchsigen Madchens," AdP (I926), I40-I45· 
I355· "Thanks to Books," Tr. Theodore W. Koch. Lib, XXXV (Mar., I930), II3-II4 
(Reprinted in Librarians, pp. 3-4; SRL, XLI (Feb. 8, I958), 24; WLB, XXXII 
(Mar., I958), 477-478; Cf. also original "Dank an die Bucher," reprinted in 
Begegnungen, pp. 449-450). 
I356. "Theresa Feodor Ries," VFZM, 21.J. :2I (I902). 
I357· "Thomas Mann: 'Lotte in Weimar"' (1939) (Reprinted in Zeit und Welt, pp. 363-
366; Tr. into English in The Stature of Thomas Mann. Anthology of Critical Essqys. 
Ed. Charles Neider, New York: New Directions, I947; London: Owens, 
I95 I, pp. I88-I90). 
I357a. "Thomas Mann zum 50sten Geburtstag," BT, May 3I, I925, p. 5 (Messages of 
congratulations from Hermann Bahr, Rudolf Binding, Waldemar Bonsels, 
Herbert Eulenberg, Jakob Wassermann, Stefan Zweig, Alfons Paquet, Walter 
von Molo, Wilhelm von Scholz, Wilhelm Schafer). 
I358. "Tolstoi als religioser und sozialer Denker" (I937) (Reprinted in Zeit und Welt, pp. 
67-88). 
I359· "Tolstois Lehre," Gewalt, pp. 227-232. 
I36o. "Die Tragik der Vergesslichkeit" (I9I9) (Reprinted in Europiiisches Erbe, pp. 
265-270). 
I36I. "Der Turm zu Babel," VZ, May 8, I9I6 (Reprinted in PL, Jan. I, I930 and Eu-
ropaisches Erbe, pp. 274-279; Appeared as "La Tour de Babel" inLC(April-
May, I9I6); This article was translated into English by Eden and Cedar Paul as 
"The Workers Dread Nought," cf. Charles Baudouin, Contemporary Studies. 
Tr. Eden and Cedar Paul. London: Allen and Unwin, I924, p. 283). 
I362. "Uberschatzung der Lebenden," ARsch, 7.J.: VII (I926), I9· 
I363. "Urn Jaures," NFP, Aug. 6, I9I6 (Reprinted in V, Aug. 29, I9I6 and Europiiisches 
Erbe, pp. 85-94). 
I364. "Die unterirdischen Bucher Balzacs," DBib, V (I9I6), 48-52 (Reprinted in In, II: 2 
(Dec., I92o), 7I-77 and Begegnungen, pp. 427-431). 
I365. "Unvergessliches Erlebnis. Ein Tag bei Albert Schweitzer," Schweitzer, pp. 7-I9 
(Cf. In, XIV : 2 (I933), 73-83). 
I366. "Verlaine," DDi, III (I9o5). 
I367. "Die Vernachlassigten" (Antworten auf die Rundfrage von F. W. Bischoff, B. 
Diebold, H. Eulenberg, 0. Flake, M. Hermann-Neisse, H. Hesse, H. Kasack, C. 
Koppen, Th. Mann, G. Pohl, E. M. Remarque, W. von Scholz, H. Sochacze-
wer, Stefan Zweig), DLe, III (I93o), I-2 (Cf. also DL, XXXII : Io(I929-I93o), 
593). 
I368. "Verse eines Gottsuchers," DN, XXIII (I905-I9o6), 57I f. 
I369. "Die Verstummelten," NR, XXXIV: II (Nov., I923), I054-1055· 
I370. "Victor Hugo als Lyriker," MJL, LXXI: II (Mar. I5, I902), 8I-83. 
I37I. "Vom osterreichischen Dichter. Ein Wort zur Zeit," DLE, XVII : 5 (Dec., I9I4), 
263-265. 
I372. "Vom Sinn unseres Jahrhunderts," Abz, Sept. 6, I932. 
I373· "Von den Baumen," Kt, 24.J. (June-Dec., I9II), 42. 
I374· "Vorbeigehen an einem unauffalligen Menschen - Otto Weininger," BT, Oct. 3, 
I926 (Reprinted in Europiiisches Erbe, pp. 223-226). 
1375· "Walter Rathenau," Written immediately after his assassination on June 24, 192.2 
(Reprinted in Europiiisches Erbe, pp . .232-.243). 
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1376. "Walt Whitman," NFP, May 28, 1919. 
1377. "Warum meine Bucher Erfolg hatten," RvB, 29 (1949), 20-21. 
1378. "Warum nur Belgien, warum nicht auch Polen? Eine Frage an die Neutralen," 
NFP, Apr. 14, 1915. 
I379· "Wedekind, der Unburgerliche," Wedekind, pp. 242-244. 
1380. "Der Weg A.T. Wegners," BT, Dec. 15, 1921. 
1381. "Der Weg Hermann Hesses," NFP, Feb. 6, 1923, pp. r-3. 
1382. "Die Welt der Autographen," DBK, 12./r3.J. (1927), 70-77 (Cf. ]DB, XII/ 
XIII (1925-1926), 70-77). 
1383. "Where France Hoards Gold," LA, CCCXLII (May, 1932), 214-220. 
1384. "Das Wien von gestern," Lecture in Paris, 1940 (Reprinted in Zeit und Welt, pp. 
129-150). 
1385. "Wilhelm Holzamer," MjL, LXXI : 38 (Sept. 20, 1902), 297-298. 
1386. "Wille zur Universalitat," Kippenberg, pp. 154-r6r. 
1387. "Worte am Sarge Sigmund Freuds," Delivered at the Crematorium in London, 
Sept. 26, 1939 (Reprinted in Zeit und Welt, pp. 51-54). 
1388. "Wurdigung bdon von Horvaths," BdTG, 67 (1954-1955). 
1389. "Ypern," BT, Sept. r6, 1928 (Reprinted in Begegnungen, pp. 248-253). 
1390. "Zu Emil Luckas 5osten Geburtstag," KZ, May 1.2, 1927. 
1391. "Zum 70sten Geburtstag von Sigmund Freud," MNN, May 5, 1926 (Reprinted 
in AdP (1937)). 
1392. "Zur Entstehung des 'Volpone'," NZZ, Sept. 28, 1927. 
1393. "Zur Geschichte des europaischen Gedankens," Abz, Jan. 29, 1933 (Cf. Zeit und 
Welt, pp. 299-326). 
1394· "Zur modernen Lyrik," KdiiL, XVII (July-Dec., rgor), 38-40. 
1395. "Zur Physiologic des dichterischen Schaffens. Ein Fragebogen," DLW, 39 (1928), 
3-4; 40 (1928), 3; 41 (1928), 3-4. 
1396. "Zur Schutzfristfrage," BdBh, May 7, 1927. 
1397· "Zutrauen zur Zukunft," Frau, pp. 7-17. 
1398. "Zu Verhaerens roten Todestag," DLW, II: 48 (1926), 4· 
1399. "Zwei Aphorismen," DD, XXVIII (Apr.-Sept., r9oo), 240. 
1400. "Zwei Aphorismen," DD, XXVIII (Apr.-Sept., 19oo), 299. 
XIV. TRANSLATIONS BY ZWEIG 
1401. Barbusse, Henri. Die Schutzftehenden. Der Roman einer Vorkriegsjugend. Zurich-
Leipzig-Stuttgart: Rascher and Cie, 1932 (Tr. and epilogue by Zweig). 
1402. Baudelaire, Charles. Die B/umen des Biisen. Berlin: Oesterheld, 1921 (Tr. of eight 
poems). 
1403. - Gedichte in Vers und Prosa. Leipzig: Hermann Seemann Nachfolger, 1902 (Tr. 
w!th,Camill Hoffmann; Introductory essay by Zweig entitled "Charles Baude-
latre , pp. 7-20). 
1404. - "Der Albatros" (poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., 1901), 246. 
1405. - "La Beaute" (poem), MJL, LXXII: b (May 15, 1903), 65. 
1406. - "La Beaute" (poem), Weltdichtung, p. r6r. 
1407. - "Le Chat" (poem), MJL, LXXII: b (May 15, 1903), 65. 
1408. - "Don Juan aux Enfers" (poem), MJL, LXXII: b (May 15, 1903), 65. 
1409. - "Der Duft" (poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., rgor), 247. 
1410. - "L'irreparable" (poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., rgor), 289. 
I4II. "Harmonien" (poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., 1901), 246. 
1412. - "Herbstlied" (poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., rgor), 248 (Reprinted in Spiege-
lungen, p. 32). 
1413. - "Die Katze" (poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., rgor), 247. 
1414. - "Der Mensch und das Meer" (poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., rgor), 246. 
I4IS. - "Die Musik" (poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., I9oi), 248. 
I4I6. - "Noch heute" (poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., I90I), 246). 
I417· - "Der Rahmen" (poem), DD, XXXI (Oct., I90I- Mar., I902), so. 
14I8. - "Die Riesin" (poem), DD, XXXI (Oct., I90I- Mar., I902), so. 
I4I9. - "Die Seele des Weins" (poem), DD, XXXI (Oct., I90I- Mar., I902), 2.s. 
I42o. - "Semper eadem" (poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., I90I), 247. 
I42I. - "Spleen" (poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., I90I), 266. 
I422. - "Was sagst Du heute ... "(poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., I90I), 247. 
I423. - "Der Wein des Einsamen" (poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., I90I), 248. 
1424. - "Der Wiederkehrende" (poem), DD, XXX (Apr.-Sept., I90I), 248. 
I42S. Browning, Elizabeth Barrett. "Blasse Liebe" (poem), DD, XXXI (Oct., 190I-
Mar., I902), 96. 
I426. Camoens. "Weh, wieviel Not und Fiihrnis auf dem Meere" (poem), Europiier, p. I 3 
and p. 369 (Cf. also Leben-Werk, p. 89 and Spiegelungen, p. 102). 
I427. Edman, Irwin. Bin Schimmer Licht im Dunkel. Stockholm: Bermann-Fischer, I940 
(Tr. by Stefan Zweig and Richard Friedenthal). 
1428. Hugo, Victor. "Juninacht" (poem), DD, XXXI (Oct., I90I- Mar., I902), 254. 
1429. Keats, John. "Sonett" (poem), Spiegelungen, p. 34 (Zweig's rendition of Keats' last 
sonnet). 
1430. Lemonnier, Camille. "Alte Leutchen," Ze, 486 (1904), 37-38, 47-48. 
1431. de Lentino, Jacopo. "Sonett" (poem), FrA (1923). 
1432. Marx, Madeline. Weib. Roman. Basel: Rhein Verlag, 1920 (Tr. by Stefan and 
Friderike Maria Zweig). 
1433· Pirandello, Luigi. Man weiss nicht wie (Drama: Non si sa come). Wien: Reichner, 193S· 
1434· Rolland, Romain. Clerambault. Geschichte eines freien Gewissens im Kriege. Frankfurt 
am Main: Rutten and Loening, 1922 (Reissued in Munchen: Kindler and 
Schiermeyer, 196o). 
143S· - Den hingerichteten Volkern (Aux peuples assassines). Zlirich: Rascher, 1918. 
1436. - Die Zeit wird kommen (Le Temps viendra). Wien-Leizpig: Tal, 1919 (Reissued in 
Leipzig-Zurich: Rotapfel, 1921 and Zurich: Hofmann, 194s). 
1437· Russell, Archibald B. H. Die visioniire Kunstphilosophie des William Blake. Leipzig: 
Julius Zeitler, 1906. 
1438. Silvestre, Armand. "Kennst Du ... ?" (poem), DD, XXVII (Oct., 1899- Mar., 
I900), 220. 
1439. - "Zartliche Verse" (poem), DD, XXVII (Oct., 1899- Mar., 19oo), I88. 
1440. Suares, Andre. Cressida. Wien: Tal, 1920 (Tr. by Stefan Zweig and Erwin Rieger). 
1441. Symons, Arthur. "Die Schonheit spricht" (poem), Spiegelungen, p. 33· 
1442. Verhaeren, Emile. Ausgewiihlte Gedichte. Berlin: Schuster and Loeffier, 1904. 
1443. Ausgewiihlte Gedichte. Leipzig: Insel, 1910 (Forms Vol. II of Zweig's translation 
of Verhaeren's "Ausgewahlte Werke"; Reprinted 1913, 1923). 
1444. Drei Dramen: Helenas Heimkehr - Philipp II - Das Kloster. Leipzig: Insel, 
1910 (2. ed., 1914; Vol. III of the "Ausgewahlte Werke"). 
144S· - Helenas Heimkehr. Leipzig: Insel, 1909 (Unpublished ms. of the original 
translation; Premiere Stuttgarter Hoftheater, Oct. I 3, 1910). 
1446. - Helenas Heimkehr. Drama in Vier Akten. Leipzig: Reclams Universalbiblio-
thek, 1928 (No. 68so). 
1447. - Hymnen an das Leben. Leipzig: Insel, 19II (Reprinted 1912, 1919, 1931; Intro. 
by Zweig; Inselbucherei, No. s). 
1448. - Rembrandt, Leipzig: Insel, 1912 (Reprinted 1918, 1920, 1923). 
1449. - Rubens. Leipzig: Insel, 1913 (Reprinted 1917, 1920, 1922). 
14so. - "Abendstimmung" (poem), InA (1914), 128-130. 
14S I. - "An meine Augen" (poem), In, VIII : I (Christmas, 1926), 6s-68. 
1452. - "Die Arbeit" (poem), Lyrik, p. S37 (Translation of the poem by Zweig, Rilke 
and Stefan George). 
1453. - "Der Baum" (poem), InA (1910), 18-21. 
14S4· - "Der Baum" (poem) RRh, 6.a.: 8/9 (May-June, 1926), 27-29. 

















and Stefan George). 
"Dialog" (poem), DSt, I (I9II-1912), 92-94. 
"Eines Abends" (prose tr. of a poem), InA (1921), 26-28. 
"Die Freude" (poem), NR, III: 19 (1908), 1371-1372. 
"Die Freude" (poem), RRh, I : 3 (1920-1921), 149. 
"Hymnen an das Leben" (poem), Antlitz. 
"Die Ideen" (poem), InA (1914), 123-125. 
"Die kleinen Stadte" (prose tr. of a poem), InA (1921), 24-26. 
"Die letzte Sonne" (poem), Spiegelungen, pp. 34-35. 
Neun Gedichte, Franz. Dichter, pp. 197-209 (Tr. Erna Heinemann-Grautoff 
and Stefan Zweig). 
"Rings urn mein Haus" (poem), In, VIII: I (Christmas, 1926), 63-65. 
"Die Singspielhallen" (poem), DSt, I (r9II-1912), 90-92. 
"Die Strome" (poem), InA (1914), 125-128. 
"Tanz der Greise und Greisinnen" (poem), InA (1913), 168-172. 
"Die Toten" (poem), Lyrik, p. 5 36 (Translation of the poem by Zweig, Rilke 
and Stefan George). 
"Die Triiume" (poem), RRh, I: 3 (1920-1921), 149-150. 
"Die Wege" (poem), InA (1921), 23-24. 
"Das Wort" (poem), InA (1911), 69-73. 
"Zwei Menschen" (poem), RRh, I: 3 (1920-1921), 150. 
1472.-
1473· 





Schuster and Loeffler, 1902 (Zweig translated six poems in this anthology: 
"Mondschein," "Die Unverdorbenen," "Regenlied," "Das linde Lied," "In-
terieur," "Einst war ich glaubig"). 
"Einst war ich glaubig" (poem), DD, XXXII (Apr.-Sept., 1902), 178. 
"Il pleure dans mon coeur" (poem), Weltdichtung, p. 167. 
"Interieur" (poem), Spiegelungen, pp. 32-33. 
Siebzehn Gedichte, Franz. Dichter, pp. 167-183 (Tr. Richard von Schaukal, 
Georg von der V ring, Richard Dehmel, Ernst Hardt, Wolf Graf Kalckreuth, 
Stefan Zweig, Otto Hauser, Rainer Maria Rilke, Robert Faesi, Felix Braun). 
1479· - "Der Tod" (Verlaine's last poem), In, I : 3 (Feb., 1920), 128. 
1480. - Zwanzig Gedichte, Franz. Lyrik, pp. 226-265 (Tr. Hermann Hesse, Franz 
von Rexroth, Stefan Zweig, Paul Zech, Richard von Schaukal, Felix Braun, 
Walter Hasenclever, Rainer Maria Rilke). 
XV. FOREWORDS AND EPILOGUES WRITTEN BY ZWEIG 
1481. Ambrosi, Gustinus. "Trente ans de surdite," RdV, IX : 9 (Sept., 1935), 1425-1430 
(Zweig wrote an Intro. for this article which was translated into French by 
L. Halberstam). 
1482. Anderson, Erica. Die Welt Albert Schweitzers. Bin Photobuch. Berlin-Frankfurt am 
Main: Fischer, 195 5 (Foreword and picture titles by Zweig; Cf. "Unvergess-
liches Erlebnis: Ein Tag bei Albert Schweitzer," Begegnungen, pp. 113-122. 
English version, The World of Albert Schweitzer, tr. Walter Hasenclever). 
1483. Bahr, Hermann. Die schone Frau. Novel/en. Leipzig: Reclam, 1924 (Epilogue by 
Zweig; Reclams Universal-Bibliothek, No. 6451). 
1484. Balzac, Honore. Balzac. Sein Weltbild aus den Werken. Stuttgart: Lutz, 1908 (Intro. 
by Zweig; "Aus der Gedankenwelt grosser Geister," Vol. II. Gen. ed. Lothar 
Brieger-Wasservogel). 
1485. Baum, Oskar. Nacht ist umber. Erziihlung. Leipzig: Reclam, 1929 (Epilogue by 
Zweig). 
1486. Bianche, Renzo. Semblanza de Arturo Toscanini (Toscanini, intimo aut6grafos de 
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Wagner y Verdi). Montevideo: C. Garcia and Cia, I94o (Foreword by Zweig; 
Cf. "Arturo Toscanini," Begegnungen, pp. 78-87). 
I487. Bloch, Jean Richard. Vom Sinn unseres ]ahrhunderts. Tr. from the French by Paul 
Amann. Berlin-Wien-Leipzig: P. Zsolnay, I932 (Intra. by Zweig). 
I488. Brod, Max. Tycho Brahes Weg zu Gott. Berlin: Herbig, I927 (Epilogue by Zweig; 
Reprinted Berlin: Herbig, I955). 
I489. Casanova, Giacomo, Chevalier de Seingalt. Memoires. Amsterdam: G. W. Breughel, 
I950 (Foreword tr. into Dutch by C. J. Kelk (Cf. "Casanova," Drei Dichter 
ihres Lebens; Memoires tr. into Dutch by J. A. Sandfort). 
I490. Chateaubriand, Franc;:ois Rene Auguste Vicomte de. Romantische Erziihlungen. Wien-
Leipzig-Miinchen: Rikola, I92.4 (Ed. with Intra. by Zweig). 
I 491. Dickens, Charles. Ausgewiihlte Romane und Novel/en. Vol. I-XII. Leipzig: Insel, 
I9Io(Intro. by Zweig, "Charles Dickens,"Vol. I, pp.v-xxx; Cf.later "Dickens" 
in Drei Meister). 
I492.. Dostojevsky, Feodor Mikailovich. La Voce sotterranea. Tr. from the Russian by 
Wanda Kruscinska and S. Catalano. Milano: Delia, I92.8 (Foreword by Zweig 
from his "Dostojewski," Drei Meister). 
I493· Dostojewski, Fedor Michailowitsch. Siimtliche Romane und Novel/en. Tr. from the 
Russian by H. Rohland K. Notzel. Vol. I-XXV. Leipzig: Insel, I9ZI (Intro. 
by Zweig, Vol. I, pp. vii-cxxxvi; Cf. "Dostojewski," Drei Meister). 
I494· Errante, Vincenzo. Lenau. Geschichte cines Miirtyrers der Poesie. Mengen: H. Heine, 
I949 (Intra. by Zweig in the form of a letter to Errante, Feb. z, I93 7). 
I 49 5. Ginzkey, Franz Karl. Brigitte und Regine und andere Dichtungen. Leipzig: Reclam, 
I924 (Epilogue by Zweig; Reclam Universal-Bibliothek, No. 6453). 
I496. - Franz Karl Ginzkry. Dem Dichter und Freunde zum 5osten Geburtstag. Wien: 
Wiener Literarische Anstalt, I92.I (Epilogue by Zweig). 
I497· Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von. Goethes Gedichte. Eine Auswahl. Leipzig: Reclam, 
I927 (Ed. and Intra. by Zweig; This Intro. was reprinted in Begegnungen, pp. 
397-405; Poems newly printed I948, I949, I951, I952, I95 3, I95 5). 
I498. Goll, Claire. My Sentimental Zoo. Tr. from the French by May de Huyn. Mount 
Vernon, New York: Peter Pauper Press, I942 (Intra. by Zweig). 
I499· Gorki, Maxim. Erziihlungen. Tr. from the Russian by Arthur Luther. Leipzig: 
Insel, I931 (Intra. by Zweig, pp. 5-I6; Reprinted I948). 
I5oo. Hearn, Lafcadio. Das Japanbuch. Eine Auswahl aus Lafcadio Hearns Werken. Tr. 
from the English by Berta Franzos. Frankfurt am Main: Ruetten and Loening, 
I9II (Intra. by Zweig, pp. I-12.). 
I50I. Hellens, Franz (pseud. for Friedrich van Ermengem). Bass-Bassina-Bulu. Roman. 
Berlin: Axel Juncker, I922 (Intra. by Zweig, pp. I-6). 
I502, Herrmann-Neisse, Max. Erinnerung und Exil. Gedichte. Zurich: Oprecht, I946 
(Epilogue by Zweig). 
I503. Heuschele, Otto. Briefe aus Einsamkeiten. Drei Kreise. Berlin: Juncker, I92.4 (Epi-
logue by Zweig entitled "Die Kunst des Briefes"; Reprinted in Bliitter, I5 
(Jan., I963), 8-9). 
I504. Hoffmann, E. T. A. Princesse Brambilla. Tr. from the German by Alzir Hella and 
Olivier Bournac. Paris-Neuchatel: Attinger, I929 (In the series "Romantiques 
allemands," No. I; Intra. by Zweig). 
1505. Jacobsen, Jens Peter. Niels Lyhne. Tr. from the Danish by Ottomar Enking. 
Leipzig: Paul List, I92.5 (Epilogue by Zweig; Reprinted I948). 
I5o6. Latzko, Andreas. De Achterhoede. Tr. from the German by A.M. de Jong. Am-
sterdam: Wereldbibliotheek, I946 (Intro. by Zweig tr. into Dutch by Nico 
van Suchtelen). 
I507. - Le dernier Homme. Geneve: Edition du Sablier, I92o (Intro. by Zweig; II 
woodcuts by Franz Masereel). 
I5o8. Leftwich, Joseph. What Will Happen to the jews? London: P. S. King and Sons, 
I936 (Intro. by Zweig, pp. ix-xii; Further quotes from Zweig, pp. I43, 202). 
I509. Lemonnier, Camille. Die Liebe im Menschen. Tr. from the French by Paul Adler. 
Leipzig: Rothbarth, I903 (Intro. by Zweig; nth ed. I9o9; Reprinted Leipzig: 
Wigand, I92o). 
Ipo. Warum ich Mannerkleider trug. Erlebnisse einer Frau. Tr. from the French by 
P. Cornelius. Berlin: Juncker, I9IO (Intro. by Zweig). 
I pI. Leppin, Paul. Prager Rhapsodic. Erstes Buch. Prag: Stil Verlag, I938 (Intro. by 
Zweig). 
Ip2. (E.M.) Lilien. Sein Werk. Berlin-Leipzig: Schuster and Loeffler, I903 (Intra. by 
Zweig, pp. 9-29). 
IP3· Lind, Emil. Albert Schweitzer. Leven en Werk. Tr. from the German by Jan Poorte-
naar. Naarden: In den Toren, I949 (Intro. by Zweig; 3· ed. I95 5). 
IP4· Mann, Klaus and Willi Fehse. Anthologie jiingster Lyrik. Hamburg: Gebriider 
Enoch, I927(Intro. by Zweig). 
I5I5. Mayer, Paul. Wunden und Wunder. Gedichte. Heidelberg: Saturn, I9I3 (Intro. by 
Zweig). 
I 5 I6. Mercereau, Alexander. Worte vor dem Leben. Tr. from the French by Paul Friedrich. 
Leipzig: Insel, I9I4(Epilogue by Zweig, pp. I49-I54). 
I 5 11· Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus. Bin Brief von Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart an sein Augs-
burger Bas/e. Wien-Leipzig-Ztirich: Reichner, I93I (Intra. by Zweig). 
Ip8. Prager, Hans. Die Weltanschauung Dostrijewskis. Hildesheim: Borgmeyer, I925 
(Intro. by Zweig). 
I 5 I9. Relgis, Eugen. Muted Voices. Tr. from the Spanish by Rose Freeman-Ishill. Berkeley 
Heights, New Jersey: Oriole Press, I938 (Intra. by Zweig; German version 
of this introduction reprinted in Blatter, 8/Io (Oct., I96o), 25). 
I 520. Renan, Ernest. Jugenderinnerungen. Tr. from the French by Hannah Szass. Frankfurt 
am Main: Frankfurter Verlags Anstalt, I925 (Intra. by Zweig, pp. 5-27; Cf. 
526). 
I 52 I. Rimbaud, Arthur. Gedichte. Tr. from the French by K. L. Ammer (pseud. for Karl 
Klammer). Wiesbaden: Insel, I954 (Intro. by Zweig; Insel-Bticherei, No. 592; 
Cf. p6). 
I 5 22. - Leben und Dichtung. Tr. from the French by K. L. Ammer (pseud. for Karl 
Klammer). Leipzig: Insel, I907 (Intro. by Zweig). 
I523· Robakidse, Grigol. Das Schlangenhemd. Bin Roman des georgischen Volkes. Jena: 
Diederichs, I928 (Intro. by Zweig). 
I524· Rolland, Romain. Liber amicorum Romain Rolland. Zurich-Leipzig: Rotapfel, I926 
(Zweig was an editor and contributor to this work; Reprinted in French 
Paris: Michel, n.d.). 
I525· Rose, William and G. Craig Houston. Rainer Maria Rilke. Aspects of his Mind and 
Poetry. London: Sidgwick and Jackson, I938 (Intro. by Zweig, pp. I-9). 
Ip6. Rousseau, Jean Jacques. Emil oder fiber die Erziehung. Postdam: Gustav Kiepen-
heuer, I9I9 (Intro. by Zweig, pp. 7-16). 
I 5 27. Sainte-Beuve, Charles Augustin. Literarische Portraits aus dem Frankreich des XVII.-
XIX. Jahrhunderts. 2 Vol. Frankfurt am Main: Frankfurter Verlags Anstalt, 
1923 (Intra. by Zweig, Vol. I, pp. 5-25; Reprinted I925; Calw: Hatje, I947 
(Reprinted I949); Wien: Verkauf, I947 (Reprinted 1949). St. Gallen: Zolli-
kofer, 1949). 
Ip8. Soulie, Gaston. Plusjamais fa! Paris: Debresse, I937 (Preface in the form of letters 
by Romain Rolland and Zweig). 
I 529· Specht, Richard. Florestan Kestners Erjolg. Eine Erzahlung aus den Wiener Marztagen. 
Leipzig: Reclam, I929 (Epilogue by Zweig; Reclam Universal-Bibliothek, 
No. 7038-7039). 
I 5 30. Stefan-Gruenfeldt, Paul. Arturo Toscanini. Tr. from the German by Eden and Cedar 
Paul. New York: Viking, 1936 (Intra. by Zweig; Reprinted New York: 
Blue Ribbon Books, I938). 
1531. - Arturo Toscanini. Bin Lebensbild. Wien: Reichner, 1936 (Intra. by Zweig; 
Reprinted as "Arturo Toscanini. Ein Bildnis" in Begegnungen, pp. 78-87). 
I 5 32. Stonehill, Charles Archibald, ed. The Jewish Contribution to Civilization. Birmingham, 
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England: Frank Juckes Press, I940 (Intra. by Zweig, pp. 5-7; Minor Zweig 
Bibliography, pp. I95-I96). 
I533· Tolstoy, Leo. De levende Gedachten van Tolstoi (verzameld door Stefan Zweig). Tr. 
Frank de Vries. Den Haag: Servire, I939 (Levende Gedachten. Eerste Reeks, 
No. 3). 
I 5 34· - (Stefan Zweig Presents the) Living Thoughts of Tolstqy. Greenwich, Conn.: Fawcett 
Publications, Inc., I96o (In "The Living Thoughts Series- A Premier Book"; 
Tr. of the Tolstoy essay (I937) from the German by Barrows Mussey; Intra. 
essay, pp. 9-32). 
I535· - Nusus Mukhtaroh nun Tolstoy. Tr. Shukry Muhammed 'Ayyad. al-Qahirah: 
dar al-Qalam, I96o (Selected texts from Tolstoy; Intra. by Zweig). 
I 5 36. - Les Pages immortelles de Tolstoi. Paris: Correa, I939 (Intra. essay by Zweig, tr. 
into French by J. Angelloz). 
I) 37· Verhaeren, Emile. Hymnen an das Leben. Leipzig:Insel, I9II (Intro.and tr. by Zweig). 
I538. Verlaine, Paul. Anthologie der besten Vbertragungen der Gedichte Verlaines. Berlin: 
Schuster and Loeffler, I9o2 (Ed. and Intra. by Zweig with six Zweig trans-
lations; 2. ed. I9o7; 3· ed. I9II). 
I539· - Gedichte. Eine Auswahl der besten Vbertragungen. Leipzig: Insel, I927 (Sel. and 
epilogue by Zweig, pp. 69-70; Reprinted in I929, I938; Insel-Bticherei, No. 
394). 
I 540. - Gesammelte Werke. Ed. Stefan Zweig. Leipzig: Insel, I922 (Intra. to Vol. II, 
pp. 5-2I entitled "Paul Verlaines Leben"; Vol. I includes the following Zweig 
translations: "Mondschein," p. 45, "Die Unverdorbenen," p. 49, "Regenlied," 
p. 93, "Das Iinde Lied," p. I3o, "Interieur," p. 170, "Einst war ich glaubig .. ," 
p. 29I). 
I54I. Voss, Hartfrid, ed. Lyrische Handschriften unserer Zeit. Ebenhausen bei Mtinchen: 
Voss, I95 8 (Intra. by Zweig). 
I542. Zodykow, Maxim. Stimmeausdem Dunkel. Berlin: Lehmann, I93I (Intra. by Zweig). 
XVI. BOOK REVIEWS BY STEFAN ZWEIG 
I543· Bahr, Hermann, 0 Mensch. Roman. Berlin: Fischer, I9Io(Rev.: BT, Sept. 28, I9Io). 
I544· Baumberg, Antonie. Kleine Erziihlungen und Skizzen. Wien: Konegen, I902 (Rev.: 
DLE, 5.].: II (Mar. I, I903), 744-748 ("Skizzen-und Novellenbticher")). 
I545· Blumenthal, Hermann. Der Weg der ]ugend. Roman. Berlin: Marquardt, I907 and 
Knabenalter. Roman. Berlin: Marquardt, I908 (Rev.: DLE, Io.J.: I9 (Jul. I, 
I 908), I 348). 
I546. Buddha, Gotamo. Reden. German tr. Karl Eugen Neumann. Mtinchen: Piper, 
I9I9 (Rev.: NFP, No. I9787, Sept. 26, I9I9, pp. I-3 ("Erhabenes Vermacht-
nis")). 
I547· Dahm, Paula. Gedichte. Dresden: Pierson, I902 (Rev.: DLE, 4.].: I4 (April, I902), 
974 ("Neue Frauenlyrik")). 
I548. D'Annunzio, Gabriele. Romische Elegien. German tr. Eugen Gugeia. Wien: Stern, 
I903 (Rev.: DLE, 5 .J.: I 8 (June I;, I903), I25 8). 
I549· Dostoevskaja, Anna Grigorevna. Die Lebenserinnerungen der Gatlin Dostojewskis. 
German tr. Dmitri Umanskij. Ed. Rene Ftilop-Miller and Friedrich Eckstein. 
Mtinchen: Piper, I925 (Rev.: DL, XXVII: IO (June, I925), 58I-583). 
I550. Duimchen, Theodor. Mittel und Wege. Berlin: Johannes Rade, I9o2 (Rev.: DLE, 
5 .J.: II (Mar. I, I903), 744-748 ("Skizzen- und Novellenbiicher")). 
I5)I. Eck, Miriam. Herbst. Berlin: Schuster and Loffier, I90I (Rev.: DLE, 4.].: I4 
(Apr., I902), 972 ("Neue Frauenlyrik")). 
I552· Eisenschitz, Fritz. fa wir! Berlin: Jung-Deutschland Verlag, I90I (Rev.: DLE, 
3.].: I 8 (June, I90I), I29I ("Neue Skizzen- und Novellenbticher")). 
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I553· Finckl, Ludwig. Rosen. Stuttgart-Leipzig: Deutsche Verlagsanstalt, I9o6 (Rev.: 
OR, IX : 2 (Nov.-Dec., I9o6), I47). 
I554· Flakes, Otto. &land. Roman. Berlin: Fischer, I922 and Die Simona. Roman. Berlin: 
Fischer, I922 (Rev.: NR, XXXIV : 3 (Mar., I923), 285-287). 
I555· Flaubert, Gustave. Herodias. German tr. Dr. Paul Adler. Leipzig: Seemann, I903 
(Rev.: DLB, 6.J.: 24 (Sept. I5, I904), 1737-I738). 
I5 56. Bin scblicbtes Herz. German tr. Ernst Hardt. Leipzig: Insel, I904 (Rev.: DLB, 
6.J.: 24(Sept. I5, I904), 1737-1738). 
I557· Die Scbule der Bmpjindsamkeit. German tr. Luise Wolf. Minden in Westfalen: 
Bruns, I904 (Rev.: DLB, 7-J.: 24 (Sept. I5, I905), 1793-I795). 
I5 58. Die Versucbung des beiligen Antonius. German tr. F. P. Greve. Minden in West-
falen: Bruns, I905 (Rev.: DLB, 9.].: 6(Dec. I5, I9o6), 474-475). 
I559· Forbes-Masse, Irene. Mezza voce. Berlin: Schuster and Loffier, I90I (Rev.: DLB, 
4-J.: I4 (Apr., I902), 972 ("Neue Frauenlyrik")). 
I56o. Franck, Hans. Godiva. Bin Drama. Mi.inchen: Delphin, I9I9 (Rev.: DLB, 22.].: II 
(Mar. I, I92o), 644-646 (Pp. 646-650 contain excerpts from the drama Godiva)). 
I 56 I. Frei, Leonore. Lebensflut. Gedichte. Berlin: Di.immler, I899 (Rev.: DLB, II : 8 (Jan. 
I5, I900), 579-580). 
I 562. Gelber, A. IOOI Nacht, der Sinn der Brziihlungen der Scheherezade. Wien: Pedes, 
I917 (Rev.: Wien, I917; Reprinted in Buropiiisches Brbe, pp. I57-I68 ("Das 
Drama in Tausendundeiner Nacht")). 
I563. Gerhardt-Amytor, Dagobert von. Rontgenstrahlen. and Das Amselnest. Breslau: 
Schottlander, I9o2 (Rev.: DLB, 5 .J.: I I (Mar. I, I9o3), 744-748 ("Skizzen-
und Novellenbi.icher")). 
I564. Greiner, Leo. Das Tagebuch. Gedichte. Mi.inchen-Leipzig: Georg Mi.iller, I9o6 
(Rev.: OR, VIII : 102jio3 (Aug.-Oct., I9o6), 42o). 
I565. Gundolf, Friedrich. Heinrich von Kleist. Berlin: Georg Bondi, I922 (Rev.: FZ, 
Feb. 2, I923). 
I566. Gi.inther, Christian. Strophen. Sel. and ed. with Intra. by Wilhelm von Scholz. 
Leipzig: Diederichs, I902 (Rev.: MJL, LXXI : 50 (Dec. I3, I902), 398-399 
("Eine neue Ausgabe Christian Gi.inthers")). 
I567. Guth, Alfred. Vom letzten Tag. Berlin: Hugo Steinitz, I90I (Rev.: DLB, 3.].: I8 
(June, I90I), I292 ("Neue Skizzenbi.icher")). 
I568. Heijermans, Herman. Sabbath. German tr. R. Ruben. Possneck in Th.: Bruno 
Feigenspann, I904(Rev.: DLB, 7-J.: 8(Jan. I5, I905), 594). 
I 5 69. Heine, Heinrich. Deutschland, ein Wintermiirchen. Ed. Friedrich Hirth. Berlin: 
Lehmann, I9I 5 (Rev.: DLB, XVIII : I 3 (Apr. I, I9I6), 795-798 ("Eine Fak-
simileausgabe von Heines 'Deutschland, ein Wintermarchen"')). 
I 570. de Heredia, Jose Maria. Trophiien. German tr. Emil von Gebsattet. Mi.inchen: 
Weber, I909 (Rev.: DLE, I 3.].: 3 (Nov. I, I9IO), 2I9). 
I57I. Hesse, Hermann. Blick ins Chaos. Bern: Seldwyla, I92o (Rev.: BN, July 27, I922 
("Selbstbesinnungsschriften von Ki.instlern")). 
I572. - Musik des Binsamen. Gedichte. Heilbronn: Salzer, I9I5 (Rev.: BN, Feb. 28, 
I9I 5, p. I). 
I 573· - Peter Camenzind. Berlin: Fischer, I904 (Rev.: F, VI : I4 (I904), 270). 
I574· Hochstetter, Sophie. Geduld. Roman. Berlin: P. Letto, I904 and Br versprach ihr einst 
das Paradies. Novelle. Berlin: Gebr. Paetel, I904 (Rev.: DLB, 8.].: 2 (Oct. I5, 
I905), I37-I39). 
1575· Hofmannsthal, Hugo von. Blektra. Berlin: Fischer, 1903 (Rev.: MJL, LXXII: 17 
(Dec., I903), p8-53o). 
I576. Holzamer, Wilhelm. Der arme Lukas. Leipzig: Seemann, 1903 (Rev.: DLB, 5· 
J.: 12(Mar. I5, I9o3), 854-855). 
1577· Honigsberg, Margret. Rot und andere Gedichte. Dresden-Leipzig: Pierson, 1899 
(Rev.: DLB, r.J.: 23 (Sept. L, 1899), I498-1499). 
1578. Janitschek, Maria. Bsclarmonde. Ihr Leben und Leiden. Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlags-
anstalt, I9o6 (Rev.: DLB, 9-J.: I (Oct. I, 1906), 67). 
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I579· Knorr, Josephine von. Gedichte. Berlin-Leipzig: Cotta, I90I (Rev.: DLE, 4.}.: I4 
(Apr., I902), 97I ("Neue Frauenlyrik")). 
I58o. Kurowski, Ludwig. Menschenbilder. Wien: Selbstverlag, I90I (Rev.: DLE, 3.}.: I8 
(June, I90I), I292 ("Neue Skizzenbiicher")). 
I581. Laforgue, Jules. Sagenhafte Sinnspiele. German tr. Paul Wiegler. Stuttgart: Juncker, 
I905 (Rev.: DLE, 7.}.: 23 (Sept. I, I905), I7I6-I7I8). 
I582. Lent, Gertrud. Im Sommer. Berlin: Harmonie, I903 (Rev.: DLE, 5.}.: II (Mar. I, 
I903), 744-748 ("Skizzen- und Novellenbiicher")). 
I583. Liebish, Rudolf. Der zerbrochene Krug und andere Geschichten. Dessau: Diinnhaupt, 
I903 (Rev.: DLE, 5.}.: II (Mar. I, I903), 744-748 ("Neue Skizzen- und 
Novellenbiicher")). 
I 5 84. Lucka, Emil. Dostrijewski. Stuttgart-Berlin: Deutsche Verlagsanstalt, I924 (Rev.: 
DLE, XXVI : 7 (Apr.-Sept., I924), 436). 
I 58 5. - Winland. Novel/en und Legenden. Wien: Deutsch-Osterreichischer, I 9 I 2 (Rev.: 
DLE, I4.}.: 20(July I5, I9I2), I447-I448). 
I586. Maeterlinck, Maurice. Gedichte. German tr. R. Ammer and Friedrich von Oppeln-
Bronikowski. Jena: Diederichs, I9o6 (Rev.: DLE, Io.J.: 20 (July I5, I908), 
I464-I465)· 
I587. Mann, Thomas. Foreword to Rede und Antwort, dated Miinchen, Apr., I92I; 
First book printing in Rede und Antwort. Berlin: Fischer, I922 (Rev.: NR 
(Berlin), XXXII : 2 (I92I), I3I 5-IFI ("Thomas Manns 'Rede und Antwort"'). 
I 5 88. Meier-Grafe, Julius. Dostojewski, der Dichter. Berlin: Rowohlt, I926 (Rev.: DL, 
XXVIII : 8 (I925-I926), 46I-462). 
I589. Mell, Max. Dasbekranztefahr. Gedichte. Berlin: Juncker, I9I I (Rev.: NR, XXIII : I 
(I9I2), 598-599 ("Schone Verse")). 
I590. Michel, Wilhelm. Friedrich Holder/in. Weimar: E. Lichtenstein, I925 (Rev.: DL, 
XXVIII : 4(I925-I926), 245). 
I591. Moore, George. Aus toten Tagen. German tr. Max Meyerfeld. Berlin: Fleischel, 
I907 (Rev.: DLE, II.}.: 23 (Sept. I, I909), I69). 
I592. Netto, Hadrian Maria. Sibylle und der Papagei. Eine Salzburger Idyl/e. Dresden: 
Sibyllen-Verlag, I92I (Rev.: DLE, 24.].: 9 (Feb. I, I922), 56I). 
I593· Orzeszko, Helene. Der starkere Simson und Anderes. Berlin: Siegfried Cronback, 
I903 (Rev.: DLE, 5.].: II (Mar. I, I903), 744-748 ("Skizzen- und Novellen-
biicher")). 
I 5 94· Perfall, Anton von. Die Hexen von Nordehoog. Miinchen: Langen, I902 (Rev.: DLE, 
5.].: II (Mar. I, I903), 744-748("Skizzen-undNovellenbiicher")). 
I595· DieLandstreicherin. Leipzig: Muller-Mann, I903 (Rev.: DLE, 5.].: II (Mar. I, 
I903), 744-748 ("Skizzen- und Novellenbiicher")). 
I596. Die Molschule. Miinchen: Langen, I90I (Rev.: DLE, 5.].: II (Mar. I, I903), 
744-748 ("Skizzen- und Novellenbiicher")). 
I597· Pruschanski, N. Bin Blatt aus der Chronik unserer Stadt. Berlin: Cronbach, I903 
(Rev.: DLE, 6.].: I9 (July I, I904), I 3 78-I 3 79). 
I598. Rafael, L. (pseud. for Hedwig Kiesekamp). Abendg/uten. Leipzig: Brietkopf and 
Hartel, I90I (Rev.: DLE, 4.].: I4 (Apr., I902), 973 ("Neue Frauenlyrik")). 
I599· Raff, Helene. Modellgeschichten. Berlin: Gebr. Pietel, I902 (Rev.: DLE, 5.].: II 
(Mar. I, I903), 744-748 ("Skizzen- und Novellenbiicher")). 
I6oo. Reinfels, Hans von. F/ammen der Liebe. Leipzig: Pierson, I9oo (Rev.: DLE, 5.].: 
II (Mar. r, 1903), 744-748 ("Skizzen- und Novellenbiicher")). 
I6oi. Reisch!, Friedrich and Luigi Kasimir. Das Buch von der schiinen Stadt Salzburg. Wien: 
Hugo Heller, I923 (Rev.: DLE, XXVI: 7 (Apr.-Sept., I924), 437). 
I6o2. Rice, Muriel. Von zwei Ufern. Gedichte. German tr. Theodor Lessing. Gottingen: 
Hapke, I9o9 (Rev.: DLE, I2.J.: 9 (Feb. I, I9Io), 666-667). 
I603. Rilke, Rainer Maria. Neue Gedichte. Leipzig: Insel, I905 (Rev.: DLE, II.].: 6 
(Dec. I5, I9o8), 4I6-4I8). 
I6o4. Rossler, Arthur. Es gibt so/che Menschen. Miinchen: August Schupp, I90I (Rev.: 
DLE, 3.].: I8 (June, I90I), I29I ("Neue Skizzenbiicher")). 
I6o5. Sachs, Erich. Bin Lebensmorgen. Berlin: Ebering, I90o (Rev.: DLE, 3.J.: I8 (June, 
I90I), I292 ("Neue Skizzenbiicher")). 
I6o6. Salus, Hugo. Novel/en des l,yrikers. Berlin: Fleischel, I903 (Rev.: DLE, 6.].: 5 
(Dec. I, I903), 366-367). 
I6o7. Samain, Albert. Gedichte. German tr. Lucy Abels. Berlin: Borngraber, I9II (Rev.: 
DLE, I3.J.: 12(Mar. I5, I9II), 9I4-9I5). 
I6o8. Schafer, Wilhelm. Gottlieb Mangold. Berlin: Schuster and Loeffler, I90I (Rev.: 
DLE, 3-J·: I8 (June, I90I), I29I ("Neue Skizzenbiicher")). 
I609. Schlaf, Johannes. Maeterlinck. Berlin: Marquardt, I906 (Rev.: DLE, 9.].: II (Mar. 
I, I907), 907). 
I6IO. Schmitz, Oskar A. H. Haschisch. Frankfurt am Main: Siidwestdeutscher Verlag, 
I9o2 (Rev.: DLE, 5-J.: II (Mar. I, I903), 744-748 ("Skizzen- und Novellen-
biicher")). 
I6II. Schullern, Heinrich von. Neues Skizzenbuch. Linz: dsterreichische Verlagsanstalt, 
I90I (Rev.: DLE, 3-J.: I8 (June, I90I), I290-I29I ("Neue Skizzenbiicher")). 
I6IZ. Schwarz, Heinrich. Salzburg und das Salzkammergut. Wien: Anton Schroll, I926 
(Rev.: DL, XXVIII : 7 (I925-I926), 443). 
I6I3. Semmig, Jeanne Bertha. Enzio. Berlin: Georg Heinrich Meyer, I90I (Rev.: DLE, 
4-J.: I4 (Apr., I902), 973 ("Neue Frauenlyrik")). 
I6I4. Soederberg, Eduard. Gassenlieder. German tr. Max Bamberger. Strassburg: Josef 
Singer, I902(Rev.: DLE, 5-J.: 2o(July I5, I903), I442). 
I6I5. Stendhal (pseud. for Henri Beyle). Bekenntnisse eines Egoisten. German tr. Artur 
Schurig. Jena: Diederichs, I905 (Rev.: DLE, 8.J.: 22 (Aug. I5, I9o6), I623). 
I6I6. Strassburger, Egon H. Firlejanz der Puppendoktor. Miirchen. Berlin: Heinemann, 
I92I (Rev.: DLE, 24.J. : 6(Dec. I5, I92I), 370-37I). 
I6I7. Suttner, Bertha von. Die Waf fen nieder. Dresden: Pierson, I889 (Rev.: NFP, 
June 2I, I9I8, pp. I-4· 
I6I8. Theodor, Josef. Aus Tag und Traum. Breslau: Schottlander, I902 (Rev.: DLE, 
5-J.: II (Mar. I, I903), 744-748 ("Skizzen- und Novellenbiicher")). 
I6I9. Thoma, Ludwig. AssessorKarlchen. Miinchen: Langen, I90I (Rev.: DLE, 3-J.: I8 
(June, I90I), I29o ("Neue Skizzenbiicher")). 
I62o. Verlaine, Paul. Gedichte. German tr. Otto Hauser. Berlin: Concordia, I899 (Rev.: 
DLE, 2.J.: 23 (Sept. I, I9oo), I66I). 
I621. Wegner, Arnim T. Funj Finger iiber Dir. Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlagsanstalt, I930 
(Rev.: DL, XXXII: 4(I929-I93o), 235). 
I622. Zech, Paul. Rimbaud. Querschnitt durch sein Leben und Werk. Leipzig: Wolkenwan-
derer, I927 (Rev.: Tb, VIII : 6 (I927), 225-227). 
XVII A. ARTICLES AND BOOK REVIEWS OF 
WORKS BY STEFAN ZWEIG 
POETRY 
Ausgewiihlte Gedichte. Leipzig: Insel, I93I (or later editions). 
I623. NL, 33-J. (I93I), 84 (J. Demmering). 
I624. RCC, 36.a.: I (I936-I937), 553-557 (R. Pitrou). 
"Der Bildner" (Rodin). 
I625. DF, XXV: 64oj648 (Jan., I924), 49-52 (Karl Kraus). 
Die friihen Kriinze. Leipzig: Insel, I9o6 (or later editions). 
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I95o, f.m. (Cf. esp. pp. 2.85-304). 
332.8. Rose, Ernst. A History of German Literature. New York: New York University 
Press, I96o, p. 2.9I. 
3 32.9· Salzer, Anselm. Illustrierte Geschichte der deutschen Literatur von den iiltesten Zeiten bis 
zur Gegenwart. Vol. I/V. Regensburg: Josef Habbel, I93I, Vol. IV, pp. 
I666-I667, I739; Vol. V, p. 2.2.88. 
3330. Samuel, Richard and Thomas R. Hinton. Expressionism in German Life and Litera-
ture and the Theater. I9I0-I92.4. Cambridge: W. Heffer, I939, f.m. 
3331· Scherer, Wilhelm and Theodor Schultz. Geschichte der deutschen Literatur. Wien: 
Concordia, I 948, p. 69 5. 
3332.. Schmidt, Adalbert. Deutsche Dichtung in Osterreich. Wien-Leipzig: Adolf Luser, 
I935, pp. 2.4, 3I, I2.3, 2.01. 
3333· Schmitt, Fritz and Gerhard Fricke. Deutsche Literaturgeschichte in Tabellen. Vol. I/III. 
Bonn: Athenaum, I952., Vol. III, pp. 2.38, 2.83. 
3334· Soergel, Alabert and Curt Hohoff. Dichtung und Dichter der Zeit. Vol. I/II. Dussel-
dorf: August Bagel, I96I, Vol. I, p. 42.I; Vol. II, pp. 448-450 (Reprinted I963). 
3335· Walzel, Oskar. Die deutsche Dichtung seit Goethes Tod. Berlin: Akademischer Verlag, 
I92.0, pp. 2.97, 43 I-432., 489, 49I (5. ed. I92.9, pp. I 5I If.). 
3336. Weiskopf, Franz Karl. Unter fremden Himmeln. Bin Abriss der deutschen Literatur im 
Exil. I933-I947· Berlin: Dietz, I948, f.m. 
3337· Wiegand, Julius. Geschichte der deutschen Dichtung. Koln: Schaaffstein, I92.2., pp. 365-
39I (Excellent discussion of New Romanticism). 
3338. Wiegler, Paul. Geschichte der deutschen Literatur. Vol. IJII. Berlin: Ullstein, I930, Vol. 
II, pp. 82.I, 858. 
3339· Wilpert, Gero von. Deutsche Literatur in Bildern. Stuttgart: Kroner, I957, pp. 786, 
8I2.. 
XXIII. MISCELLANY 
Films Made from Zweig's Works (Cf. Knaurs Buch vom Film. Ed. Rune Walderkranz and 
Werner Arpe. Miinchen: Droemersche Verlagsanstalt, I956, p. 468; Blatter, I 
(Apr., I958), 8). 
3340. "Amok," I927 (Russia; Directed by Konstantin Mardschanow). 
334I. - I934 (France; Directed by Fedor Ozep). 
3342. "Angst," I928 (Germany; Directed by Hans Steinhoff). 
3343· - I934 (France; Directed by Viktor Tourjansky). 
3344· - I954 (Germany; Directed by Roberto Rosellini, starring Ingrid Bergmann). 
3345· "Brennendes Geheimnis," I933 (Germany; Directed by Robert Siodmak; a. also 
NYT, Nov. 6, I946, p. 30 ("M.G.M. Buys Film Rights to Story 'Burning 
Secret"')). 
3346. "Brief einer Unbekannten" ("Narkose"), I929 (Germany; Directed by Alfred Abel). 
3347· - I943 (Finnland; Directed by Hannu Leminen, starring Helena Kara). 
3348. - I948 (USA; Directed by Max Ophiils, starring Joan Fontaine). 
3349· "Das gestohlene Jahr" (Unpublished scenario with the collaboration of Berthold 
Viertel), I951 (Austria; Directed by Wilfred Frass, starring Ewald Baseler). 
3 3 50. Das Haus am Meer (Drama), I924 (Germany; Directed by Fritz Kaufmann, starring 
Asta Nielsen and Albert Steinriick). 
3351. Marie Antoinette (Biography), I938 (USA; Directed by W. S. van Dyke, starring 
Norma Shearer, Tyrone Power and John Barrymore). 
3352. "Schachnovelle" (Film version written by Herbert Reinecker, Harold Medford 
and Gerd Oswald), I96o (Austria; Starring Curd Jurgens; German premiere 
in Austria Sept. 2, I96o (Wien); English premiere Sept. I, I96o; Cf. rev. in 
Die neue Film-Post, 7.].: 4 (I96o)). 
3353· "Das Schicksal einer Nacht" (Sternstunden der Menschheit), 1927 (Germany; Directed 
by Erich Schonfelder, starring Erna Morena and Harry Liedtke). 
3354· Ungeduld des Herzens (Novel), 1946 (England; English title Beware of Pity; Directed 
by Maurice Elvey, starring Lilli Palmer and Albert Lieven). 
3355· "Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben einer Frau," 1944 (Argentina; Directed 
by Carlos Borcosqu, starring Amelia Bence). 
3356. 1952 (England; English title Twenty-four Hours in the Life of a Woman; Produced 
by Associated British Picture Corp.; Released in USA in I95 3 as Affair in 
Monte Carlo by the Allied Artists Production; TV version written by John 
Mortimer in 1960, starring Ingrid Bergmann and Maximilian Schell). 
Zweig's Works set to Music: 
3357· Demuth, Norman. Three poems (1944). 
3357a. Ebenhoh, Horst. "Virata oder die Augen des ewigen Bruders" (Used as text basis 
for an oratorio in six scenes; Cf. Blatter, 8/IO (Oct., 196o), 21). 
3357b. Rad6, Aladar. Four poems by Emile Verhaeren in Zweig's translation (1913). 
3 3 5 7c. Reger, Max. Two poems ("Bin Drangen ist in meinem Herzen" and "Neue Fulle"). 
3358. Rontgen, Johannes. "Two poems from 'Musik der Jugend' (For soprano with 
instrumental accompaniment; Amsterdam: Alsbach, 1936). 
3359· Schibler, Arnim. "Polyphem" (Cantata for Chorus, solo-tenor and two pianos; 
Opus 34; Zurich: Selbstverlag, 1952). Radio opera based on "Die Augen des 
ewigen Bruders." 
3359a. Seiber, Matyas. Incidental music to Volpone. 
3359b. Strausz, Richard. Music to the text Die schweigsame Frau. 
3359c. Szelenyi, Istvan. Oratorio based on "Varata oder die Augen des ewigen Bruders". 
3359d. Toch, Ernst. Music to the text of "Die Heilige aus U.S.A." (1932). 
Recordings of Zweig's Works: 
3360. "Brief einer Unbekannten," Read by Ruth Leuwerik. Deutsche Grammophon 
Gesellschaft, No. 440I 1. 
3361. "Novemberwind," (Original text by Emile Verhaeren in French, translated into 
German by Stefan Zweig). Shortened version read by Alexander Moissi. 
Monarch Record Gramophone, No. 041-023 (Cf. Blatter, I (Apr., I958), 7). 
3362. "Schachnovelle," Read by Curd Jurgens. Amadeo, No. AM-AVRS Ior5. 
3363. "Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Leben einer Frau," Read by Lil Dagover. 
Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft, No. 44009. 
3364. German tape entitled "Stefan Zweig" available at the German Consulate, Detroit, 
Michigan. Tape No. 3 58 (27 min. 30 sec.). 
3365. "Zweig im 'Osterreichischen Rundfunk'," Blatter, 8/Io(Oct., I96o), 22. 
Further Reference Works to be Consulted: 
3366. Burgin, Hans. Das Werk Thomas Manns. Eine Bibliographie (unter Mitarbeit von 
Walter A. Reichert und Erich Neumann). Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 1959, 
Nos. I, roa; III, 4; V, 447· 
3367. Garraty, John A. The Nature of Biography. New York: Knopf, I957, pp. 126, I3I. 
3368. Jonas, Klaus W. Fifty Years of Thomas Mann Studies. A Bibliography of Criticism. 
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, I95 5, Nos. 760, 764, I749, 2635. 
3369. Reference to Zweig's Tolstoi essay in BA, III : 3 (July, 1929), 296-297 in H. G. 
Wendt's review of Philipp Witkop's Leo To!stoi. Wittenberg: Ziemsen, I928. 
3370. The Dutch fragment from Jeremias (Cf. item 100) was originally chosen as the 
lustrum-play (7oth anniversary) of the Christian Philanthropic Institute at 
Doetinchem, Holland. The whole Jeremias was performed in I938 as the 
lustrum-play (2nd anniversary) of the Vrijzinnig Christelijke Jeugd Centrale 
(in Dutch translation) at Ermelo, Holland. Translation and adaptation by 
Halbs C. Kool; Leader of the performance was the late Abraham van der Vies. 
I have seen references to the following but have not been able to trace them down: 
3371. Articles about Zweig in the following: 
Aufbau, I2 (1946). 
Der Bogen, 2.].: 13 (1946). 
Das goldene Tor, 6 (1947). 
Neue Aus!ese, 2.J.: 2 (1947). 
Wiener Revue. Bin Jahr Wiener Theater, Folge 7/8 (I946). 
XXIV. GERMAN MANUSCRIPTS IN ZWEIG'S 
MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION 
3372. Frels, Wilhelm. Deutsche Dichterhandschriften von 1400 bis 1900 (Gesamtkatalog der 
eigenhandigen Handschriften deutscher Dichter in den Bibliotheken und 
Archiven Deutschlands, Osterreichs, der Schweiz und der CSR). Leipzig: 
Verlag von Karl W. Hiersemann, I934, p. 375· 
Salzburg. S ammlung Stefan Zweig, Besitzer: Dr. Stefan Zweig, Kapuzinerberg 5. 
Nur Handschriften, keine Briefe. Aufnahme nach dem Bestand I928 his I929. 
I. Arndt, Ernst Moritz (I 769-r 86o): 2 Gedichte (p. 10 ). 
2. Arnim, Achim von (Ludwig Acbimo) (q8I-I83r): Gedicht "Der Leucht-
turm," (p. II). 
3· Amim, Bettina v., geb. Brentano (1785-I859): I Gedicht "Petofy dem 
Sonnengott," (p. I3). 
4· Bauerle, Adolf Johann (1786-I859): Ms. e. Kritik (5 I/2 S.) (p. I6). 
5· Bauemfeld, Eduard von (I8oz.-I89o): I Einakter "Der Zweifler" (I827) 
(p. IS). 
6. Bierbaum, Otto Julius (I865-I9Io): 2 Gedichte (p. 25). 
7· Blumauer, Joh. Alsys (1755-I798): Ein Bruchstiick der Aeneide (Buch 7, 
5 5-88) (p. 27). 
8. Bodenstedt, Friedrich von (I8I9-I892): 2 Gedichte (p. 29). 
9· Borne, Ludwig (I786-I837): "Briefe aus Paris," Anfang (I/2 S.) u. I 
Sinnspruch(p. 30). 
Io. Brentano, Clemens (I778-I842): 5 Gedichte (p. 37). 
II. Chamisso, Adalbert von (I78I-I838): einige Gedichte (p. 46). 
I2. Claudius, Matthias (I740-I8I5): I Gedicht "Ihr Leute gross u. klein," 
(p. 48). 
I3· Cornelius, Peter (I824-I874): I Gedicht an Liszt (p. so). 
I4. Dehmel, Richard (I863-I92o): 2 Gedichte (p. 55). 
I5· Droste-Hiilshoff, Annette Elizabeth Freiin von (I797-I848): 4 Gedichte 
(2 s. 8°) (p. 58). 
I6. Eckermann, Johann Peter (I792-I854): 3 Gedichte (p. 62). 
I7. Eichendorff, Joseph Freiherr v. (q88-I857): mehrere Mss. (p. 63). 
IS. Fontane, Theodor (I8I9-I898): Entwurf u. Inhaltsskizze von "Cc:cile" 
mit 3 Briefen, das Gedicht "Der alte Derffling" mit Begleitbrief (p. 7I). 
I9· Fouque, Friedrich Heinrich Karl Baron de Ia Motte (I777-I843): 
einige Gedichte (p. 73). 
20. Freiligrath, Ferdinand (I8Io-I876): 2 Gedichte (p. 76). 
2I. Geibel, Emanuel(I8I5-I884): 2 Gedichte(p. 8I). 
22. Gellert, Christian Furchtegott (17I5-1769): Ode auf den Tod Bernhard 
Christian Willes (p. 83). 
23. Gleim, Johann Wilhelm Ludwig (I7I9-I803): I Gedicht an Jean Paul 
(I798) (p. 89)· 
24. Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von (I749-I832): 
a. 52 Verse aus Faust II, Akt I (Plutusszene), 
b. Brautlied aus d. Maskenzuge I8Io, 
c. 2 S. aus Vorarbeiten zu d. "Principes de philosophie zoologique" Tl. 2, 
d. Gedichte: Eigenthum 
Im May ("Zwischen Weizen u. Korn") 
An Amalie Wolf I812 
e. I Seite Sprtiche aus d. Westostl. Divan, 
f. "Will einer sich gewohnen" aus d. Zahmen Xenien V, 
g. Die 2 letzten Strophen aus "An die verehrten IS Frankfurter Fest-
freunde," 
h. Hochzeitsgedicht fiir Willemers "Reicher Blumen goldene Ranken" 
(I8I5), 
i. 2 S. aus d. Jugend arbeiten I759 (p. 96). 
25. Gotthelf, Jeremias (wirklicher Name: Albert Bitzius) (I797-I8j4):Vor-
wort zu "Zeitgeist u. Bernergeist" (4 S.) (p. 98). 
26. Gottsched, Johann Christoph (17oo-I766): I Gedicht "Du bist des 
PhObus Sohn" (I73I) (p. 99). 
27. Grabbe, Christian Dietrich (I8oi-I836): ein Fragment aus "Don Juan u. 
Faust" (2. S) u. eines aus d. "Hermannsschlacht," erster Entwurf (8 S.) 
(p. 100). 
28. Grillparzer, Franz (I79I-I872): 3 Gedichte: "Napoleon I82l," "Vision," 
"Entsagung," (p. Io4). 
29. Groth, Klaus (I8I9-I899): Ms. "Vor de Gorn" (Io6 S.) mit vielen un-
veroffentlichten Gedichten (p. Io6). 
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30. Griin, Anastasius (wirklicher Name: Anton Alexander Graf von Auer-
sperg) (I8o6-I876): I Gedicht u.a. (p. I07). 
3 I. Gryphius, Andreas (I 6 I 6-I 664): I Sonett "Was sindt wir Menschen doch" 
(I64o) (p. 107). 
32. Hagedorn, Friedrich von (qo8-1754): I Promemoria tiber Voltaires 
RechtgHiubigkeit (p. I I I). 
33· Haller, Albrecht von (qo8-I777): I Gedicht an Gessner (p. II3). 
34· Halm, Friedrich (wirklicher Name: Franz Joseph Eligius Reichsfreiherr 
von Miinchhausen-Belling) (I 8o6-I 87I): I Gedicht "Beim Tode Lena us," 
(p. I13). 
35· Hamann, Johann Georg (1730-1788): I Ms. von 8 S. (vgl. Kliiber im 
Jahrbuch d. Goethe-Ges. I5. S. 89f.) (p. II4). 
36. Hamerling, Robert (I83o-I 889): I Gedicht (p. II 5). 
37· Hammer-Purgstall, Joseph von (I774-I856): 3 Gedichte (p. II5). 
38. Hardenberg, Friedrich von (Deckname: Novalis) (I772-I8oi): 
a. Das Gedicht "Der Fremdling" (Anfang) 
b. I Sonett an d. Bruder Karl (auf demselben Blatt noch ein Verzeichnis 
d. Werke J. Bohmes) 
c. Trinklied u. Liebesgedicht (2. S). 
d. Eingangsgedicht zum 2. Tl. des Ofterdingen (4 S.) 
e. Fragment aus d. 2. Tl (I/2 S.) 
f. I Gedichtfragment "Die Vermahlung der Jahreszeiten" (2 S.) (p. II6) 
39· Hartle ben, Otto Erich (I864-I905): I Gedicht "Franzensfeste," (p. II8). 
40. Hauff, Willielm (I8o2-I827): 
I Gedicht "Serenade" 
2 S. Notizen zu d. Skizzen aus Schwahen u. zum Fischerstechen (p. II9). 
41. Haug, Johann Christoph Friedrich (I76I-I829): I Gedicht an Hebel (p. 
I20). 
42. Hebbel, Friedrich (I8I3-I863): Novelle "Schnock" u. Schluss des 
Vorspiels der Niebelungen (p. 122). 
43· Hebel, Johann Peter (q6o-I826): 2 S. in 4° mit Erzahlungen (p. 122). 
44· Heine, Heinrich (I797-I856): "Die Weber" in der ersten Fassung, I 
Gedicht aus d. Wintermiirchen, erste Fassung, I/2 S. mit 3 Gedichten 
(p. I24). 
45· Heinse, Wilhelm (I746-I8o3): I Gedichtfragment "In einem Tal am 
FussedesVesuv ... "(p. I25). 
46. Herder, Johann Gottfried (1744-I803): 2 Gedichte (p. 128). 
47· Herwegh, Georg (I8I7-I875): I Gedicht "Den Reichstiiglern," (p. I3o). 
48. Heyse, Paul (I830-I9I4): Die Novelle "Einer von Hunderten" (45 S.) u. 
I GedichtanGeorgScherer I898(p. I32). 
49· Helle, Peter (I854-I904): IO Gedichte (p. I3Z). 
50. Holderlin, Friedrich (I77o-I843): 
a. I6 Gedichte 
b. Die Fragmente des Pindar 3-9 (friiher in der Slg. der Frhrn v. Bernus) 
c. Fragment aus d. Hyperion (6 vom gedruckten Text abweichende 
Briefe) 
d. Die Abschrift Sinclairs von "Patmos," (p. I 3 5). 
p. Holty, Ludwig Christoph Heinrich (I748-I776): I Gedicht "Aufmun-
terung zur Freude" u. "Maylied," (p. I35). 
52. Hoffmann, Ernst Theodor Amadeus (I n6- I 8 3 3): "Kreislers musikalische 
Leiden," u. 2 S. aus d. Erziihlung "Neueste Schicksale des Hundes 
Berganza." 
53· Hoffmann von Fallersleben, August Heinrich (1798-I874): 3 Gedichte. 
54· Jean Paul (d.i. Johann Paul Friedrich Richter) (1763-I825): 4 S. "Vom 
Verfasser der Auswahl aus des Teufels Papieren" u. Ms. der I. Fassung 
der "Rede des toten Christus vom Weltgebiiude herab." 
55· Immermann, Karl Lebrecht (1796-I84o): 2 Sonette. 
56. Karschin, Anna Luisa (I722-179I): 2 Gedichte. 
57· Keller, Gottfried (I8I9-I89o): "Feueridylle" (erste Fassung- I3 S. in gr. 
- 40). 
5 8. Kerner, J ustinus ( richtig J ustinus Andreas Christian) ( 17 8 6- I 8 62) : Gedicht 
"Der Wanderer in der Sagemiihle" u. I Klexographie mit Gedicht I854. 
59· Kinkel, Johann Gottfried (I8I5-I882): I Gedicht I862 "Die Veteranen 
des Exils." 
6o. Kleist, Ewald Christian von (17I5-I759): 4 S. in 8° mit I Gedicht "Ein-
ladung aufs Land" u. einigen Epigrammen. 
6I. Kleist, Heinrich von (1777-ISII): Fabel "Die Bedingung des Gartners" 
u. 6 Gedichte: Sonett an d. Konigin Louise (3. Fassung), An Friedrich 
Wilhelm III., Germania an ihre Kinder, an Kaiser Franz I., Kriegslied 
der Deutschen, An Wilhelmine von Zenge: "Nicht a us des Herzens 
Blossem Wunsche." 
62. Klopstock, Friedrich Gottlieb (1724-I8o3): Ode "An die rheinischen 
Republikaner." 
63. Korner, Karl Theodor (I79I-I8I3): Der Einakter "Die Blumen"(I S. in 
gr. 2°). 
64. Kotzebue, August Friedrich Ferdinand von (I76I-I8I9): Ms. des Lust-
spiels "Der Hagestolz u. die Korbe." 
65. Laube, Heinrich (I8o6-I884): I S. mit d. Abschiedsworten am Grabe 
Grillparzers. 
66. Lenau, Nikolaus (wirklicher Name: Nikolaus Franz Niembsch Edler 
von Strehlenau) (I 802-I 8 5o): Das Widmungsgedicht zu den Albigensern, 
die Gedichte: Crucifix, Der Maskenball, Die Waldkapelle, samtliche 
Schilfl.ieder u. I Gedichtentwurf von 6 V ersen. 
67. Lenz, Jakob Michael Reinhold (175I-I792): Gedicht "Ach, wo brennt sie 
himmlisch schon ... ". 
68. Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim ( 1729-178 I): I lat. Stammbuchblatt f. Seydel. 
69. Leuthold, Heinrich(I827-I879): I Gedichtentwurf. 
70. Lichtenberg, Georg Christoph (I742-I799): 2 S. Aphorismen u. Senten-
zen. 
71. Liliencron, Detlev Freiherr von (I844-I909): Ms. der Novelle "Die 
Mergelgrube" (39 S.), Prosagedicht "Schmetterlinge" (I I/2 S.), Korrek-
turbogen des Gedichts "Das verschiittete Dorf" mit Anmerkungen L's. 
72. Lingg, Hermann von (I82o-I905): 2 Gedichte. 
73· Ludwig, Otto (I8I3-I86s): Fragment e. Dramas. 
74· Meyer, Conrad Ferdinand (I825-I898): I Gedicht "Lenz, wer kann Dir 
widerstehen !" 
75· Morike, Eduard(I804-I875): Gedicht, "Jedem das Seine". 
76. Muller, Wilhelm (I794-I827): I Br. an Ludw. Tieck I4.Io.I826. 
77· Nietzsche, Friedrich (I844-I9oo): Gedichtzyklus "Heimkehr" I863 u. 
Novellenanfang "Euphorion," "Die Geburt des tragischen Gedankens" 
(Vorarbeit zur Geburt d. Tragodie), letzter Brief an Avenarius. 
78. Opitz, Martin (I597-I639): I lat. Gedicht. 
79· Pestalozzi, Johann Heinrich(I746-I827): I Fragment aus e. Roman(2. S.). 
So. Pfeffel, Gottlieb Konrad ( 173 6-I 8o9) : I Gedicht "Der schwarze Schwan." 
81. Platen-Hallermiinde, August Graf v. (I796-I835): Gedicht "Gnome." 
82. Raimund (eigentlich Raimann), Ferdinand (1790-I836) I I/2 Bl. zu 
"Der Bauer als Millionar," I Gedicht "An Gutenstein." 
83. Ramler, Karl Wilhelm (1725-I798): 2 Gedichte "Amyntas" u. "Der 
zerbrochene Krug." 
84. Reuter, Fritz (I8IO-I874): Gedicht "Hei is dod." 
85. Rilke, Rainer Maria (I875-I926): Die 1. Fassung d. "Weise von Liebe u. 
Tod des Cornets Chr. Rilke." 5 Gedichte: "Vor Ostern," "Die Greisin," 
"Das Bett," "Papageienpark," "Archaischer Torso Apollos." 
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86. Rodenberg, Julius (I83I-I9I4): I Gedicht. 
87. Rosegger, Peter (I843-I9I8): Ms. der Novelle "Der Lachenmacher." 
88. Ruckert, Friedrich (I788-I866): Gedicht "Jusuff u. Suleika." 
89. Saar, Ferdinand von (I833-I9o6): z Gedichte. 
90. Scheffel, Joseph Viktor(seit I876: von) (I8z6-I886): Gedicht "Waidmann 
u. Minne." 
9z. Schiller, Friedrich von (1759-I805): 
z Fragmente aus Phadra, 
I aus Don Carlos, 
7 Xenien, 
z S. mit Gedichtentwiirfen. 
92. Schlegel, August Wilhelm (1767-I 845): z Gedichte "Auf die Taufe eines 
Negers" u. "Die veredelte Hexenzunft." 
93· Schlegel, Friedrich (177z-I8z9): Aufsatz "Uber die Aussichten der Kunst 
im 6sterr. Kaiserstaat" (I8Iz) (I6 S.). 
94· Seidel, Heinrich (I 84z-I9o6): Ms. der Novelle "Eva." 
95· Seume, Johann Gottfried (I763-I8w): Elegie "An das deutsche Volk" 
(I8IO) u. das Ms. von "Mein Leben." 
96. Stelzhamer, Franz (I8oz-I874): I Gedicht "Radikale Lieder. 1." 
97· Stolberg, Friedrich Leopold Graf zu (175o-I8I9): Gedicht "An Agnes" 
usw. 
98. Storm, Theodor (I8I7-I888): Erganzung d. Novelle "Im Sonnenschein" 
(IZ S.) u. der Gedichtzyklus "Die rote Rose" (4 S.). 
99· Strachwitz, Graf Moritz von (I8zz-I847): I Liebesgedicht an Barrie. 
Ioo. Tieck, Ludwig (I773-I853): I S. zum Versdrama "Isodir u. Olga" u. I 
Buchbesprechung(I S.). 
IOI. Uz, Johann Peter (I7zo-I796): I Gedicht "Hagedorn" (I744). 
I oz. Varnhagen von Ense, Karl August(I785-I858): 4 Gedichte. 
103. Varnhagen von Ense, Rahel, geb. Levin(177I-I833): Eine philosophische 
Abhandlung I3·9·I8zo. 
I 04. Vogl, Johann Nepomuk (I 8oz-I 866): 3 Gedichte. 
I05. Voss, Johann Heinrich (I75I-I8z6): "Idylle," "Die Bleicherin." 
106. Vulpius, Christian August (176z-I8z7): Aufsatz von I 1/z S. 
I07. Wackenroder, Wilhelm Heinrich (I773-1798): z Entwiirfe "Sprachbe-
merkungen iiber die Minnesinger" u. "Wi:irter u. Redensarten aus Hans 
Sachs." 
Io8. Wagner, Richard (I8I3-I883): 8 S. aus "Siegfried," Akt I, Szene I, u. 
Festrede f. Friedrich Schneider, Dresden I 846 (3 S.). 
I09. Waiblinger, Friedrich Wilhelm (I804-I83o): z Gedichte "Der Griechin 
Klage" u. "Die Griechin v. Korinth." 
IIO. Werner, Zacharias (1768-I8z3): Der I65. Gesang iiber Michelangelos 
jiingstes Gericht I8IO (I I/z S.). 
III. Wieland, Christoph Martin (I733-I8I3): I S. zur Horaziibersetzung. 
IIZ. Zschokke, Johann Heinrich Daniel (I77I-1848): Aufsatz "Die Republik 
Krakau u. die Neutralitat" (3 S.). 
XXV. ARTICLES BY ZWEIG CONCERNING HIS 
MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION AND ARTICLES ABOUT 
ZWEIG AS A MANUSCRIPT COLLECTOR 
3373· "Das Autographensammeln," VZ, Sept. 14, 1913. 
3374· "Die Autographensammlung als Kunstwerk," DBK, II (I9I4), 44-50 (Reprinted in 
Spiegelungen, pp. 44-51). 
3375· "Die drei Meyer-Sammlungen," BT, June 17, 1924 (Arthur Meyer, Cornelius 
Meyer, R. M. Meyer). 
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3376. "EchteundfalscheAutographen," ARsch, VII(r926), II5. 
3377· "MeineAutographensammlung," Ph, III : 7(1930), 279-289. 
3378. Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus. Bin Brief von Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart an sein Augs-
burger Bas/e. Wien-Leipzig-Ziirich: Reichner, 193 r (Intra. by Zweig witb a 
four page facsimile of Mozart's letter and a transcription of it). 
3379· "Neue Napoleon Manuskripte," Ph, II (1929), 246. 
3380. "Die Sammlung Morrison," VZ, Sept. 6, 1917 (Cf. DBK, VI (1918), 73). 
3381. "Sinn und Schonheit der Autographen," DNSch, 19.]. (1958), II8 (Cf. also Be-
gegnungen (1937 ed.), pp. 469-476; Beg<gnungen (1955 ed.), pp. 441-448; Excerpts 
of this essay are used as the Intro. to Lyrische Handschrift unserer Zeit. Ed. Hart-
frid Voss. Ebenhausen bei Miinchen: Hartfrid Voss, 1958, p. 5). 
3382. "Die Welt der Autographen," DBK, 12./13.]. (1927), 70-77. 
3383. Arens, Hanns. "Der Sammler Stefan Zweig," DNZg, 121 (1949) (Reprinted in 
Imp, XI (1953), 199-205; NDH, 5 (1954), 394; WidZ, 10 (Oct., 1961), 36-40). 
3384. - "Stefan Zweig as a Collector of Manuscripts," Ms, 9 (1957), 43-45· 
3385. Blatter, 6/7 (Oct., 1959), 9 ("Zweigs Sammlung von Autographenkatalogen noch 
geschlossen vorhanden im Privatbesitz von Herrn Heinrich Eisemann"). 
3386. Burchardt, Hansjiirgen. "Die Autographen-Auktion bei Stargard vom 14. Novem-
ber1958," BdBh, 14.].: 10(1958), 17o8-r71I. 
3387. Claude!, Paul and Andre Gide. Correspondance. 1899-1926. Pref. and Notes Robert 
Mallet. 5· ed. Paris: Gallimard, 1949, pp. 210, 357 (Ref. to Zweig's attempt to 
purchase Claudel's L' Annonce faite a Marie). 
3388. Dargan, E. Preston and Bernard Weinberg, eds. The Evolution of Balzac's 'Comedic 
humaine'. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1942, pp. 427-430 (Appendix: 
Wells Chamberlin, "The Zweig Manuscript Proof of'Une tenebreuse Affaire"'). 
3389. Ecker, Karl. "Die Sammlung Stefan Zweigs in der Osterreichischen National-
bibliothek - Wien," Festschrift zum 25 jahrigen Dienstjubilaum des General 
Direktors Josef Bick. Ed. Jasek Stummvoll. Wien, 1948, pp. 321-330 ("Stefan 
Zweig Autographen: 
a. In der Handschriftensammlung: q Autographen verschiedener Art 
(Briefe, Postkarten, Widmungen, teilweise nur Unterschriften) 
b. In der Theatersammlung: Die schweigsame Frau, Oper fiir Richard Strauss"). 
3390. Hintenberger, Heinrich, ed. Reprasentative Originai-Handschriften. Eine berilhmte 
Autographen-Sammlung. I. Teil. Katalog IX. Wien: Heinrich Hintenberger, 
n.d. (a. also Katalog XX: Interessante Autographen aus zwei bekannten Samm-
lungen). 
3391. Thommem-Girard, G. H. "Stefan Zweig als Autographen-Sammler," DAnq, 
ro.J. (1954), 205-208. 
3392. Wolbe, Eugen. "Stefan Zweig als Autographensammler," DKw, XIII (Nov., 1931), 
72-73· 
3393· Zohn, Harry. "Stefan Zweig as a Collector of Manuscripts," CQ, XXV: 3 (May, 
1952), !82-191. 
ADDENDA 
3394· Arens, Hanns. "Erinnerungen an Stefan Zweig. Aufgezeichnet aus Anlass seines 
So. Geburtstags," WeltundWort, XVI(1961), 334-336,340. 
3395· Barthel, L. F., ed. Das war Binding. Bin Buch der Erinnerung. Wien-Berlin-Stuttgart, 
1955 (Contributions by Thomas Seidenfaden, Karl Rauch, 0. Jancke, Tilla 
Fleischel, Stefan Zweig, Richard Scheibe, Willi Fehse, et a/.). 
3396. Berenson, Bernard. Sunset and Twilight. From the Diaries of I947-I9f8. Intro. by 
Iris Origo. Epilogue by Nicky Mariano. New York: Harcourt, Brace and 
World, 1963, p. 9 (Reference to Zweig's Balzac). 
3397· Butler, E. M. The Tyranny of Greece over Germany. Boston: Beacon Press, 1958, pp. 
214n, 333 (Reference to Zweig's Der Kampf mit dem Damon). 
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3398. Courts, Gerd. Das Problem des unter/iegenden Heiden in den Dramen Stefan Zweigs. 
Koln, I962 (Unpub. Doctoral Dissertation). 
3399· Faesi, Robert. "Erinnerung an Stefan Zweig. Zu seinem 20. Todestag," Schweizer 
Monatsbefte(Ziirich), XLI (I96I-I962), I 30I-Ipo. 
3400. Grossberg, Mimi. "Joseph Roth, sein Schicksal und sein Werk," Bulletin des Leo 
Baeck Instituts(Tel-Aviv), VII (I964), 76-94. 
3401. Buder, Walther. "Stefan Zweig," Sinn und Form. Beitriige zur Literatur (Berlin), 
XIV (I962), I 3 5-I40. 
3402. Kesten, Hermann. Hermann Kesten. Bin Buch der Freunde. Zum 6o. Geburtstag. Miin-
chen: Desch; Koln: Kiepenheuer and Witsch. Frankfurt am Main: Biichergilde 
Gutenberg, I96o (Contributions by Heinrich Mann, Joseph Roth, Stefan 
Zweig, Alfred Doblin, Thomas Mann et al.). 
3403. "Stefan Zweig," Meine Freunde, die Poeten. Miinchen: Kindler, I959, pp. I4I-
I54(Cf. No. 28I6). 
3404. Kohn, Hans. Karl Kraus - Arthur Schnitzler - Otto Weininger. Aus dem ]ildischen 
Wien der jahrhundertwende. Tiibingen: Mohr, I962, pp. I4, 30-p, 68-69. 
3405. Langer, N. "Stefan Zweig," Dichter aus Osterreicb (Wien), 2.F. (I957), I22-I27· 
3406. Prater, Donald A. "Stefan Zweig and England," German Life and Letters, XVI 
(I962), I-I 3• 
3407. Schramm, Werner. Stefan Zweig. Essay. ltzehoe: Selbstverlag, I96r. 
3408. Zweig, Stefan. "Abschiedsrede (In memoriam Joseph Roth)," Osterreichische Post 
(Paris), July I, I939 (Reprinted in Sie trugen Osterreich mit sich in die Welt. Ed. 
Arthur Breycha-Vauthier. Wien: Weltbund der Osterreicher im Ausland, I962, 
pp. I26-I30). 
3409. - "An Arthur Schnitzler: Kundgebungen osterreichischer Zeitgenossen," Mo-
derne Welt, III: I2 (?), IO-I5 (Contributions by Felix Salten, Anton Wildgans, 
Stefan Zweig eta/.). 
34IO. - "Das Geheimnis des kiinstlerischen Schaffens," Wort und Tat (Mainz-Weise-
nan), 9 (1948), 7-21 (Cf. No. 1224). 
3411. - "Die Geschichte als Dichterin," ErbeundZukunft, I (1946), 54-64(Cf. No. 1226). 
3412. "Personliche Erinnerungen an Arthur Schnitzler," Literarische Welt, VII(?), 
45 (Contributions by Hermann Bahr, Felix Salten, Stefan Zweig). 
3413. Der Turm zu Babel. Wien: Im Verlag der Internationalen Stefan-Zweig-
Gesellschaft, 1964 (4. Sonderpublikation der Stefan Zweig Gesellschaft; a. 
No. 1361). 
3414. - Die Welt von gestern. Erinnerungen eines Europiiers. Frankfurt am Main-Berlin: 
G. B. Fischer, 1962. 
NOTES 
1 These words, attributed to Marguerite of Austria, are used as the motto to the last 
chapter of Zweig's Calvin (I954 ed.), p. 262. 
• Kurt Bottcher, "Humanist auf verlorener Bastion, NDL, XI (Nov., I956), p. 83. 
3 Stefan Zweig, WvG, pp. 17-23. Zweig's autbiography first appeared in English as: 
The World of Yesterday. New York City: Viking, I 943; the following year it appeared in 
German with the Berman-Fischer Verlag. 
• Friderike M. Zweig, SZ, pp. 9-I2. 
• Ibid., pp. I8-22. 
8 S. Zweig, WvG, pp. 23-69. 
'For Zweig's evaluation and appreciation of Rimbaud, Verlaine, Rilke and Hofmanns-
thal compare the following: 
a. Stefan Zweig, "Arthur Rimbaud" (I907), Begegnungen, pp. 432-441. 
b. S. Zweig, Verlaine. 
c. S. Zweig, "Abschied von Rilke" (I927), Begegnungen, pp. 59-74. 
d. S. Zweig, "Hugo von Hofmannsthal. Gedachtnisrede zur Trauerfeier im Wiener 
Burgtheater," Zeit und Welt, pp. 3 3-49. 
8 S. Zweig, "Erinnerung an Theodor Herzl" (I929), Begegnungen, pp. 88-96. 
• S. Zweig, WvG, pp. I00-12I. 
1° For succinct, penetrating appraisals of this characteristic of Zweig see: 
a. Willi Fehse, "Das hochste Gut dieser Erde ... ," Spiegelungen, pp. 64-65. 
b. Romain Rolland, Preface to the French edition of Zweig's Amok (Paris: Ferenczi 
and Fils, I939), pp. I I-12. The Preface first appeared in Nov., I926 in the first edition 
of the text cited above. 
11 K. Bottcher, op.cit., pp. 84-8 5. 
12 S. Zweig, WvG, p. 12o; compare the same sentiment expressed in a letter Zweig had 
received 32 years previously from Richard Dehmel, which in its latter part anticipates 
some of Zweig's own editorial problems: 
Blankensee, I. I 1.9. 
Lieber Herr Zweig! 
Es ist in jeder Hinsicht bewundernswert, wie Sie fur Verhaeren eintreten; und Sie 
werden sehen, dass Sie dadurch unmerklich auch fur Ihren eignen Weg schrittfester 
geworden sind. Es ist ja vollkommen einerlei, an was fur Aufgaben man seine Krafte 
setzt, wenn's nur zu hochsten Aufgaben und nach besten Kraften geschieht. Auch ich 
werde noch einige Zeit fur den hochsten Wert eines andern arbeiten mtissen: die Saube-
rung des Liliencronschen Gedachtnisbildes von dem wohlgemeinten, aber tibelbe-
schaffenen Firnis der vulgaren Reklame wird mich noch mindestens ein halbes Jahr 
lang beschaftigen (Sichtung des Briefnachlasses u. dergl.). Ich halte die Zeit nicht fur 
veri oren an mir seiher; denn man wird sich bei solcher Arbeit klarer tiber seelische All-
gemeinwerte, als wenn man sich immer bloss mit seinen eignen Spielen und Zielen 
befasst. Ubrigens war es vielleicht eine Dummheit von mir, die Poesie meiner letzten 
Jahre unter die Titel meiner frtiheren Bucher miteinzuschachteln; infolgedessen mer ken 
die meisten Leute garnicht, was mir wesentlich Neues zugewachsen ist. Aber das sagt 
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mir wohl bloss das Bewusstsein meiner personlichen Entwickelung, also die Iiebe 
Eitelkeit; schliesslich kommt es doch nur darauf an, was als sachliches Werk von uns 
tibrig bleibt. 
Mit allen guten Wtinchen 
Ihr Dehmel. 
Richard Dehmel, Ausgewiihlte Briefe. I902-I92o. Berlin: Fischer, I923, No. 573, p. I89. 
13 S. Zweig, "Erinnerungen an Emile Verhaeren" (I9I6), Begegnungen, pp. 9-59; cf. WvG, 
pp. ll6-I21. 
"For a vibrant, loving description of Paris compare S. Zweig, WvG, pp. 126-r28. 
16 For Zweig's work on Desbordes-Valmore cf: 
a. Marceline Desbordes- Valmore. 
b. "Marceline Desbordes-Valmore," Begegnungen, pp. 3 r 8-373. 
16 S. Zweig, "Auguste Rodin" (I913), Begegnungen, pp. 74-78. 
1 7 S. Zweig, WvG, pp. I22-148. 
18 Ibid., pp. 148-r 51. 
10 Zweig's essay "Die Autographensammlung als Kunstwerk" (of which the original 
manuscript is at present in the Manuscript Collection of the Wiener Stadtbibliothek) 
was first published in the DBK, II (1914), 44-50; reprinted in Spiegelungen, pp. 44-52; 
"Sinn und Schonheit der Autographen," Begegnungen, pp. 441-449. 
•• S. Zweig, "Benares: die Stadt der tausend Tempel," Begegnungen, pp. 254-262; reprinted 
from Fahrten. 
21 S. Zweig, WvG, pp. 17I-I73· 
•• S. Zweig, "Der Rythmus von New York" (r9I2), Begegnungen, pp. 264-27I; reprinted 
from Fahrten. 
•• S. Zweig, WvG, pp. 299-308. 
•• S. Zweig, "Die Stunde zwischen zwei Ozeanen" (I9I2), Begegnungen, pp. 239-248; 
reprinted from Fahrten. 
•• S. Zweig, WvG, p. I98. 
•• S. Zweig, "Das schonste Grab der Welt" (I928), Begegnungen, pp. 262-264; "Tolstoi als 
religioser und sozialer Denker," Zeit und Welt, pp. 65-89; "Reise nach Russland," Zeit 
und Welt, pp. 203-249. 
27 S. Zweig, WvG, pp. 299-308. 
'• Cf. footnote I 3. 
•• For a far too effervescent, though undoubtedly sincere appraisal of Rolland see: 
Rolland. 
80 S. Zweig, WvG, pp. 222-224. 
31 Ibid., p. 220 . 
•• Ibid., pp. 224-22 5. 
33 Donald G. Daviau, "Stefan Zweig's Victors in Defeat," MJDU, LI : I (Jan., I959), pp. 
I-12. 
34 S. Zweig, Begegnungen, pp. 207-2I9; cf. WvG, pp. 277-278. 
•• S. Zweig, WvG, pp. 227-234 . 
•• Ibid., pp. 255-256. 
37 Ibid., pp. 246-253· 
38 S. Zweig, "Der Turm zu Babel," VZ, May 8, I9I6; reprinted as "La tour de Babel," 
LC, April-May, I9I6. 
•• A small number of Zweig's articles written during the First World War have recently 
been reprinted and are collected in his Begegnungen. See: 
a. "Die schlaf!ose Welt" (I9I4), pp. I75-I8I. 
b. "Bei den Sorglosen" (I9I6), pp. I8I-I87. 
c. "Bertha von Suttner" (I917), pp. I87-I94· 
d. "Das Herz Europas" (I917), pp. I94-207. 
e. "Das Feuer" (I9I8), pp. 207-2I9. 
•• In his article "Humanist auf verlorener Bastion" (see footnote 2), Kurt Bottcher makes 
several interesting observations, which, though easily enough misinterpreted, even 
detrimentally so, do have more than a mere grain of truth in them. His argument runs 
somewhat as follows: After the war Zweig sought to promote international under-
standing, justice and the abolition of force through a spiritual reformation, a trans-
formation of human consciousness, completely misunderstanding, no, ignoring the 
proletarian movement which was steadily forcing itself to the fore. Although his ideas 
found almost no sympathy in an era of revolutionary ideals and revenge, he remained 
true to these ideals of serving the realm of the spirit and " ... hierin liegt das grosse 
(politische!) Verdienst seines Schaffens" (p. 87). Around I9I8 Zweig sought to actively 
mould public opinion, and when this attempt failed (a fact which he doesn't mention in 
his autobiography) he was faced with an important decision: should he aid the propa-
gation of the new social ideas which advocated removal of economic inequality of 
states, imperialism, misery of the lower classes and oppression of minorities, ideas 
which he decidedly championed? When Barbusse, after his tour of Russia openly 
advocated Communism, believing democracies incapable of accomplishing international 
brotherhood, attempted to turn their international peace group "Clarte" into a class-
machine for the spread of Communism, Zweig withdrew his support. "Wieder batten 
wir im Kampf urn die geistige Freiheit versagt aus zu grosser Liebe zur eigenen Freiheit 
und Unabhangigkeit" (S. Zweig, WvG, p. 278). Bottcher interprets this sentence as a 
self-remonstrance on Zweig's part for not having openly advocated Communism and 
for not having given up his personal wealth. Thus to avoid an unequivocal decision 
Zweig fled again into the re3lm of spirit(" ... die blosse Auseinandersetzung mit dem 
Menschen als Individuum." Bottcher, p. 88), reasserting his former inclination that 
society can only be understood if we first have grasped the mental and the emotional 
essence of the individual. Bottcher sees this individualism in combination with philo-
sophic relativism as the basis upon which Zweig based his defense of the worth of the 
individual, or should we say "individuals", individuals who need one another, that is 
society, ergo Communism. 
Bottcher's article is based on extracts from his Doctoral Dissertation, "Stefan Zweig 
und 'die Welt von Gestern'," which was written in I9)I at the Friedrich-Schiller-
Universitat, Jena. 
41 Mrs. Zweig's book, SZ, is a pertinent accout of Zweig's life as an individual, his life 
with her, and an exceptionally penetrating discussion of his works. Upon reading the 
work, however, one is left with a strange feeling that she showed somewhat too much 
heroism with respect to Stefan's escapade in his 50s and was far too tolerant with respect 
to his moodiness. G. Bianquis in her review of this work (Er, III (June IO, I959), 347) 
brings this fact out rather too bluntly, reducing Zweig's actions to mere selfishness. 
•• F. M. Zweig, SZ, pp. 125-128. 
43 S. Zweig, WvG, pp. 264-265. 
44 S. Zweig, "Salzburg: die Stadt als Rahmen," Begegnungen, pp. 27I-274; reprinted in 
Blatter, 2 (July, 1958), 1-4. 
•• S. Zweig, "Arturo Toscanini" (I935), Begegnungen, pp. 78-88. 
•• S. Zweig, "Bruno Walter: Kunst der Hingabe" (I936), Begegnungen, pp. I27-130. 
47 S. Zweig, "Geburtstagsbrief an Hermann Bahr" (I923), Begegnungen, pp. 106-III. 
•• S. Zweig, "Unvergesslisches Erlebnis. Bin Tag bei Albert Schweitzer" (I 932), Begegnun-
gen, pp. I I3-I23. 
•• S. Zweig, "Der Dirigent (Gustav Mahler)," Begegnungen, pp. I23-I27. 
50 S. Zweig, "Frans Masereel" (I923), Begegnungen, pp. I30-I4o. 
01 S. Zweig, WvG, pp. 3I5-317· 
62 S. Zweig, "Die moralische Entgiftung Europas" (I932), Begegnungen, pp. 223-239; "Der 
europaische Gedanke in seiner historischen Entwicklung," Zeit und Welt, pp. 299-327. 
•• Olga Bak, "Stefan Zweig, sa vie et son oeuvre," (Unpub. diss., Laval Universite,. 
Quebec, 1950), pp. 67-68. 
•• For a summary bibliography of Zweig's major works consult Blatter, I (April, 
1958), 5-7 and "Bibliographie der Werke von Stefan Zweig," In, XIII (I931), 17-3o. 
•• Otto Zarek, "Stefan Zweig zum 5osten Geburtstag," NR, XLII : 2 (Dec., 1931), 861-
863. 
•• S. Zweig, WvG,pp. 334-343· 
67 Walter A. Berendsohn, Die humanistische Front; Einfilhrung in die deutsche Emigranten-
Literatur. Erster Teil von 1933 bis zum Kriegsausbruch 1939. Zurich: Europa, 1946. 
•• S. Zweig, WvG, p. 345· 
•• Mary Lamberton Becker, "The Most Readable and the Most Reliable," NYHTB, 
Aug. 25, 1935, P· 3· 
•• Werner ]. Cahnmann, "Stefan Zweig at Salzburg," M], XXX (July, 1942), 195-198. 
61 F. M. Zweig, SZ, pp. 364-388. 
•• S. Zweig, WvG, pp. 359-362. 
•• S. Zweig, "Dank an Brasilien," Zeit und Welt, pp. 151-159; "Kleine Reise nach Brasi-
lien" (1936), Begegnungen, pp. 274-309; Brasilien. 
•• S. Zweig, "Geschichtsscbreibung von Morgen," Zeit und Welt, pp. 275-299. 
•• To demonstrate that Zweig realized these ideals in his own life was the purpose of an 
article by Normal A. Brittin entitled "Stefan Zweig: Biographer and Teacher," SeR, 
XLVIII (April, 1949), 245-254; that Zweig himself was not always the "eternal idealist" 
is obvious from much of his correspondence. To this effect compare the letters written 
by Zweig to Alfred Wolfenstein and Felix Braun reprinted in Spiegelungen, pp. 86-88. 
•• S. Zweig, Hei/ung durch den Geist; "Worte am Sarge Sigmund Freuds," Zeit und Welt, pp. 
49-5 5· 
67 F. M. Zweig, SZ, pp. 402-433. 
•• S. Zweig, Balzac. This work was completed and published posthumously by Dr. 
Richard Friedenthal, the executor of Zweig's literary estate; cf. "Die unterirdischen 
Biicher Balzacs" (1920), Begegnungen, pp. 427-432; Drei Meister. 
• • For a photographic reprint of Zweig's last declaration see Hanns Arens, "Stefan Zweig," 
Europiier, p. 44; the printed text of the letter is found on the preceding page. 
7° F. M. Zweig, SZ, pp. 416-424. 
71 S. Zweig, WvG, pp. 7-10. 
'"F. M. Zweig, SZ, pp. 356-363. 
73 Raoul Auernheimer, "Stefan Zweig," The Torch of Freedom. Ed. Emil Ludwig and 
Henry B. Kranz. New York City: Farrar and Rinehart, 1943, pp. 409-426. 
74 Paul Beaulieu, "Reflexions sur la suicide de Stefan Zweig," LNR (Montreal, Canada), 
X (Aug., 1942), 579-582; Thomas Mann, "Stefan Zweig zum xo. Todestag," Altes 
und Neues. Frankfurt am Main: S. Fischer, 1943, 263-265; Franz Schoenberner, 
"Stefan Zweig and Ourselves," NRep, CVI (March, 1942), 333· 
76 In his article "Erinnerungen an Stefan Zweig" (Spiegelungen, pp. 78-85) Robert Braun 
maintains that he believes Zweig was more than passively interested in conversion to 
Christianity, indeed to Roman Catholicism, following the example of some of the 
leading German literary Jews, among them Franz Werfel. Had he (Braun) only dared 
be more forceful Zweig would possibly have chosen the only possible line of salvation 
left open to men of humanistic idealism- religion. 
Vielleicht ware Stefan Zweig damals geneigter gewesen denn je, meinen Schritt zum 
religiosen Bekenntnis, der dieser Einsicbt gefolgt war, nicht allein zu tolerieren, 
sondern auch als eine Moglichkeit zu begreifen, die nicht allein fiir den fremden 
Anderen annehmbar blieb. Unsere Feinden konnten uns ja alles absprechen, Heimat, 
Besitz, Freiheit, ja das Recht zu Ieben, nur das Bekenntnis zum Kreuz nicht. Noch 
nie war es verbunden mit jahrtausende altern Schicksal so an uns herangetreten wie 
unter dem Scbatten Hiders. Hatte ich damals gewagt, Stefan Zweig dies in Zusam-
menhang mit der politischen Situation zu bekennen, hatte er vielleicht aufgehorcht. 
Es hatte freilich auch sein konnen, class er, ahnlich wie Franz Werfel, gerade unter 
dem Druck der Verfolgung sich weiter denn je von einer Anerkennung dessen ent-
fernt hatte, was mir die einzige Rettung schien. Ich erwahnte jedoch kein Wort davon. 
Es war nich seine Schuld, sondern allein die menige, class ich es nicht wagte, die 
Rede auf das mir Wichtigste zu bringen, und es so- durch Zuhoren geheimhielt. p. 78. 
This of course may be true but judging strictly from Zweig's own writings there seems 
nothing to substantiate such a view. 
76 K. Bottcher, op. cit., p. 92. 
77 Antoine Bon, "Stefan Zweig et le Bresil," MdF, CCCI (Sept. x, 1947), 78. 
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2218-2261 
Drei Meister, XXXIII, (68), 8, 10, 827-
850, 1034-1037, 149I-1493, 2218-
2228, 2262-2304, 2605, 2985, 3076 
Erasmus von Rotterdam, XXXV, 5 24, 5 28, 
616-630, 1038-1041, 1941-1985, 
2533 
(Joseph) Fouche, XXXIV, 8-9, 523, 631-
670, 1047-1053, 1986-2048, 3077· 
3176 
Die Heilung durch den Geist, XXXIV, 
(66), II, 872-895, 1054-1072, 2336-
2407,2592 
Der Kampf mit dem Damon, XXXIII, 8, 
II, 8p-871, 1073-1092, 2218-2228, 
2305-2335, 3230 
Magellan, 9-ro, 525, 528, 671-699, 1093-
1094,2049-2078,3I62 
Maria Stuart, XXXIV, 9, 524, 735-766, 
2132-2170,2606,3102 
Marie Antoinette, XXXIV, 10, 524-525, 
700-734, 1099-1 Io6, 2090-2127, 
3138, 3351 
(Frans) Masereel, 767-768, 1215 
(Romain) Rolland, XXXIII, (29), 9, 769-
786, 217I-2204 
Sternstunden der Menschheit, XXXIV, 8-9, 
165, 400, 462, 523, 525, 896-929, 
II07-II23, II91, 1275, 2408, 2428, 
3165,3265, 3353 
Unbekannte Briefe aus der Emigration an 
eine Freundin, 975 
(Emile) Verhaeren, 9, 787-792, II24-II2j, 
2205-2217, 3082 
(Paul) Verlaine, (7), 793-795 
Die Welt von gestern, XXXVI, (3), (6), (9), 
(I2-14), (q-18), (21), (23), (25), (27), 
(30-32), (34-37), (4o), (43), (5 I), (56), 
(58), (62), (71), 525, 941-970, 1126-
II3o, 2445-2469, 2687, 2964, 3182 
DRAMAS 
Dramas in general, 94-135, 1635-1743, 
2698, 2766, 2809, 2872, 2944, 2993, 
3185 
Die Flucht zu Gott, 94-95, 3267 
Das Haus am Meer, XXIX, 96, 1635-
1638, 2698, 33 50 
Jeremias, XXXII, 10, 97-1II, 1639-I673, 
2676, 2698, 279I, 2823, 3035, p88, 
3370 
Das Lamm des Armen, I12-I I4, I674-I678 
Legende eines Lebens, IIj-II6, 1679, 1685 
Quiproquo, I I 7 
Die schweigsame Frau, XXXIV, uB-120, 
1686-1694, 2537, 2791, 2929-2930, 
32.45, 3259, 3389 
Tersites, XXVIII, 121, 1695-1703 
Der verwandelte KomOdiant, XXIX, 122-
124, 1704-1707 
Volpone, 125-135, u63, 1392, qo8-1743, 
3245, 3267 
ESSAYS 
Essays: Alphabetical list of essays ap-
pearing in monographs, periodicals, 
and newspapers, II 32-I4oo, 2873 
Essays in book form: 
Begegnungen, (7), (8), (I3), (I5), (I6), (I9), 
(2o), (zz), (24), (26), (34), (39), 
(44-50), (p), (63), (68), 9, 23, 30, 
469, j2I, p6-p8, 542, 545, 547, 
551, 553-554, 556, 561, II33, II44, 
II49, IIj8, II6o-II61, II64-II67, 
II7I-II72, II87, II89, 1206, I2IO, 
I2Ij, 1233, I236, I24I-I242, 126I-
1262, I272, 12.84, I288, I290, I307, 
I316, I323, I333-1334, I336, I338, 
I345, I348, I350-I35I, I355, I364, 
1389, I482, I486, I497, I53I, 2982, 
338I 
Durch Zeiten und Welten, p8, 985, 2763 
EuropiiischesErbe, 533, up, II47, II5I, 
II98, I23J, I2jO-I2ji, I2j j, 1270, 
1289, I306, I308, I3Jj, I3J7, I3Z5, 
I360-I361, I363, 1374-I375, I562, 
1864 
Fahrten, (2o), (zz), (24), p8, 5 34, 1042-
I046, I240, 186j-I868, 2530 
Zeit und Welt, (7), (26), (52), (63), (64), 
(66), p8, 537. 54I-542, 544, 549, 
551-553, 557-560, 562, 1I3J, II70, 
1218, I223-I224, 1226-1227, 1245, 
1248, 126o, 1266, 1274, 1278-1279, 
1298, 1304, Ipi, 1357-1358, 1384, 
1387,1393,2658,2779 
Essays which appeared separately and in 
collections: 
"Abendaquarelle aus Algier," 534, 54I, 
557, II3I 
"Abschiedsbrief an die Freunde im Aus-
land,"XXXI 
"Abschiedsbrief Zweigs (Petropolis, zz 
Feb., I942)," XXXVI, (69), 528, 
2689, 3272 
"Abschied von Alexander Moissi," 533, 
1132 
"Abschied von John Drinkwater," 526-
52.7, II 33 
"Abschied von Rilke," (7), 5 I9-j2.I, p6-
52.7, 545, I002-I005, 13I6, 1860, 
2689, 2793 
"Alpengliihen an Ziirichsee," 5 34, I045 
"Anmerkung zu Joyces 'Ulysses'," p6-
52.7, 545, I 144 
"Anton Kippenberg," 533, II47 
"Arthur Rimbaud,"(7), 5 26-5 27, 545, I I49 
"Arthur Schnitzler zum 6osten Geburts-
tag," 53 3, II ji 
"Arturo Toscanini. Ein Bildnis," (45), 
j2.2, p6-p7, 545, 550, I486, 1531, 
I86I 
"Auguste Rodin," (I6), 23, p6-527 
"Die Autographensammlung als Kunst-
werk,"(I9), IIj6 
"Balzac," p6-527, 827-828, 830-83 I, 
833-838, 840-84I, 843-844, 849-850 
"Bei den Sorglosen," (39), p6-5 27, n6o 
"Benares: Die Stadt der tausend Tempel, 
(2o), p6-p7, 534, II6I 
"Berta von Suttner," (39), 526-527, n64 
"Besuch bei den Milliarden," 526-527, 
II6j 
"Bildnis Busonis," p6-p7, u66 
"Brief an einen franzosischen Freund," 
II67 
"Bruno Walter: Kunst der Hingabe," 
(46), 5 26-527, II71 
"Das Buch als Eingang zur Welt," 296, 
5 26-527, I 172 
"Casanova," Io, 8oi-8o7, 8Io-8!2, 8I6, 
8I9, 826, IOI3-IOI5, I2o9, I489 
"Chateaubriand," 533 
"Dank an Brasilien," (63), 54 I, 5 57 
"Dank an die Bucher," 296, 526-527, 
II87, I355 
"Dante," 526-527, 545, II89 
"Charles Dickens," 9-Io, 827-828, 83o-
83I, 840-84I, 843, 845, 849-850, 
I49I 
"Dostojewski," XXX, IO, p8, 827-830, 
832-833> 836-843, 846, 849-850, 
I034-I037,I492-I493 
"Das Drama in Tausendundeiner Nacht," 
533, I562 
"Edmond Jaloux," 5 33 
"Die Entdeckung Eldorados," I65, 523, 
899-903, 909, 9II, II08, II IO-II II, 
III5 
"Erinnerungen an Emile Verhaeren," 
XXXI, (I3), p6-p7, 529-532, 545-
546, I862-I863, 266o, 2689, 279I 
"Erinnerungen an Theodor Herzl," (8), 
p6-527, 1262 
"ErnestRenan," 526-527,545,1206 
"Die Eroberung von Byzanz," 902-903, 
905,909,9II,923,926 
"Das erste Wort tiber den Ozean," 902-
903,909,923,926 
"E.T.A. Hoffmann," 533 
"Der europaische Gedanke in seiner 
historischen Entwicklung," (52), 
54I, 544, 559, I393 
"Die ferne Landschaft," 5 34 
"Das Feuer," (39), p6-527, I2Io, I348 
"Flucht in die Unsterblichkeit," 902-903, 
905, 909, 9II, 922-923, 926 
"Fliichtiger Spiegelblick," 535, I2I3, 
"FransMasereel,"(5o), p6-527, 545, 12I5 
"Franz Anton Mesmer," 9, 872-875, 
877-879, 882-883, 885-886, 888, 892, 
894-895, 1057-I06I 
"Friihling in Sevilla," p8, 5 34, I043, 
"Friihlingsfahrt durch die Provence," 5 34 
"Die Garten im Kriege," 54I, 557 
"Geburtstagsbrief an Hermann Bahr," 
(47), p6-p7, I24I 
"Dem Gedachtnis Jacob Julius Davids," 
122I 
"Das Geheimnis Byrons," 459, 54I, 544, 
558 
"Das Geheimnis der Beatrice Cenci," 54 I, 
544,558, I223 
"Das Geheimnis des kiinstlerischen 
Schaffens," 54I, 544, 548, 555, 559, 
I224 
"Das Genie einer Nacht," 462, 902-903, 
905, 909, 9II, 923-926, 3353 
"Georg Friedrich Handels Auferste-
hung," I65, 896, 902-904, 909, 9II, 
9I7, 926-927, II09, II20, ll22, 
1275, 2428 
"Die Geschichte als Dichterin," 54 I, 5 44, 
559, !226 
"Geschichtsschreibung von morgen," 
(64), 54I, 544, 559, I227 
"Gustav Mahlers Wiederkehr," 533, I23I 
"Gwalier," 5 34, I232 
"Hans Carossa," 526-527, 545, 659, I233 
"Das Haus der tausend Schicksale," 5 26-
527, I236 
<-The Head Upon the Rostrum, Cicero's 
Death," 909, 923 
"Herbstwinter in Meran," 5 28, 5 34, I24o, 
2849 
"Heroischer Augenblick (Dostojewski)," 
I65, 900-903, 9II 
"Das Herz Europas," XXXII, (39), p6-
527, 5 36, 543, I242, I869-I87I 
"(Friedrich) Holderlin," 9, 851-852, 854-
856, 86I-865, 870-87I, I073, I075-
I08I, 2646 
"Hugo von Hofmannsthal," (7), 54 I, 544, 
558, II27-II28, I245 
"Hydepark," 534 
"Irrfahrt und Ende Pierre Bonchamps. 
Die Tragodie Phillipe Daudets," 
54I, 558, I248 
"Ist die Geschichte gerecht?" 533, I250 
"Jakob Wassermann," I85, 533, I25I 
"Jens Peter Jacobsens 'Niels Lyhne'," 5 33 
"Joseph Roth," 533, I255 
"Der Kampf urn den Siidpol (Kapitan 
Scott)," I65, 523, 525, 898-903, 909, 
9II, 92I, II07, IIIZ, I!I7-II18 
"Die Kathedrale von Chartres," 54I, 557, 
I044, I046, !260 
"Kleine Reise nach Brasilien," (63), p6-
527, !26I 
"(Heinrich von) Kleist," 9, 851, 853-856, 
86I, 863, 866-867, 870-87I, 1073, 
1082-1087, 2646 
"Die Kunst des Briefes," 1263, I503 
"Lafcadio Hearn," 533 
"Legende und Wahrheit der Beatrice 
Cenci," 54I, 544, 558, 1266 
"LeonBazalgette," 533, I27o 
"Lord Byron. Das Schauspiel eines gros-
sen Lebens," 459, 54I, 544, 558, 
!264, I274 
155 
"Marceline Desbordes-Valmore," (15), 
52.6-52.7, 545, 1095-1098 
"Marcel Prousts tragischer Lebenslauf," 
541,558, 12.78,1312. 
"Die Marienbader Elegie," 165, 526-527, 
545, 900-903, 909, 9II, I II4 
"Mary Baker Eddy," 872.-875, 877-88o, 
88z, 885-888, 890-891, 894-895, 
Io6z-1064 
"Mater Dolorosa. Die Briefe von Niet-
zsches Mutter an Overbeck," 541, 
544, 558, 12.79 
"Max Hermann-Neisse zum Gedachtnis," 
IZ83 
"Die Monotonisierung der Welt," 526-
5 2.7, IZ88 
"Montaigne," 533, 12.89, z689 
"Die moralische Entgiftung Europas," 
(52), 526-52.7, 12.90 
"(Friedrich) Nietzsche," 528, 541, 544, 
558, 82.9, 851, 853-856, 859-861, 
863, 868-871, 1073, I088-1092., 12.99 
"1914 und heute," 541, 544, 5 59, 12.98 
"Oxford," 541, 557, 1304 
"Peter Rosegger," 533, 1306 
"Pour Ramuz!" 533, 1308 
"Rabindranath Tagores 'Sadh:l.na'," 533, 
1 315 
"Rainer Maria Rilke," 533, 1314, I316-
1318 
"Rede zu Ehren Maxim Gorkis," 5 z6-
527, 545, IZ84 
"Reise nach Russland," (z6), 537, 541, 
557,132! 
"Der Rhythmus von New York," (zz), 
526-527, 5 34, I 3Z3 
"Romain Rolland," 533, 1325 
"Sainte-Beuve," 526-527, 545, 1333 
"Salzburg. Die Stadt als Rahmen," (44), 
5z6-5Z7,5Z8,I334 
"Die schlaflose Welt," (39), 526-527, I 336 
"Schnitzler und die Jugend," 1337 
"Schaner Morgen. Bozner Berge," 5 34, 
1045 
"Das schonste Grab der Welt," (z6), 5 z6-
527, 1338 
"Sevilla: Spaniens Lacheln," 52.8, 534, 
1042. 
"Sigmund Freud," 5 39-541, 55 8, 872-879, 
881-882, 885-886, 889, 891, 893-895, 
1065-1072 
"Sinn und Schonheit der Autographen," 
(19), 526-527, 538, 1345, 1872 
"Stefan Zweig tiber Henri Barbusse," 
1348 
"Stendhal," 9-10, 8o1-8o6, 81o-8n, 813, 
816-817, 826, 847-848, 1016-1024, 
2531 
"Die Stunde zwischen zwei Ozeanen 
(Panama Kanal)," XXX, (24), 5 26-
527, 534. 1351 
"Tai Mahal," 534, 1045, 2530 
"Thomas Manns 'Lotte in Weimar!," 
541, 559. 1357 
"Tolstoi als religioser und sozialer Den-
ker," (26), 541, 544, 558, 1025-1033, 
1358 
"Die Tragik der Vergesslichkeit," 553, 
1360 
"Der TurmzuBabel,"(38), 430,533,1361 
"Urn Jaures," 533, 1363 
"Die unterirdischen Bucher Balzacs," 
(68), 526-527, 1272, 1364 
"Unvergessliches Erlebnis: Ein Tag bei 
Albert Schweitzer," (48), 526-527, 
II58, 1365, 1482 
"Der verlorene Himmel. Elegie der 
Heimkehr," 5 34 
"Der versiegelte Zug," 902-903,905, 909, 
918, 923-925 
"Vorbeigehen an einem unauffalligen 
Menschen: Otto Weiniger," 533, 
1 374 
"Walter Rathenau," 533, 1319, 1375 
"Die Weltminute von Waterloo," 165, 
523, 525, 899-903, 909, 9II, 1051-
1053, III3, III5-1II6, III9, II21 
"Das Wien von gestern," 528, 541, 544, 
557. 1384 
"Wilson's Failure," 909, 923 
"Worte am Grabe Sigmund Freuds," 
(66), 539-541,558, 1387 
"Ypern," 526-527, 1389 
"Zu Goethes Gedichten," 526-527, 545, 
1307, 1497 
POETRY 
Poetry in general, 12-93, 1623-1634,2689, 
2696, 2769, 2791, 2837. 2894 
Ausgewiihlte Gedicbte, 12-13, 1623-1624 
"Der Bildner: Rodin," 1625 
"Briigge," 25-z6, 534, 541, 557, 1170, 
2 532 
"Der Dirigent: Gustav Mahler," (49), 30, 
526-528, 1231 
Diefruhen Kriinze, XXVIII, 14, 29, r626-
I63o, 2689 
Die gesammelten Gedichte, I5, 23, I631-
I633 
"Heroischer Augenblick (Dostojewski)," 
31, 6o, I65, 897, 900-903, 9II 
Si/berne Saiten, XXVIII, I6, 1634, 2837 
"Sommemachte am Komersee," 75, 534 
"Sonnenaufgang in Venedig," 77, 534 
"Die Stadt am See: Konstanz," 28, 5 34 
"Stille Insel: Bretagne," 81, 534 
"Die Stimme: Josef Kainz," p6, I35D 
PROSE FICTION 
Prose Fiction in general, 1744-I859, 2894, 
2995, 3I93-3194, 3199. 3202, 3304, 
3312 
Amok, XXXIII, (Io), 8-9, I36-I37, I66-
r68, 222, 225-226,246-247, 259-260, 
426, 454, 465, 47I-472, 504, 508, 
51I, 515, 1744-1747, I770-1777, 
I850,2675,3072,3I3~ 
"Der Amoklaufer," (Io), I36-I37, I48, 
222, 225-226, 246-247, 259-263, 
298-299.306-311, 33I, 334-338,368, 
38I, 399-400, 406, 408, 42I, 426, 
435. 447. 454, 47I-472, 502, 504, 
508, 5II, 514-5I5, I846-I849, 2675, 
3072, 3230, 3265, 334D-334I 
"Angst," XXXIII, 9-ro, I38-I4I, I53, 
I65, 234, 288-290, 3I9-322, 332, 
352-353. 375-376, 387, 4DI, 404, 
4IO, 420, 44I, 453, 459, 464, 474, 
49I-492, 509, I748, I857, 2777. 
2790, 28o6, 2866, 3241, 3342-3344 
"Die Augen des ewigen Bruders," IO, 
142-147, I65, I73. 224, 233, 255. 
288-290, 297, 3 II, 362, 393, 402, 
422, 430, 446, 450, 458, 462, 474. 
49I-492, 1749-I75 I, 26I2, 27I9, 
2865, 2876, 2965, 2969, 3072, 3245. 
3357 
"DerbegrabeneLeuchter," Io, I65, I72, 
231, 248, 269-270, 302, 314, 357. 
402, 438, 476-478, 516, I798-I807, 
3I6I 
"Brennendes Geheirnnis," XXXIV, 8-Io, 
I5I-I54, I62, 178, 232, 244-245. 
249-250, 258, 27I-272, 288-290, 
356, 380, 409, 418, 42I, 423, 444, 
457, 466, 473-474, 1752, 1769, I8o8, 
2625, 2720, 3345 
"Brief einer Unbekannten," ro, I36-I37, 
q8, 155, I8o, 288-290, 292-293, 
297-299, 308-3 II, 337-338, 379, 
383-384, 389, 394-397. 400, 403, 
406, 408, 415, 451, 454. 457. 47I-
472, 479-480, 507, 512-514, I829-
I834. I84I-1849, I856, 27DI, 2720, 
2753, 3I6o, 3346-3348, 336o 
"Buchmendel (Der Bticherwurm)," 
XXXII, IO, I 37, I48, I 56, 165, I69-
I7D, 2I5, 228, 265-268, 288-290, 
296, 404, 410, 424, 474, 488 
"Episode am Genfer See," XXXII, ro, 
I37, I48, 157-I6I, I65, I69-I70, 
178, 2I5, 288-290, 297, 3DI, 404, 
459.474.488,523,528 
Erstes Erlebnis, XXIX, 8, I62, 164, I66-
I68, 226, 249-250, 37I, 398, 4DI, 
413, 43I-432, 434. 466, 517. 1753-
I758, I853-I854, 3265 
Fragment einer Novelle, I63, I759-176o 
"Die Frau und die Landschaft," I36, I 53, 
234, 358-359. 47I-472, 513 
"Geschichte in der Dammerung," 9, 162, 
230, 234, 312-313. 456, 466, 513 
"Das gestohlene Jahr," 2943, 3349 
"Die Gouvernante," 9-IO, I53, 162, 
r64a, 288-290, 297, 3I7, 325, 348, 
456, 466, 474, 487-488, 505 
"Im Schnee," I64b 
"Jupiter," 285-287 
Kaleidoskop, IO, I64-I65, 227, 239, 24I, 
288-290, 370, 400, 437, 474, 5DI, 
r8I6-I828 
Die Kette, I64, r66-r68, no, 469, 500 
Kleine Chronik, I 69, 170 
"Die Legende der dritten Taube," I65, 
I7I-I74,253,302,402,430,474,2773 
"Die Legende der gleich-ungleichen 
Schwestern," 172, 302, 312-3 I 3, 430, 462, 
474 
Legenden, 9, I65, 172-175, 242, 402, 430, 
I855, 272I 
"Leporella," IO, 148, 153, 165, r69-17o, 
178, 243, 288-290, 29I, 350, 400, 
406, 4IO, 424, 449, 459, 474, 475, 
I856 
Die Liebe der Erika Ewald, XXVIII, 176, 
176I-1762 
Menschen. Novel/en, 178, 2827 
"Die Mondscheingasse," ro, I 36, 148, 
153, I79, 288-290,294-295. 308-310, 
325. 344, 465, 47I-472, 474, 475. 
513-5I4 
"Phantastische Nacht," 10, 136-137, 148, 
178,180-181,235-236,288-290,297, 
312-313, 340, 348, 386, 442-443, 
456, 465, 471-472, 474, 489, 513 
"Rahel rechtet mit Gott," 165, 172, 174, 
182-186, 288-290, 354,402,430,474 
"Schachnovelle," XXXVI, 10, 178, 187-
195, 243, 256-257, 298-3oo, 305, 
318, 360, 367, 377-378, 385, 391, 
410, 414, 425, 536, 448, 497, 502, 
184I-I849, 2765, 3265, 3352, 3362 
"Scharlach," 196 
"Sommernovellette," 10, 162, 178, 297, 
317, 456, 466, 474, 490, 513 
"Die spat bezahlte Schuld," 436 
"Der Stern iiber dem Wald," 176 
Ungeduld des Herzens, 9-10, 197-203, 240, 
251, 254, 264, 304, 323-324, 347, 
365, 382, 390, 412, 467, 481, 483-
486, 493-494, 498, 503, 1778-1797, 
2571,3230,3265,3354 
"Die unsichtbare Sammlung," 8, 10, 137, 
148, 165, 169-170, 178, 204-212, 
215, 229, 276-284, 288-290, 296, 
303, 374, 404, 409, 459, 474, 488, 
523, p8 
"Untergang eines Herzens," I 53, I So, 
2I3-2I4, 239, 273-274, 302, 317, 
339, 343-344, 367, 409, 440, 443, 
457, 505, 2720 
"Unvermutete Bekanntschaft mit einem 
Handwerk," IO, I 53, I65, 2I5, 288-
290, 345-346, 404, 4I4, 474, 490 
"Verwirrung der Gefiihle," XXXIII, 8, 
IO, I37, I48, I67-I68, I78, ISO, 
2I3-2I4, 22I, 226, 273-275, 302, 
315-316, 333, 355, 367, 369, 405, 
4I6-4I7, 439, 452, 457, 480, 482, 
495,499, 5I4, 5I8, 1763-1768, I8p, 
I858, 2720, 3074, 3230, 324I, 3265 
Vier Novel/en, 1768a 
"Vierundzwanzig Stunden aus dem Le-
ben einer Frau," Io, I37, I78, 2I3-2I4, 
2I6, 223, 225, 273-274, 302, 326-
330, 34I-342, 373, 406, 407, 4II, 
427-429, 445, 452, 455-456, 46I, 
463, 496, 506, I852, I859, 2552, 
2659, 3230, 3355-3356, 3362 
"Die Wanderung," 176, 217, 230 
"Wareres?" 436 
"Das Wunder des Lebens," I76, 2I8, 230 
"Der Zwang," XXXII, XXXIII, I78, 
2I9-220, 252, 297, 4I4, 459 
MONOGRAPHS ABOUT STEFAN ZWEIG 
Algunos Aspectos da Vida e Obra de Stefan 
Zweig (Apio Garcia), 3000 
Ascenrcao e Queda de Stefan Zweig (Araujo 
Lima), 300I 
Bibliographie der Werke von Stefan Zweig 
(Eds. E. Rieger and F. Hi.inich), 
(54), 2502-2503, 27I6, 2803, 2875 
Bliitter, (44), (54), 987, 99I, 998, IZ2I, 
I240, I250, I264, I283, I334, I337, 
I348, I503, I519, 1759, 2678, 2702, 
2725, 2727, 2742, 2744, 2764-2765, 
2770, 2785, 2796, 28I3, 2823, 2849, 
2855-2856, 2858, 286I, 2877, 2899, 
2928, 2943, 2963, 2968, 3340-3356, 
3357, 336I, 3365, 3385 
De Stefan Zweig a jacques Maritain. Muerte 
y Resurreccion del Espiritu (Moreno), 
30I8 
Ensqyos: Goethe,]ose Asundon Silva, Stefan 
Zweig(Arias), 3oo6 
Europiier, (69), zz, 44, 58, 73, 89, 985, 
I426, 2689, 2694, 2697, 2707, 2740, 
2758, 2776, 2780, 2784, 2834, 2870, 
2884,2942,2970,3089 
Leben-Werk, 58, 89, 985, I426, 2629, 
2694, 2696, 2706, 2740, 2758, 2776, 
2780, 2784, 2834, 2870, 2884, 2942, 
2950,2970 
Mann-Werk, I 142, 2504-2505, 2874 
A Morte de Stefan Zweig (Stern), 3004 
Spiegelungen, (Io), (I9), (65), (75), 32, 42, 
79, 90, 92, 988, II56, I426, I429, 
I44I, I463, I477, 2499-250I, 2724, 
2728, 2733-2734, 2742, 276I, 2768-
2769, 277I, 2774, 2789, 2807, 2857, 
2936, 2939, 2946, 2967, 3159, 3374 
Stefan Zweig (Bauer), 2498, 2703 
StefanZweig(Benaroya), 27II 
Stefan Zweig (F. M. Zweig), 2507-2517, 
264I 
Stefan Zweig. A Tribute to His Life and 
Work (Ed. H. Arens), 2497, 2524 
Stefan Zweig. An American Bibliography 
(Broadbent), 253 5-2536 
Stefan Zweig. Ausstellung in der Residenz 
inSalzburg(I96I), 2767 
Stefan Zweig, Cazadar de Almas (Relgis), 
3026 
Stefan Zweig, Cumbre Apagada (Jarnes), 
30I6 
Stefan Zweig. Bin Lebensbild (H. Hellwig), 
2794 
Stefan Zweig. Bin Nachruf(A. Cahn), 2738 
Stefan Zweig. Eine Bildbiographie (F. M. 
Zweig), 25I8-25I9, 2974 
Stefan Zweig. Eine Gedenkschrift (P. Zech), 
2506,2962 
Stefan Zweig, grand Europeen (Romains), 
2679-2680 
Stefan Zweig, Great European (Romains), 
2596 
Stefan Zweig. Juan Tenario. Ensayos (Fuente 
Gonzales), 30I3 
Stefan Zweig. Der Mensch im Werk (H. 
Arens), 2695 
Stefan Zweig. Sonderpublikation der Funk-
tioniirbliitter, 2731, 2772, 278 I, 2887, 
2938 
Stefan Zweig, su Vida, Obra y Muerte 
(Goldbaum), 30I5 
Stefan Zweig und der humanitiire Gedanke 
(R. Friedenthal), 2780 
Stefan Zweig. Un Hombre de Ayer (Ortiz 
Oderigo), 30I9 
Stefan Zweig. Versuch eines Bildnisses (R. 
Specht), 2907 
SZ, (4-5), (4I-42), (6I), (67), (7o), (72), 
2975,2989,3032 
Os ultimos Dias de Stefan Zweig (Souza), 
3003, 3029 
Vida e Morte de Stefan Zweig (Azevedo), 
2997 
MONOGRAPHS IN GENERAL 
(Excluding works by or about Stefan Zweig, general reference works (Cf. 3206-3278) and 
histories of literature (Cf. 3279-3339)): 
Abendgluten, I 5 98 
De Achterhoede, I5o6 
Adventures in Modern Literature, 30I 
ALA, 25, 31, 85 
Albert Schweitzer. Leven en Werk, I5I3 
Alfred Kubin. Leben- Werk- Wirkung, 976, 
2823 
Alles und Neues, (74), 2847 
Das Amselnest, I563 
L' Annonce faite a Marie, 2648, 33 87 
Eine Antologie der besten Vbersetzungen 
(Verlaine), I474, I538 
Anthologie jiingster Lyrik, I5I4, 2487 
Antlitz, I46o 
Der arme Lukas, I 5 76 
Art and Psychoanalysis, 2552 
Arthur Rimbaud. Leben und Dichtung, I I49 
Art of Modern Fiction, 277 
Arturo Toscanini, I 53 o- I 5 31 
Assessor Karlchen, I6I9 
L'Aube, XXXI 
Au-dessus de Ia melee, XXXI 
Auf hiiherer Warte, 209 
Ausgewiihlte Briefe (R. Dehmel), (12), 979 
Ausgewiihlte Gedichte(E. Verhaeren),I442-
I443, 2495 
Ausgewiihlte Romane und Novel/en (C. 
Dickens), I49I, u82 
Aus Nab und Fern, I7I, 2773 
Aus Tag und Traum, I6I8 
Aus toten Fragen, I59I 
Aus unserer Zeit, I 58 
Der Autorabend. Dichteranekdoten von 
Rabelais bis Thomas Mann, 2922 
Aux peuples assassin is, I 43 5 
A Balzac-Bibliography, 2599 
Balzac. Historia dos treze, I272 
Balzac. Sein Weltbild aus den Werken, 1484, 
2488-2489 
Bass-Bassina-Bulu, I 50 I 
Begegnungen. Die Grossen der Welt im 
Zwiegespriich, 275 8 
Bekenntnisse eines Egoist en, I 6 I 5 
Das bekriinzte fahr, I 5 89 
La Belgique sang/ante, XXXI 
Best of Modern European Literature, 278 
Bin Blatt aus der Chronik unserer Stadt, 
I597 
Blick ins Chaos, I 57 I 
Die Blumen des Bosen, I402 
Book of Contemporary Short Stories, 267 
Briefe aus denfahren r9otf bis I907 (Rilke), 
2879 
Briefe aus Einsamkeiten, 1263, I 503 
Briefe: r87J-I9J9 (S. Freud), 98I, 2775 
Briefe: r897-I9I 4 (Rilke), 2878 
Briefe in das Jenseits, 2725 
Bin Brief von Mozart an sein Ausburger 
Biisele, I5I7, 3378 
Briefwechsel (Rilke-Gide), 977-978, 288o 
Briefwechsel (Rilke-Kippenberg), 288I 
Briefwechsel (Rilke-Marie von Thurn und 
Taxis), 2882 




Das Buch von der schiinen Stadt Salzburg, 
I6oi 
Cahiers de Ia Quinzaine, XXXI 
Cahiers Romain Rolland, 2673 
Carossa, II67 
Ceterum, 27I9-2720 
CGP, 25, 27, 25 32 
Die Chronik des deutschen Dramas, 2698 
Cien Autores Contemporaneos, 30I2 
Clerambault, I434 
Collected Papers (S. Freud), 2 5 52 
Contemporary Studies (C. Baudouin), I 36I, 
2 529 
Correspondance. I899-I926 (Claudel-Gide), 
2648, 3387 
Correspondance. I909-I926 (Rilke-Gide), 
2672 
Cressida, I440 
Crimes of Passion, 29I 
A Critical Bibliography of the Published 
Writings of Romain Rolland, 2608 
Crumbs, I099 
DdG, II27 
Le dernier Homme, I507 
Le Desarroi de /'Esprit allemand, 2668-
2669 
Destin de I' Autriche, 2664 
Deutsche Dichterhandschriften, I55, 2753 
Deutsche Dichterhandschriften von I 400 bis 
I900, 3222, 3372 
Der deutsche Dichter um die ]ahrhundert-
wende und seine Abgeliistheit von der 
Gesellschaft, 2885 
Deutsche Prosadichtungen der Gegenwart, 
2969 
Deutschland, ein Wintermiirchen, I569 
Didlogos dos Grandes do Mundo, 2999 
DichterimCaje, 28I4 
Dickensy Sarmiento, 3007 
Dictionnaire des Oeuvres de tous les Temps 
et de tousles Pays, 307, 3 I6, 3 30 
Diktate, I I07 
Doctoral Dissertations and Masters' 
Theses on Zweig, 3I80-3205 
Doctors' Choice. Sixteen Stories about Doc-
tors and Medicine, 26I 
Dostojewski (Lucka), I 5 84 
Dostojewski, der Dichter, I588 
Dostojewski. Menschengestalter und Gott-
sucher, 2850 
Drei Dramen: Helenas Heimkehr - Philip 




Emil oder iiber die Erziehung, I 5 26 
16o 
E. M. Lilien. Sein Werk, I204, 249I 
Encuentros, 3orr 
Enzio, 16I3 
Erich Ebermcryer. Buch der Freunde, 980. 
Erinnerung und Exit, I283, 150I 
Er versprach ihr einst das Paradies, I 574 
Erziihlungen (Gorki), I499 
Escape to Life, 2555, 3I63 
Exclarmonde. Ihr Leben und Leiden, I 578 
Es gibt solche Menschen, I604 
El Espiritu Activo, 302I 
Essais et Timoignages, 2646 
Essays iiber Realismus, 2844 
Es war alles ganz anders, 2708 
Eugenia Grande!, 844 
Europa-America Iatino, I207 
The Evolution of Balzac's'Comedie humaine', 
2544, 3388 
Ewiges Osterreich, 2906 
Ezra Pound, 2586 
The Fall of the Dynasties, 26rr 
Famous Dog Stories, 286 
Festschrift- Josef Bick, 2749, 3389 
Le Feu, XXXII 
Fifty Years of Thomas Mann Studies, 3368 
Firefanz der Puppemhktor, I6I6 
Flammen der Liebe, I6oo 
Flores tan Kestners Erfolg, I 5 29 
Fliichtiger S piegelblick, I 2 I 3 
France, I322 
Franz Karl Ginzky. Dem Dichter und 
Freunde zum JOsten Geburtstag, 1496 
Franzosische Dichter, I464, I478, q8o 
Frau, I397 
Freud, His Life and His Mind, 2592 
Freud On Broadway. A History of P.rycho-
analysis and the American Drama, 
2603 
Friedrich Holder/in, I 5 90 
From Caligari to Hitler. A P.rychological 
History of the German Film, 2664 
From Shakespeare to Existentialism, 2562 
Funf Finger uber Dir, I62I 
Fun Welt-Kwal, 3034 
Gassenlieder, I6I4 
Gedichte (Dahm), I547 
Gedichte (Knorr), I 579 
Gedichte (Maeterlinck), I 5 86 
Gedichte (Rimbaud), I 52 I 
Gedichte (Samain), I6o7 
Gedichte (Verlaine), I539, I62o 
Gedichte in Vers und Prosa (Baudelaire), 
1403 
Geduld. Roman, I574 
Der Geist der Unruhe, 28I5 
Der Geist des Films, 270I 
Geirte;/eben, I I I 3 
General Reference Works, 3206-3278 
Germatry'r Stepchildren, 2.569 
Gerammelte Werke (Verlaine), I 540, 2496 
Gerpr., 2876 
Gewalt, I359 
Die Gewalten (Csokor), 274I 
Godiva. Drama, I 5 6o 
Goethe; Gedichte. Eine Aurwahl, I497, 2490 
Golden Book of Dog Storie;, 285 
Der goldene Schnitt. Groue Erziihler der 
Neuen Rundschau 1890-1960, I83 
A Golden Treamry of Jewish Literature, I02 
Greater/ Stories of All Times, 279 
Great German Short Novels and Stories, 262 
Great Short Stories, 280 
Hande, I3o3 
Haschisch, I 6 IO 
Heinrich von Kleist, I 5 65 
Helenas Heimkehr, I444-I446 
Heller und Dunkles, 2IO 
Herbst, I 55 I 
Hermann Hesse and His Critics, 258I 
Hermann Hesse. Eine Bibliographie, 2945 
Herodias, I 55 5 
Herz, I334 
Herzl, 1262 
Die Hexen von Nordehoog, I594 
Den hingerichteten Vii/kern, I 43 5 
Histories of Literature, 3279-3339 
Hofmanmthal, I128 
El Hombre Libre frente a Ia Barbaric To-
tali/aria, 3022 
Homenaje a Eugen Relgis, 3023 
Hommage, I32o, 2644 
L' Homme en Amour, 1268 
Homosexuliaty: Disease or Way of Lift, 
2531 
Die humanistische Front, (57), 2 7 I 2 
Hymnen an das Leben, 1447, 146o, 1537 
L' ldealisme de Romain Rolland, 2666 
ImSommer, I582 
Inside Europe Tod'!J, 2556 
Interessante Autographen aus zwei bekannten 
Sammlungen, 2797, 3390 
Das Japan Buch, I500 
fa wirf, I552 
Jean Calvin et sa Dictature, 2682 
Jean Christophe, 1252, I328 
Jewish Caravan. Great Stories of 2J Cen-
turies, 268 
The jewish Contribution to Civilization, I 53 2 
Joseph Marx. Leben und Werk, 2837 
Journal (Green), 2657 
Journal des Annies de Guerre (Rolland), 982, 
2674 
Journal. 1939-1949 (Gide), 2552a, 2655 
Journals(Gide), 25 53 
Journey into Chao;, 2624 
Journeys, I007, I093, 2584-2585 
Juden, I003 
J uden auf der deutschen B uhne, 2 9 7 3 
Jugenderinnerungen (Renan), I 520 
Jugend in Wien, 2859 
Just As It Happened, 255I 
Karusse/1, II q 
Kein ding sei wo das wort gebricht. Stefan 
George zum Gedenken, 2895. 
Kippenberg, II47, I386 
Kleine Erzahlungen und Skizzen (Baum-
berg), I 544 
Knabenalter. Roman, I 54 5 
Kraus, II43 
Die Landstreicherin, I 59 5 
Bin Leben fiir das Buch, 280I 
Bin Leben in Briefen, Manuskripten und 
Bildern, 984 
Die Lebenserinnerungen der Gatlin Dosto-
jewskis, I 5 49 
Lebensflut. Gedichte (Frei), I 56 I 
Bin Lebensmorgen, I605 
Leben und Dichtung (Rimbaud), I 522 
The Legary of the Liberal Spirit, 2533 
Lenau. Gerchichte eines M iirtyrers der Poesie, 
I494 
Leo Tolstoi, 3 369 
De levende Gedachten van Tolstoi, I 5 33, 2493 
Liber amicorum Friderike Maria Zweig, 
2632 
Liber amicorum Romain Rolland, I 5 24 
Librarian;, I 3 5 5 
Das Licht der Welt, 2724, 2728 
Die Liebe im Menschen, I509 
The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud, 256I 
Liliencron, 43, II4I 
Literarische Portraits, 2686 
Literarische Portrait; aus dem Frankreich 
des XVII-XIX ]ahrhunderts, I333. 
I527 
Literatur fur den Deutschunte"icht. Erste 
Stufe, I64a 
Literaturas Germdnicas, 3008 
Lord Byron kommt aus der Mode, I 280 
Lyrik, 1452, I455, I469 
Lyrische Handschriften unserer Zeit, I 345, 
I54I, 338I 
Maeterlinck, I609 
The Making of an Englishman, 26I6 
Man weiss nicht wie (Non si sa come), I433 
Marvelous Journey. A Survey of Four Cen-
turies of Brazilian Writing, 2593 
Mary Stuart. A Romantic Drama, 2606 
Masters' Theses and Doctoral Disser-
tations, 3 I 80-3205 
Meine Freunde die Poeten, 28I6 
Meister des Stils uber Sprach- und Stillehre, 
2897, 2934 
Meister-Novel/en neuerer Erziihler, 218 
Memoires (Casanova), I489 
Men at War. Best Short Stories of All 
Times, 266 
Men of Music. Their Lives, Times and 
Achievements, 2 53 7 
Menschenbilder, I 5 So 
Mezza voce, I 5 59 
Midot Va'arakhim, 2976 
Mittel und Wege, I550 
M odellgeschichten, I 5 99 
Moissi, 1287 
Die Molschule, I596 
Musik des Einsamen, I572 
Das musische Land, 2729 
Muted Voices, I 519 
My Sentimental Zoo, I498 
Nacht ist umber, I485 
The Nature of Biography, 3367 
Negen Vuurmakers, II qa 
Neue deutsche Erziihler, I 8 5 
Neue Gedichte (Rilke), I6o3 
Das neue Leben, 2727 
Neues Skizzenbuch, I6II 
Niels Lyhne, I505 
Nomades. Essai sur I' Ame juive, 2662 
Novecento in Germania, 2984 
Novel/en des Lyrikers, I6o6 
No Voice Is Wholly Lost, 2604 
Nur fur Leser. Jahre und Bucher, 290Ia 
Nusus Mukhtaroh nun Tolstoy, I 53 5 
Oliver Twist, 845 
0 Mensch, I543 
roor Nacht, der Sinn der Erziihlungen der 
Scheherezade, I 562 
The Origins of Totalitarianism, 2522 
Osterreichische Profile, 2745 
Padesdt let Egona Hostovskeho, 2520 
Les Pages immortelles de Tolstoi, I 5 36 
Panorama of Modern Literature, 263 
La Paz del Hombre, 3024 
Peter Camenzind, I 573 
Le Phenomene Nazi, 2667 
Plusjamais cal, I)28 
Poesia e Realta, 298 5 
Portraits and Self-Portraits, 26oi 
Prager Rhapsodic, I 5 II 
Les Precurseurs, 2676 
The Pre-War Biographies of Romain Rol-
land and Their Place in His Work and 
the Period, 2621 
!62. 
Princesse Brambilla, I 5 04 
Probleme des Realismus, 2844 
Probleme und Gestalten der iisterreichischen 
Literatur, 2868 
Profetas y Poetas, 2 5 94, 302 5 
Prominente plaudern, 2940 
A Prophet of the Soul: Fyodor Dostoievsky, 
2)80 
Psychoanalytic Explorations in Art, 2565 
Rainer Maria Rilke. Aspects of His Mind 
and Poetry, I 525, 2492 
Rainer Maria Rilke - Bibliography, 2883 
Rainer Maria Rilke. Legende und Mythos, 
2902 
Rainer Maria Rilke. L' Evolution spirituelle 
du Poete, 2642 
Rampenlicht, 2809 
Rebellion in the Backlands, 2542 
Reden (Buddha), I546 
Rede und Antwort, I 58 I 
Reference Works and Histories of Lite-
rature, 3206-3339 
Rembrandt, I448 
Repriisentative Originai-Handschrijten, 2797, 
339° 
Richard Dehmel, 2 700 
Richard Strauss. Dokumente eines Lebens 
und Schaffens, 2929 
Rilke, Europe and the English-speaking 
World, 2578 
Rilke' s Craftsmanship. An Analysis of His 
Poetic Style, 25 30 
Rimbaud. Querschnitt durch sein Leben und 
Werk, I622 
Romain Rolland (Arcos), 2643 
Romain Rolland (Lerch), 2833 
Romain Rolland (Weiss), 2948 
Romain Rolland and a World at War, 983, 
2609 
Romain Rolland et I'AIIemagne, 2663 
Romain Rolland Vivant, 266I 
Romantische Erziihlungen, I490 
Romanzi e Romanzieri d'oggi, 2986 
Riimische Elegien, I 5 48 
Riintgenstrahlen, I 5 63 
Rosen, I 55 3 
Rot und andere Gedichte, I 5 77 
Rubens, I449 
Ruland, I 55 4 
Sabbath, I)68 
Sagenhafte Sinnspiele, I)8I 
Salzburg. Bildnis einer Stadt, 2937 
Salzburg und das Salzkammergut, I6I2 
Saints de notre Calendrier, 268o 
Siimtliche Romane und Novel/en (Dosto-
jewski), I493 
La Scena e Ia Vita, 2987 
Bin Schimmer Licht im Dunkel, I427 
Das Schlangenhemd, I523 
Bin schlichtes Herz, I 5 56 
S chmidtbonn, I I 48 
Schmitz, I30I 
Die schone Frau. Novel/en, 1483 
Schorer, 2649-265 I, 2654 
Die Schute der Empftndsamkeit, I557 
Die Schutzflehenden, I 348, I40I 
Schweitzer, II58, I365 
Sechs Essays (Arendt), 2687 
The Secret Life of Salvador Dati, 2543 
Semblanza de Arturo Toscanini, I486 
Sibylle und der Papagei, I592 
Sigmund Freud (Zilboorg), 2630 
Sigmund Freud. His Exploration of the 
Mind of Man, 263 I 
Die Simona, I554 
Spectrum, II29a 
Speigelungen (F. M. Zweig), 2974a 
Die Standarte, 29I6 
Der starkere Simson und Anderes, I593 
The Stature of Thomas Mann. Anthology 
of Critical Essf!Ys, I357, 2583 
Stefan George und sein Kreis. Eine Biblio-
graphie, z826 
Stefan Zweig Presents the Living Thoughts 
ofTolst()Y, I 5 34, 2494 
Stendhaly Otras Figuras, 3028 
Stimme aus dem Dunkel, I 542 
Stories of Scarlet Women, 294 
Streitbares Leben, 2735, z8I3 
Strophen (Gunther), I566 
Stundenbuch (Rilke), 2530 
Tag, 2I, 53, 56 
Tagebiicher (Green), 2787 
Tagebiicher, Aphorismen, Essays und Reden, 
286o 
Das Tagebuch. Gedichte (Greiner), I564 
Tellers of Tales, 28I 
The Tempest (Shakespeare: Sturm), I3II 
Le Temps viendra (Die Zeit wird kommen), 
I436 
Une tlnebreuse Affaire, 2544 
Ten Eventful Years. I937-I946, 2627 
Thema und Variationen, 2947 
Th~ Dared to Live, 2528 
Three Loves of Dostoevsky, 2605 
(Maria von) Thurm und Taxis, 2882 
Torch of Freedom, (73), 2525 
Tragerfy: Serious Drama in Relation to 
Aristotle's 'Poetics', 257I 
Treasury of the Free World, 2575 
Trophiien, I 570 
Twenty Best European Plays on the American 
Stage, I 3 I 
2I Variations on a Theme, 275 
Tycho Brahes Weg zu Gott, 1488 
Unsterblicher Genius, 2950 
Verboten und Verbannt, 2746 
Die Versuchung des heiligen Antonius, I 55 8 
Die visioniire Kunstphilosophie des William 
Blake, I437 
La Voce sotterranea, I492 
Vom letzten Tag, I567 
Vom Sinn unseres Jahrhunderts, I487 
Von zwei Ufern, I6o2 
Die Waffen nieder, XXXII, I6I7 
Warum ich Manneskleider Trug, I5IO 
Wedekind, I 379 
Der Weg der Jugend. Roman, I545 
Weib, I432 
Die Welt Albert Schweitzers, I482 
Die Weltanschauung Dostojewskis, I 5 I 8 
Weltdichtung, I406, I476 
Weltinnenraum. Die Dichtung Rainer Maria 
Rilkes, 2793 
Das Werk Thomas Manns, 3366 
What Will Happen to the Jews?, I 508 
Wiener Juden in der deutschen Literatur, 2964 
Wie sie es sehen, 147, 2965 
Winland. Novel/en und Legenden, I 58 5 
A World of Great Stories, 295 
Worte vor dem Leben, I5I6 
Writers and Writing, 267 
Wunden und Wunder. Gedichte, I 5 I 5 
Yevreiskie Pisateli, 3005 
Yisroe/. The First Jewish Omnibus, 303 
Zbirnyk Tvoriv, 3033 
ZdZ, II3o 
Zeitgefiihrten, 2730 
Die Zeit wird kommen (Le Temps viendra), 
I436 
Der zerbrochene Krug und andere Geschich-
ten, I583 
Zweigs Ausgewiihlte Prosa, 2957 
PERIODICALS AND NEWSPAPERS 
A, I873, I947, 2049, 2I34, 2209, 24II, 





Abz, 1372, 1393 
Adam, 993 
AdP, 1354, I391 
ADV, 6oa 
AfdW, 2825 
AH, 2232, 2549 
AHR, 1874, 2622, 2037 
AIR, 1286, 2560 
AJPH, 2368 
AL, II34 
AM, I312, 2412, 2452 
AMoz, 2697 
An, 2210 
APL, 1062, 1737, I973, 2I17, 2255 
APzt, 2893 
AR, I948 
ARsch, II97, 1362, 3376 
As, 2050 
Ate, 3017, 3027, 3038 
Au, 2445, 2759, 2760, 3039, 337I 
AUC, 2407 
Auf, 2914 
Au(NY), 1283, 28oo, 283 I, 2901, 2920, 
2958, 3040-304I 
AWJD, 28II, 3042 
AZ, 1294, 2495 
AZ], I639 
BA, 1763, 2020, 205 I, 2090, 2431, 2479, 
2494, 2506, 254I, 2550, 2568, 2582, 
2602, 2636, 2640, 3043, 3369 
Bb, 1626, 2903 
BBB, 1764, 2754, 3044 
BBC, 164o, 1749, 2337, 2496, 2757, 3045 
BBM, 1082, 1088 
BBSF, 2930 
BBZ, 1987, 2795 
Bd, 10I6, 2338, 2802, 2812, 2848, 29I3, 
3046-3047 




BF, I984, 2046, 2074 
Bg, 2I7I 
Bib, 2172 
BIG, 194I, 2923 
Bkg, 2493 
Bks, 1903, 2089, 2132, 2366 
Bl, 17I4, I778, I798, 1816, I875, I885, 
I904, 1949, 2021, 2052, 2091, 2130, 
2136, 2220, 2369, 2413, 2453, 2507 
BM, 2339 
Bm, 1715, 2022, 2190, 22II, 2233, 2279, 
2370,2546,3050 
BMB, 2217 
BMeN, 1886, 2590, 3051 
BN, 1571-1572, 2915 
Bng, 2340, 2838, 2853, 3052 
Der Bogen, 3371 
Br, 2694, 305 3 




BT, XXXI, 1017, 1034, II42, II68, II96, 
1209, 1212, 1214, 1228, 1232, 1233, 
1239, 1253, 1357a, 1374, 1380, 1389, 
1543, 1627, 1695, 1929, 1988, 2173, 
2262, 2305, 2341, 2783, 2961, 305 5-
3056, 3375 
BTr, 1663, 1770, 1779, 1817, 1950, 2023, 
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